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1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Summary

This chapter aims at introducing the background of the project. This brief introduction is
followed by an overview of the research presented in the next chapters of the thesis.

1

1.1. Composites: brief introduction
Since thousands of years, men have been using natural and engineered composite materials.
Materials like wood, i.e. polymer-polymer composite made of cellulose fibers in a lignin and
hemicellulose matrix, or bone, i.e. polymer-ceramic composite made of hydroxyapatite
reinforced with collagen fibers, teeth or ivory, are natural composites. In ancient Egypt, more
than 5000 years ago, brick makers used to add short lengths of straw to Nile mud mixed with
sand and water, in order to improve the mechanical properties of the bricks.

1

Like in

Mesopotamia, this combination of materials was also employed to make tubes designed for the
transportation of water. Examples of more recent composites are concrete (cement-gravel and
sand composite), cermets (ceramic-metal composite), reinforced rubber (carbon–polymer
composite), arborite (paper-melamine composite), etc.
By definition, a composite material is made of two or more constituents with significantly
different physical and chemical properties and which remain separate and distinct within the
final structure. This combination (hopefully) leads to a synergy of structural (e.g. mechanical)
and/or functional (e.g. electronic, optical, etc.) properties compared to each constituent separate.
These constituents of a composite can be classified in two categories: the matrix, i.e. the
dispersing or continuous phase and the reinforcement, i.e. the dispersed phase. Because of the
large variety of types of matrices (metallic, inorganic, polymeric, …) and dispersed phases
(fibers, particles, crystals, …), the design potential of composite materials is extremely large.
Nowadays, one of the most widely used categories of materials is based on fibers randomly
dispersed in a matrix, notably an organic polymer matrix. This specific type of composites has
gained a growing importance since the beginning of the eighties, and the continuous
technological improvement of these materials has opened the way to large application domains
ranging from sport equipments, leisure activities, entertainment, to advanced technologies (like
in automobile, aeronautics, etc.). Depending on the intrinsic properties of the added filler, not
only the mechanical performances of the matrix can be improved, but also the fire resistance, the
electrical and/or the thermal properties, etc.

1.2. Nanoscience and technology
Over the last two decades, intense efforts were invested to control and tailor the structure and
composition of materials on the atomic or molecular scale. The term “nanotechnology” was first
coined by Norio Taniguchi in 1974, in Japan, as follows: “Nanotechnology mainly consists of
2

the processing of separation, consolidation and deformation of materials by one atom or one
molecule”.

2

This definition encompassed a multitude of rapidly emerging technologies, based

upon the scaling down of existing technologies to the next level of precision and miniaturization,
that is to say technologies offering a precision manufacture of materials with nanometer
tolerances. In the 1980’s the basic idea of this definition was explored in much more depth by
Eric Drexler, who promoted the technological significance of nanoscale phenomena and devices
through lectures and the book Engines of Creation: The Coming Era of Nanotechnology and
Nanosystems. 3 This book created much excitement. Nowadays, the term nanotechnology refers
to a field of fundamental and applied science and technology covering a broad range of topics.
The main unifying theme is the understanding and control of matter in the length scale of
approximately 1-100 nanometer range, as well as the creation and use of devices possessing a
size on this same length scale. 4
The reasons of the enthusiasm arising from the “nanosciences” are numerous. Among them,
the very large surface to volume ratio exhibited by many nanoscaled materials opened novel
possibilities in surface-based science, such as heterogeneous catalysis.

5

Furthermore, it was

discovered that properties of the materials change as their size approaches the nanoscale, in other
words, as the fraction of specific atoms at the surface of a material becomes significant. For
example, inert materials such as platinum become catalysts, semiconductors like silicon become
conductor, etc.

1.3. Nanocomposites
Nanocomposites are composites for which at least one dimension of the dispersed phase (i.e.
the filler) is in the nanometer range. Even if the term “nanomaterials” or “nanocomposites”
appeared at the end of the eighties, the practical use of this type of materials is much older. For
example, colored stained glass, whose production implies the use of nanoprecipitates originated
from the reductive treatment of metal salts, was commonly produced by the Romans or by the
stained-glass masters of the Middle Age: twenty-five-nanometer-large spherical gold particles
dispersed in glass leads to the generation of a red-colored glass, and hundred-nanometer-large
spherical silver particles to yellow glass.

6, 7

Since the 50’s, the pneumatic industry has also

largely exploited dispersions of silica or carbon nanosized particles in order to promote the
reinforcement of the rubber matrix. The tremendous potential filler-matrix interface, combined
with the same size of the components of the dispersed phase, makes this type of nanocomposites
very attractive, since they are expected to require much smaller amounts of filler to obtain
3

similar or even better levels of performance (in regard, among others, to mechanical, thermal and
electrical properties) as composites made for example with micro-sized fillers.

1.4. Carbon nanotubes
One breakthrough in the field of nanotechnology came from the discovery of a third allotropic
form of carbon, next to diamond and graphite: the fullerenes, a family of carbon allotropes,
constituted of hollow molecules entirely composed of carbon. In 1985, Harold Kroto, from the
University of Sussex, and James Heath, Sean O'Brien, Robert Curl and Richard Smalley, from
the Rice University, reported the discovery of buckyballs, round molecules exclusively
composed of 60 carbon atoms, see Figure 1.1.

8-10

Kroto, Curl, and Smalley were awarded the

Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1996 for their roles in the discovery of fullerenes. A few years later,
this finding led in turn to the official discovery to cylindrical fullerenes, called carbon nanotubes,
11

though carbon "whiskers" had been observed as far back as the 1960s. 12, 13

Figure 1.1. Perspective view of a buckminsterfullerene C60, also known as buckyball. It is the
smallest fullerene in which no two pentagons share an edge. It is also the most common in term
of occurrence. (From ref. 14. Copyright 1992 by the American Physical Society)
Since their discovery and reliable characterization, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been the
object of frenetic and intense research. Single-wall nanotubes (SWCNTs) are like rolled-up
cylinders of graphene sheets with carbon atoms bonded by sp2 hybrid orbitals, closed at both
ends by semi-spherical caps that could be joined together to form a fullerene, see Figure 1.2.
Multi-wall nanotubes (MWCNTs) consist of sets of concentric graphite tubes, each of which
fitting inside the other like Russian dolls. Relatively recently, selective synthesis of double-wall
nanotubes has even been carried out, for example, by Ren and Cheng. 15
This unique structure of SWCNTs and MWCNTs provides them with exceptional air and
thermal stability, as well as outstanding mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties

4

16

that

make them suitable for a wide variety of potential applications in both basic and applied science,
as well as in our daily life. 17-22

Figure 1.2. Single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT). (Reused with permission from ref. 28.
Copyright 1992, American Institute of Physics)
SWCNTs are emerging as the prototypical electronic one-dimensional conductor 23-25 thanks to
the delocalization of the ʌ-electrons along their wall. Their structure is uniquely defined by the
‘helicity’ of the honeycomb lattice with respect to the tube axis, the so-called chiral vector,
which determines the orientation of the “graphene sheet”, and thus governs the properties of the
CNTs, that is to say the distinction between metallic and semi-conductive CNTs.

25-28

The

conduction behavior of MWCNTs is much more complex since some electron transfer can occur
between the different shells of the MWCNTs.

1.5. Carbon nanotube/polymer nanocomposites
One important application of CNTs is their incorporation into a matrix, more particularly into a
polymer matrix. A large part of the CNT/polymer based composites exploit CNTs as a
conductive filler dispersed into an insulating matrix. Applications range from electronics to
aerospace sectors, such as electrostatic dissipation,
shielding,

30

multilayer printed circuits,

31

29

electromagnetic interference (EMI)

and transparent conductive coatings. 32 The aims are to

develop cheap, light and easy-to-process “conductive plastics”, for future applications in which
metals and/or semiconductors are still preferred.
The key issues for producing technically interesting CNT/polymer nanocomposites are the
complete and efficient dispersion of the individual SWCNTs into the polymer matrix, as well as
the control of the properties of the filler-matrix interface. If well dispersed, the potential fillermatrix interface area is huge, and a perfect control of the interfacial interaction is crucial for
obtaining optimal properties.
5

1.6. Objective and outline of the thesis
The main bottleneck for the incorporation of CNTs into nanocomposites is that as-produced
SWCNTs are held together in bundles of 50 to 200 individual tubes by very strong Van der
Waals interactions, 33, 34 estimated as 500 eV/ȝm (i.e. 8 • 1011 J/m) of tube length, see Figure 1.3.
For rod-shaped particles, van der Waals attractions are indeed highly directional, which favor
parallel alignment of the CNTs.

35

Moreover, as-produced MWCNTs are highly entangled.

Therefore the individual tubes tend to remain aggregated even if attempts are made to disperse
them. Baughman et al.

36

demonstrated that bundling results in diminished mechanical and

electrical properties with respect to theoretical predictions related to individual CNTs. Several
methods were developed over the last years in order to circumvent this issue. As a result,
dispersion of CNTs into a polymer matrix is not only a geometrical problem, dealing with the
length and the orientation of the CNTs, but it also relates to local improvement of the CNT
surface-polymer contact due to segregation.

Figure 1.3. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of a SWCNT rope consisting of
about 100 SWCNTs as it bends through the image plane of the microscope. The diameter of a
single tube is typically of 1-2 nm. Scale bar: 10 nm. (From ref. 33. Reprinted with permission of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS))
The aim of the work described in this thesis is to study and to tailor a novel approach to make
CNT/polymer nanocomposites, based on latex technology. This method is based on colloid
science, since the key step of this process consists of mixing an aqueous dispersion of mainly
individual CNTs, covered by surfactant molecules, with a colloidally stable polymer latex.

6

Chapter 2 covers the main strategies developed over the past decade for incorporation of
CNTs into a polymer matrix. This chapter does not have the pretension to give an exhaustive
overview but rather to illustrate the main strategies with some appealing examples.
Chapter 3 deals with the study and the optimization of the preparation of a stable CNTsurfactant dispersion in an aqueous medium. This constitutes the first step of the process to
produce CNT/polymer nanocomposites. The effects of the CNT purification and of the
centrifugation of the surfactant -CNT dispersion will be discussed.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the determination of the surface coverage of exfoliated carbon CNTs
by surfactant molecules thanks to four experimental methods based on thermogravimetric
analysis, UV-Vis spectroscopy, surface tension measurements and a variant of Maron’s titration.
Chapter 5 emphasizes the importance of the processing conditions and the characteristics of
the polymer matrix, mostly its molecular weight distribution, with respect to the formation of the
CNT percolative network.
Chapter 6 discusses the impact of the characteristics, such as length and intrinsic conductivity,
of the CNTs used on the overall conductivity of the CNT/PS nanocomposites obtained.
Finally, Chapter 7 focuses on the preparation and on the study of nanocomposites prepared
with several categories of polymer matrices to demonstrate the versatility of the latex-based
process to prepare conductive nanocomposites. Amorphous polymers, semi-crystalline polymers,
as well as a polymer blend were used as the continuous phase for these nanocomposites.
The main conclusions of this thesis are highlighted in the epilogue. The required adaptations of
this latex-based concept to make CNT/polymer nanocomposites on an industrial scale are also
discussed, and recommendations for future research on this subject are given.

7
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2
TOOLBOX FOR DISPERSING CARBON NANOTUBES INTO POLYMERS TO GET
CONDUCTIVE NANOCOMPOSITES

Summary
The three main strategies for dispersing carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into a polymer matrix to
produce conductive nanocomposites are described, and illustrated with some appealing
examples. The direct mixing of the CNTs and the polymer is the ‘simplest’ concept to achieve
this goal. Other approaches concern the modification of either the polymer matrix or the CNT
walls in order to improve the wetting of the filler with the matrix material, and thus promote the
incorporation of the CNTs into the polymer matrix. Most promising results seem to be obtained
upon the addition of a third component. The basic concept of most of the strategies based on this
last approach is the generation of a colloidally stable system containing both a dispersion of
CNTs stabilized by surfactant molecules in water and a polymer latex. After removal of the
water, the resulting powder can be processed into the desired shape. This versatile and
environmentally benign concept furnishes low percolation thresholds and relatively high
conductivity levels.

This chapter is based on: Grossiord, N.; Loos, J.; Koning, C. E. J. Mater. Chem. 2005 15, 23492352 and Grossiord, N.; Loos, J.; Regev, O.; Koning, C. E. Chem. Mater. 2006 18, 1089-1099.

9

2.1. General introduction
Over the last decades, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have become the subject of intensive
research, both fundamental and applied. They are evaluated for engineering applications as well.
Among the extraordinary properties attributed to CNTs are their superlative resilience,

1

their

2

extremely high tensile strength (150-180 GPa ) and tensile modulus (from 640 GPa to 1 MPa
for individual CNTs

3-5

), their thermal stability, their excellent heat conductivity (higher than

3000 W/(m K) according to experimental and theoretical works 6-9) due to “ballistic conduction”
along the tube axis (while being isolative laterally to this axis). These superior properties have
fed fantastic predictions of microscopic robots or motors,
and electronic textiles,
biosensing applications

11, 12
14

10

nanorheometers, super-tough fibers

nanoprobes in scanning probe microscopy,

such as vaccine delivery,

15, 16

13

transducers in

etc. Much attention has been given to

the use of CNTs in composite materials to harness their exceptional mechanical 17 and electronic
18, 19

properties. Even if the market is in the early stage of product and process development, the

market projection for polymer composite technology predicts a 72.5 million kilogram market for
CNT-filled products by 2009.

20

The development of some CNT-based nanocomposites is

already so far that they are commonly used and produced by some companies. For example,
some General Motors cars already contain parts to which CNTs were added, like mirror housings
that are electrostatically painted in the assembly line, avoiding in this way separate painting and
associated color mismatch.
A single-wall CNT (SWCNT) (and, by extension, each shell of a multi-wall CNT (MWCNT))
can be visualized as a sheet of graphite that has been rolled-up. Despite structural similarity to a
single sheet of graphite, which is considered as a semi-conductor with zero-band gap, a SWCNT
may be either metallic or semiconducting. The so-called chiral vector of a tube, Ch, is defined by
Ch= n • a1 + m • a2, with a1 and a2 being unit vectors describing the graphite unit cell which can
be rolled-up to form the tube, and n and m are integers. If n-m is a multiple of 3, the tube is
metallic, otherwise, it is semi-conductive. 21
Individual defect-free SWCNTs are seen as ideal model systems for one-dimensional
conductors

22-24

since they exhibit ballistic transport of electrons (i.e. absence of inelastic

scattering) over mesoscopic distances along their wall axis.

25-27

Electron transport through

MWCNTs appears to be more complex since some electron transfer between the different layers
occurs, 28-30 that can redistribute the current across the walls. However, it was suggested that the
intertube transfer in long incommensurate disorder-free MWCNTs becomes negligibly small 31-33
and that, at most, only a few layers close to the outermost shell of the MWCNT significantly
10

contribute to the electron transport. This electronic confinement may stem from the impossibility
for electrons to go through semi-conductive shells, which statistically constitutes two-third of the
total shells of the MWCNTs.
Basically, for obtaining conductive CNT/polymer composites, the highly electrical conductive
CNT filler is dispersed into the polymer matrix. So a three-dimensional conductive network of
the CNTs in the polymer matrix is obtained. The so-called percolation theory 34 is generally used
to describe the insulator-to-conductor transition in composites made of a conductive filler in an
electrically insulating matrix. The electrical conductivity of a composite is strongly dependent on
the filler loading. At low filler concentrations, the conductivity remains very close to the
conductivity of the pure, electrically insulating polymer matrix, since the fillers only occur
individually or in small clusters in the matrix. When a critical filler volume fraction, the
percolation threshold, is reached, the conductivity drastically increases by many orders of
magnitude with very little increase in the filler loading. It coincides with the formation of a
conductive, three-dimensional network of the filler in the continuous polymer phase. Finally the
conductivity levels off at a certain value, the maximum conductivity of the composite. The
composite conductivity ı follows a percolation scaling law of the form of ı Į (ȡ-ȡc)t where ȡ is
the volume fraction of filler, ȡc the percolation threshold, i.e. the critical volume fraction to form
a conductive network, and t the conductivity exponent, which generally reflects the
dimensionality of the system. The values of the latter are typically around 1.3 and 2.0 for two
and three dimensional filler networks, respectively.

35, 36

Depending on the polymer matrix, the

processing technology, and the CNT type used, experimental percolation thresholds ranging
from 0.0025 wt% to more than 10 wt% have been reported for thin films.
By adjusting the type and amount of CNTs dispersed in the polymer matrix, plastics exhibiting
tunable levels of conductivity can be produced for various applications. For electrostatic
dissipation for example, the conductivity levels of the nanocomposite should be comprised
between 10-10 and 10-3 S/m. On the other hand, for electromagnetic shielding applications, the
electrical conductivity range should be higher than 1 S/m. When the conductivity is higher than
10-3 S/m, the materials are considered as (semi-)conductive. 37
It has been shown, both experimentally and theoretically, that the percolation threshold
strongly depends on the aspect ratio (length-to-diameter ratio) of the filler particles.

38-41

At

similar states of filler orientation, the higher the aspect ratio, the lower the filler concentration
necessary to reach the percolation threshold, and to get conductive films. Just to give an idea of
the importance of this parameter: Munson-McGee
11

39

used statistical arguments to estimate the

critical concentration in a percolative network of an anisotropic, three-dimensional cylinder
distribution, which can be considered as a schematic representation of an ideal percolative
network of CNTs in a polymer matrix. The results of his calculations showed that the percolation
threshold of systems such as cylinders randomly spread out in space is strongly influenced by the
value of aspect ratio of the cylinders, and can vary from about 12 volume percent for aspectratios of 10 to much less than 1 when the aspect ratio approaches 1000. That is why fibril-shaped
filler particles have been an attractive choice in recent years. Fillers such as carbon black or
synthetic graphite, which have aspect ratios varying from 2 to about 500 on average, require
filler concentrations typically ranging from 7 to 18 wt% to get conductive materials, depending
on the polymer and the level of conductivity needed.

42

Such filler concentrations make the

polymer brittle. On the other hand, CNTs achieve the same conductivity for 1 to 3 wt% loading,
if not less, due to their high conductivity, combined with a very high aspect ratio with minimum
values in the order of magnitude of 1000. Low filler loadings generally do not significantly
change the host polymer’s other preferred physical properties and usually only result in a very
small increase in melt viscosity, which still allows easy processing. From a commercial point of
view, it is highly relevant to take this low required loading into account, since CNTs are
nowadays still very expensive. Note that the price, depending on purity and quality, still ranges
from 20 €/g to 1000 €/g. 43 At the moment, for industrial use, costs dictate the use of MWCNTs
rather than that of SWCNTs, even if SWCNTs should reach similar conductivity levels as
MWCNTs-polymer composites at lower loadings. However, because of the progress realized in
the field of CNT synthesis and the subsequent anticipated cost cuts, SWCNTs might become
more and more attractive on the long term. Recently, Bayer announced the construction of a
3000 tons/year production plant for MWCNTs, and estimated that this economy of scale should
reduce the price down to ca. 20 €/kg of product.
CNTs are no standardized products yet. As a result, the characteristics of the CNTs, which
determine their properties (such as their intrinsic electrical conductivity), are strongly influenced
by the production method, as well as by the experimental synthesis conditions under which the
synthesis has been carried out. By choosing the experimental conditions of the production
method properly, it is possible to control some parameters of the final product, e.g. the type of
CNTs synthesized (MWCNTs vs. SWCNTs), the quality of the CNTs, the amount and type of
impurities, some structural CNT features 44 such as the degree of crystallinity, the tube and wall
structure, etc. Furthermore, CNTs are mostly produced with impurities such as amorphous
carbon or catalyst particles, as well as defects. As with many materials, the presence of defects
significantly affects the material properties. Defects can occur in the form of atomic vacancies or
12

as the so-called Stone-Wales defects, which creates a pentagon and heptagon pair by
rearrangement of the bonds. The common result of the presence of defects is the lowered
conductivity through the defective region of the tube. 45
Three main routes of CNT production have already been developed: the arc-discharge (AD)
method,

46, 47

which implies the arc evaporation of pure or metal-doped carbon electrodes, laser

vaporization of metal doped carbon targets,

48, 49

and chemical vapor deposition (CVD),

50-52

which consists of the decomposition of carbon-containing molecules such as ethane, methane,
and carbon monoxide on supported nanoparticles of metal that play the role of catalyst for CNT
growth. Among all the CVD methods reported, the so-called High Pressure Carbon Oxide
(HiPCO) process

53

(or modified versions of it) is particularly successful and used to produce

high quality SWCNTs of small diameters and narrow diameter distributions with rather high
yields. The CVD and AD methods are by now commonly used at relatively large industrial scale
to produce commercial CNTs. In contrast, the total production rate with the laser-furnace method
is still very low and the cost-performances ratio not enough competitive yet.
Current CNT production techniques are actively improved and novel synthesis routes are
explored in order to produce CNTs of ever improving quality, containing less and less
impurities. From a quality point of view, growing SWCNT

54

or MWCNT

55

forests by CVD

from catalyst-coated silicon wafers appears to be a very successful and promising way to
proceed, although it remains to be seen whether this method is economically viable.

2.2. Incorporation of CNTs into a polymer matrix: a challenge
Nevertheless, as-produced CNTs mainly exist, either in bundles for SWCNTs containing
hundred of tubes hexagonally packed,

49, 56, 57

or highly entangled in the case of MWCNTs.

These bundles are thermodynamically stabilized by ʌ-ʌ interactions. This particularity remains a
bottleneck for the use of CNTs as filler in a polymer matrix since they have the trend to remain
bundled or entangled even after attempts to disperse them. It was indeed stressed by Baughman
et al.

58

that bundling results in diminished mechanical and electrical properties as compared to

theoretical predictions related to individual CNTs. Notably, the presence of CNT bundles
reduces the effectiveness of CNTs as reinforcing agents
nanocomposites.

60

59

or as conductive fillers in

Additionally, for a given system, higher filler loadings are required to obtain

a property enhancement with aggregated fillers than with individualized ones.
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Several methods were developed over the last years in order to circumvent this issue. The
challenge is therefore to incorporate exfoliated individual CNTs, or at least relatively thin CNT
bundles, inside a polymer matrix in order to obtain a dispersion, since CNTs tend to remain
bundled together even after attempts are made to disperse them. In other words, percolation of
CNTs is not only a geometrical issue, dealing with the length and the orientation of the CNTs,
but it also relates to local improvements in CNT contacts with the matrix material due to
segregation. The key words are the dispersion of the CNTs into the polymer matrix (which does
not need to be homogeneous), as well as the quality of the CNT-polymer matrix interface.

2.3. Ultrasound
Since low CNT loadings and large interface areas are required to optimize the performance of
CNT-polymer nanocomposites, efforts of research focuses on the “breaking” the CNT bundles,
and so on the incorporation of individualized CNTs, or at least CNT bundles as thin as possible,
into the polymer matrix. Stirring in a solvent or a polymer melt is usually not sufficient to
achieve this goal. That is why ultrasound (bath or horn/tip ultrasonication) is frequently applied.
Let’s briefly summarize what happens during sonication of a liquid medium containing
bundles of CNTs. 61 Like any sound wave, ultrasound propagates via a series of compression and
rarefaction waves induced in the molecules of the medium through which it passes. In other
words, when mechanical energy is provided to the liquid medium thanks to the oscillations
induced by the sonicator, the molecules start vibrating around their zero position. At sufficiently
high power, rarefaction exceeds the attractive forces of cohesion of the liquid, and cavitation
bubbles form. The growth of theses bubbles is dominated by the process of rectified diffusion:
small amounts of vapor or gas from the medium enter the bubble during its expansion and are
not fully expelled during compression. The bubbles grow over a few cycles to an equilibrium
size dependent of the frequency applied. They finally collapse in succeeding compression cycles.
In aqueous systems, at an ultrasonic frequency of 20 kHz, each cavitation bubble-collapse acts as
a localized “hotspot”, which generates temperatures of about 5000 K and pressures exceeding
1000 bars.62
Surface imperfections or irregularities, or trapped gas located at the CNT-liquid interface can
act as the nuclei for cavitation bubble formation. Near a solid surface, bubble collapse becomes
non-spherical, driving high speed jets of liquid (which can reach velocities of hundreds of meters
per second) into the surface.

63

This production of shock waves promotes the “peeling off” of
14

individual CNTs located at the outer part of the CNT bundles, and thus results in the exfoliation
of individualized CNTs. If the sonication treatment is too aggressive and/or too long, it can lead
to localized damage of the CNT walls, if not to CNT shortening.64,

65

Localized damage

deteriorates both electrical and mechanical properties.

2.4. CNT purification
Another big issue to be addressed is the purity of the CNTs. As mentioned before, all the CNT
synthesis methods are not equivalent and lead to the production of CNTs with different
characteristics, as well as different kinds and levels of impurities, e.g. amorphous carbon,
catalyst particles, etc. As a consequence, it is very important to be able to characterize the nature
and amount of the impurities that each batch contains since they are incorporated at the same
time as the CNTs into the polymer matrix, persist throughout processing and so affect the
performance of the final composite. Furthermore, it is also important to know what the amount
of truly CNTs used is if one wants to compare published results in a systematic way.
Itkis and his coworkers
scanning

electron

66

have recently compared different characterization methods, i.e.

microscopy

(SEM),

transmission

electron

microscopy

(TEM),

thermogravimetry (TGA), Raman, and near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy, in order to determine
the optimum combination of these techniques to get reliable and accurate information about the
purity of the CNT studied. They come to the conclusion that the combination of TGA and
Raman spectroscopy is quite satisfying. In the same field, Herrera et al.

67

reported a successful

use of in-situ temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) and Raman spectroscopy to reach the
same goal.
Several strategies have already been developed over the last decade to obtain CNTs as pure as
possible, and so minimize the influence of these impurities on their performances in composites.
Note that impurities can indeed affect the batch-to-batch reproducibility of the results, and
influence the electrical properties of the final composite.
Most of the purification methods developed so far are based on or include steps involving
acids such as hydrochloric acid (HCl)

68, 69

or nitric acid (HNO3).

HNO3 and sulfuric (H2SO4) acids are used.

71

70

Sometimes mixtures of

These chemical approaches are particularly

effective for the removal of catalyst particles from the CNT samples. It is important to precise
that CNTs produced by different methods do not necessarily show the same behavior when
treated with the same purification method. 44 Moreover, it has been proven by Monthioux et al. 72
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that especially the methods based on HNO3 and H2SO4 lead to significant oxidation of the CNT
walls, which results in a damage of the structure of the CNT walls and even in cutting of the
CNTs, i.e. a reduction of the aspect ratio of the CNTs.
An alternative to acid-based chemical purifications is thermal annealing. 73-78 This strategy has
been reported to lead to the removal of most amorphous carbon impurities, as well as of residual
catalyst particles. It can even sometimes increase the graphitic perfection of the CNTs. However,
formation of graphitic shells and other undesirable nanoparticles may be promoted.

79

Note that

thermal annealing can also be used in combination with acid-based chemical treatments. 74

2.5. Methods to disperse individual CNTs in a polymer matrix
Several methods have already been developed over the last years to achieve an efficient
dispersion of individual CNTs in a polymer matrix. The easiest method consists of directly
mixing the polymer and the CNTs. One can also either modify the polymer in such a way that it
can interact with the S-system of the CNT wall, or modify the walls of the CNTs by
functionalization and so improve the wetting of the filler, as well as the dispersion in the
medium. It is also possible to use a third component, such as surfactant molecules, to assist the
exfoliation of the CNT bundles and the subsequent incorporation of the CNTs into the polymer
matrix. All main methods reported thus far are briefly discussed below, and are illustrated with
representative examples. In this way a guided tour through the tool-box for the dispersion of
CNTs into highly viscous polymer matrices is offered.

2.5.1. Direct mixing
Sandler and his coworkers developed two methods based on the direct mixing of CNTs and
polymers. The easiest direct mixing procedure

80

consists of dispersing aligned untreated

MWCNTs, produced by CVD, into an epoxy resin with relatively low viscosity by shearintensive mechanical stirring, using a dissolver disk. It has to be mentioned that no ultrasonic
treatment was required. The formation of the network was not induced by a truly statistical
percolation process based on the random distribution of individual high-aspect ratio fillers,
which explains the low percolation threshold of 0.0025 wt% of CNTs. Conductivity values in the
range of 1 S/m were reported around 0.01 wt% of CNT loading.

16

Another direct mixing procedure 81 deals with the use of a solvent to lower the viscosity of an
epoxy resin. So dispersion of the filler into the matrix of the composite is favored. In the first
step, catalytically-grown MWCNTs were exfoliated in ethanol under sonication. The resulting
suspension was mixed with an epoxy resin under stirring. The low viscosity of the resin was
maintained during the mixing by a choice of proper experimental conditions. Once the dispersion
of the filler was achieved, the solvent was evaporated. Finally, some hardener was added to
complete the entrapment of the CNTs in the polymer. The distribution of the CNTs into the
polymer matrix was not uniform because it was impossible to break up all the entanglements of
the CNT material. An increase of the overall conductivity was achieved, comparable to
conductivities achieved for a composite based on the same polymer matrix but filled with carbon
black. The percolation threshold was found to be below 0.04 wt%. The conductivity of the
nanocomposite was found to be about 10-1 S/m.
Bryning et al.

82

uses a similar method based on the use and evaporation of a solvent to

incorporate purified CNTs (less than 5 wt% of impurities) produced by both laser-oven and
HiPCO processes, into an epoxy matrix, in order to get very low percolation thresholds. Like in
the first example given in this section,

80

Bryning and his coworkers lower the percolation

threshold to extremely low values by favoring the formation of CNT aggregates. Dilute
dispersions of SWCNTs in N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) were added to an epoxy matrix
under sonication, and the DMF was allowed to evaporate. An aliphatic amine crosslinker was
finally added under stirring. By controlling the sonication time before curing, formation of CNT
aggregates could be favored or inhibited: CNT reaggregation occurred indeed if the sonication
was turned off before curing, whereas continuous sonication prior to curing guaranteed a good
final dispersion of the CNTs in the polymer matrix. The threshold weight fractions were
extremely low in the case of the samples for which CNT aggregation had been favored: 6.1
(+2.2/-0.6)

•

10-3 for laser-oven CNTs and 9.9 (+1.2/-1.0)

•

10-3 for HiPCO CNTs, with a

conductivity of about 10-2 S/m for 0.12 wt% of laser-oven CNTs.
A variant, the so-called “coagulation method”,

83

is based on the difference in swellability of

polymers in a good and in a poor solvent. In a sonication bath, purified SWCNTs produced by a
HiPCO process were first mixed with the polymer (poly(methyl methacrylate); PMMA)
dissolved in a good solvent (Dimethylformamide; DMF). The CNTs were purified by an acidic
HCl treatment

37

, which led to the obtaining of a CNT sample containing less than 8 wt% of

metal residue. Then, still under sonication, water was added to the mixture little by little, until
the solvent lost its ability to swell the polymer chains. As a result, the polymer precipitated and
entrapped the CNTs, preventing them from bundling again. The dispersion was comparable to
17

that obtained in the solvent. It had been observed that the higher the CNT concentration, the
more randomly organized the CNTs were, certainly due to steric constraints. By changing some
experimental parameters, this method should be applicable to a wide range of thermoplastics.
The maximum conductivity reached for a SWCNT/PMMA nanocomposite was about 10-2 S/m
and remained approximately at the same level for higher CNT loadings. The percolation
threshold was reached at a CNT loading of 1 wt% for non-aligned CNTs.

2.5.2. Modification of CNTs or of the polymer
Another approach implies either a modification of the CNTs by functionalization of their
walls, or a modification of the polymer matrix in order to improve the interactions at the
polymer-filler interface, and accordingly promote dispersion of the CNTs in the polymer matrix.

Modification / functionalization of the CNT walls
Many researchers have tried to solubilize CNTs through various functionalization routes, e.g.
fluorination,

84

with possibly further treatments to generate for instance CN groups on the CNT

wall surface.

85

The cyanide-modified CNTs can e.g. be used as precursors for the preparation of

nylon SWCNT composites. The reactivity of CNTs is primarily driven by the enormous strain
engendered by the curvature of their walls (inducing pyramidalization of the carbon atoms
bearing the conjugated ʌ electrons) and the ʌ-orbital misalignment between adjacent pairs of
carbon atoms. As a result, CNTs are expected to be more reactive than flat graphene sheets.

86

Besides, for the same reasons, one can expect a higher reactivity of CNTs with small
diameters. 87
Sung et al.,

88

and before them Park et al.,

89

reported a remarkable route to nanoscopically

disperse MWCNTs in a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix by directly grafting PMMA
chains on the surface of the CNT walls. Grafting the CNT walls with PMMA obviously favored
the compatibility between the filler and the matrix. MWCNTs synthesized by a thermal CVD
method were first purified and oxidized by two sequential acid treatments (first nitric acid,
secondly hydrochloric acid, which introduced hydroxylic functional groups on the CNT wall
surface. Unfortunately, this procedure shortened the CNTs. The purity of the CNTs was
determined to be 99% after this treatment. The oxidized CNTs were then mixed in a liquid
methyl methacrylate (MMA) monomer under sonication. Finally, an in-situ radical
18

polymerization with Į-Į’ azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN) as initiator was performed under
sonication. The acid treatment of the NT actually favors the availability of S-bonds on the CNT
surface, triggering thus the initiation of radical polymerization from the CNT walls and the
grafting of polymer chains onto the tubes. Sung dissolved then the resulting MWCNT/PMMA
composite in DMF for two days and electrospinned to get fibers. Their conductivity was always
about 10-8 S/m, regardless of the CNT loading. In addition, some CNT/PMMA films were
prepared by solvent casting by both Park and Sung. The composite films prepared by Park et al.
were transparent, with a uniform distribution of MWCNTs. No results of conductivity
measurements, possibly carried out on these films, were published by Park and his coworkers.
On the contrary, Sung measured electrical conductivity of 3.1

•

10-2 S/m (resp. 1.4 S/m) for

composites containing 1 wt% (resp. 5 wt%) of CNTs, which is much higher than the
conductivity of pure PMMA (about 10-12 S/m).
Shaffer and Koziol

90

followed the same route to graft polystyrene (PS) onto the walls of

MWCNTs synthesized by a CVD technique, and purified by a concentrated sulfuric-nitric acidbased treatment. MWCNTs coated by a thin polymer layer of typically 5-10 nm were obtained.
Depending on the initiator used (benzoyl peroxide or potassium persulfate), from 0.5 wt% to
18 wt% of the total polymer synthesized could be coated on the surface of more than 50 % of the
MWCNTs present in the reactor during the polymerization. No results concerning the
conductivity behavior of the material obtained were given.
This technique may actually be extended to all kinds of polymers, synthesized by radical
polymerization, to enable a new generation of CNT-filled composites.
Dispersion of CNTs into a polymer matrix by functionalization, in order to improve the
electrical properties of the polymer, has not proven to be extremely successful yet. Most of the
time, publications presenting a way to produce CNT/polymer composites via this technique
either focus on the synthesis of the composites without studying the mechanical or electrical
properties of the materials, or only focus on the mechanical properties. No study of the electrical
conductivity has really been described in detail so far. This way of producing conductive
CNT/polymer nanocomposites is still at its infancy.
A key parameter for the production of this type of conductive nanocomposites is the control of
the degree of grafting on the CNT wall. On the one hand, it should not be too high in order not to
significantly disturb the ʌ electron system of the CNT walls, and so affect the electrical
properties. On the other hand, the degree of grafting should be sufficient to provide a good
compatibility between filler and polymer matrix, i.e. a good wetting at the interface between the
19

polymer and the CNTs. Further investigations are necessary, in particular to determine the exact
location of the grafted groups and to obtain an accurate estimation of the degree of
functionalization. Most of the attempts reported so far, dealing with the chemical modification of
SWCNT walls,

91

led to a loss of the existing structure of the CNTs due to significant

functionalization. The latter leads indeed to subsequent conversion of the sp2-hybridized carbons
forming the conductive CNT walls, to sp3 hybridization because of the covalent bond formed
with the functional group grafted on the CNT walls. Oxidation of the CNTs appears promising
since the modifications are presumed to be localized and mostly restricted to the caps at the CNT
ends, which are expected to be more reactive than the CNT walls, irrespective of the CNT
diameters, because of their larger pyramidalization angle. 86, 92 As a consequence, the electronic
properties of the CNTs should remain the same, and their electrical properties unchanged.
A peculiar approach to produce CNT/polyolefin nanocomposites via the modification of the
CNT walls was recently reported by Dubois et al.
polymerization of ethylene,

94

93

This method is based on the in-situ

or copolymerization of ethylene and norbornene,

95

as catalyzed

directly from the CNT surface onto which a highly active metallocene complex was
immobilized. During the polymerization, upon monomer addition, the polymer was exclusively
formed close to the CNT surface. The end products were individual MWCNTs (produced by
CVD) coated by a polymer layer whose morphology can be tuned by the proper choice of the
catalyst system.

96

MWCNT/polymer nanocomposites could then simply be obtained by melt-

blending these polyolefine-coated CNTs in a high density polyethylene (PE) matrix
ethylene-vinyl acetate copolymer matrix.

97

94

or in an

This method is in principle also applicable to

SWCNTs and double-wall carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs). The study of the electrical
conductivity of these nanocomposites is currently under investigation but no result of
conductivity measurements has been reported yet.

Modification of the polymer
Another approach involves the synthesis of a polymer with a structure able to interact with the
CNTs. The mutual interaction between the CNT surface and a polymer can be achieved by using
conjugated polymers, which can associate with the CNTs by means of S-S electronic interactions
with the CNT lattice. This S-S interactions lead to substantial modification of the optical and
vibrational spectroscopic properties of the conjugated polymers. The results of a microscopic
and spectroscopic study of this kind of composites (study carried out on both SWCNT/ and
MWCNT/PmPV

(poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-p-phenylenevinylene))
20

by

McCarthy and his coworkers

98

suggest a mapping of the polymer onto the CNT surface due to

considerable polymer-filler interactions, which results in an excellent wetting of the CNTs by the
polymer. Due to interactions with the CNT walls, the PmPV conformation is dramatically
modified and curved, leading to a structured wrapping of the polymer around the CNT. Contrary
to MacCarthy, Chen et al.

99

used short, rigid polymers, poly(aryleneethynylene) (PPE) for

“solubilization” of the CNTs. In this system, the major interaction between the backbone of the
conjugated polymer and the CNT surface remains a significant stacking. Nevertheless, some
experimental results described in the article suggest that, unlike PmPV, PPE does not wrap
around the CNT.
Systems consisting of CNTs and conjugated polymers may form the basis of nanocomposite
materials for device applications, as well as for a possibility to modify and to improve the optoelectronic properties of conjugated polymers. For example, composites made with aligned CNTs
in a polypyrrole polymer matrix have shown exceptional charge storage capacities, which may in
the future lead to potential applications in supercapacitors and secondary batteries.
CNT/conjugated polymer nanocomposites seem also promising materials to design the next
generation of electron field emission based displays. 100
It has also been demonstrated that the conductivity of several nanocomposite systems such as
those

based

(PmPV),

101

on

CNT/poly(m-phenylenevinylene-co-2,5-dioctyloxy-p-phenylenevinylene)

and CNT/polypyrrole (PPy)

102

is dominated by percolation. For nanocomposites

based on CNT-conjugated polymers, two mechanisms are responsible for the conductivity:
conduction by the polymer matrix and a percolation-based mechanism due to the fillers. Note
that the conductivity of most conjugated polymers strongly depends on molecular weight
distribution, defect concentration, conformation, as well as purity level. Consequently, it is not
possible to describe the conductivity behavior of these systems by a model based on percolation
theory, that is to say dealing with a conductive dispersed phase in an electrically insulating
matrix, like for the other types of composites mentioned in this chapter. Below the true
percolation threshold, which corresponds to the formation of a connected CNT network
throughout the polymer matrix, an increase of conductivity can be observed, due to the
introduction of charge carriers into the polymer, even if there are no completely connected
conductive paths through the system. For the calculation of the ‘true’ percolation threshold, it is
thus important to be able to determine whether the conductivity increase originates from a
combination of increased carrier donation by the CNTs and an increase in partial conductive
paths (still below the percolation threshold), or if it results from an increase of the number of
21

complete conductive paths (above the true percolation threshold, i.e. after formation of the first
complete CNT conductive path).
Coleman et al.

101

prepared SWCNT/PmPV composites by mixing SWCNT powder, prepared

in a Kratschmer reactor,

103

and PmPV dissolved in toluene. The mixture was briefly sonicated,

and was then left to settle for three days. These authors calculated that the true percolation
threshold of the resulting composite was located between 8 wt% and 9 wt% of CNTs. The
incorporation of CNTs increased the conductivity by ten orders of magnitude, from 2 • 10-10 S/m
for the pure PmPV polymer to 3 S/m at 36 wt% of CNTs.
Long et al. 102 focused on the study of MWCNT/PPy nanocomposites. First, they exfoliated asproduced MWCNTs prepared by CVD in water, using a surfactant (cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide CTAB), under sonication. The resulting mixture was then mixed with pyrrole monomer
in presence of an initiator, ammonium persulfate. The in-situ polymerization was finally carried
out under sonication and resulted in CNT/PPy nanocables. Conductivity measurements carried
out on the resulting composites revealed an increased conductivity, ranging from 7.3 • 10-1 S/m
for the pure PPy up to 23 S/m with a CNT loading of 23.1 wt%. The ‘true’ percolation threshold
was estimated to be between 15 wt% and 20 wt% of NT.
CNT/polyaniline (PANI), 104-106 as well as CNT/polyimide composites, 107 prepared by similar
in-situ polymerization techniques, have also been reported and show similar properties.

2.5.3. Use of a third component
The last main route to produce CNT/polymer composites with well-dispersed CNTs is based
on the use of a third component, assisting the incorporation of exfoliated CNTs into the polymer
matrix, preferably without altering the intrinsic properties of the CNTs. In most of the cases
reported in literature, this third component is a surfactant, but it can also be a conductive
polymer, as exemplified in the next paragraph.

Use of conductive polymer
An original method was developed by Ramasubramaniam et al.

108

They incorporated CNTs

into a polymer matrix by using a conjugated polymer under sonication. As-produced SWCNTs,
produced by a HiPCO process, were first solubilized in chloroform together with the conjugated
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polymer poly(phenylene-ethynylene) (PPE). The resulting PPE-coated SWCNTs were then
mixed with a host polymer (polycarbonate (PC) or polystyrene (PS)) solution in chloroform. The
excess of solvent was finally removed by simple heating. Except the first “coating” step, the
preparation of the composite is based on the same principles as the solution evaporation method
reported by Sandler et al.

81

The PPE-coated SWCNTs were well-dispersed and randomly

distributed in the form of a three dimensional network in the polymer host. The percolation
threshold measured was reached at 0.045 wt% SWCNT loading for the SWCNT/PS composite,
with a maximum conductivity of 6.89 S/m at 7 wt% of CNT loading, that is to say fourteen
orders of magnitude higher than the conductivity of pure PS. Regarding the SWCNT-PC
composite, the conductivity increased from 10-13 S/m, which is typically the conductivity of pure
PC, to 4.81

•

102 S/m at 7 wt% of CNTs, with a very low percolation threshold reached at

0.11 wt% of CNTs. Already with low CNT loadings, these composites show conductivity levels,
which could be high enough for application as electrostatic dissipation devices, electrostatic
painting and EMI shielding. It should be possible to extend this concept to various polymer
matrices.

Use of surfactant
Most of the other studies, describing methods based on the use of a third component to favor
the incorporation of CNTs into a polymer matrix, report the use of surfactants to reach the
mentioned goal. The use of surfactant is based on the physics of colloidal systems: bundles of
CNTs are sonicated in the presence of surfactant in an aqueous medium. During sonication, the
provided mechanical energy overcomes the van der Waals interactions in the CNT bundles and
leads to CNT exfoliation, see e.g. Figure 2.1, whereas, at the same time, surfactant molecules
adsorb onto the surface of the CNT walls.
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The colloidal stability of the dispersion of CNTs

with adsorbed surfactant molecules on their surface is guaranteed by electrostatic,
steric

110, 111

repulsion.
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110

and/or

Figure 2.1. High resolution TEM image of a dried solution of 0.05 wt% SWCNT and 1 wt%
Gum Arabic, which has been previously sonicated. The arrow shows the location of bifurcation,
where the CNTs have started to exfoliate. (Reproduced with permission from ref 111. Copyright
2002 American Chemical Society)
The exact way in which the surfactant molecules organize on the CNT surface has already
been largely investigated. To shortly summarize the main currents of thoughts, three main
arrangements can be considered: structureless random adsorption on the CNT walls without any
preferential arrangement of the head and tail,
113

112

hemi-micellar adsorption on the CNT surface,

and encapsulation of the CNTs in a cylindrical surfactant micelle. 114

The incorporation of the filler into the polymer matrix is achieved by obtaining a colloidal
system, i.e. a mixture of CNTs and polymer particles, both stabilized by surfactant molecules.
When this colloidal solution is then dried and processed to get a composite in the solid state, the
dispersion of the CNTs observed in the liquid phase may remain. As a result, the dispersion and
exfoliation of the CNTs is preserved in the polymer matrix.
The colloidal system can be obtained by in-situ polymerization. Barraza et al. 115 demonstrated
the possibility of preparing SWCNT-filled thermoplastic PS and elastomeric styrene-isoprene
copolymer by using a modified version of mini-emulsion polymerization with a cationic
surfactant, whereas Deng et al.

116

synthesized CNT/polyaniline (PANI) composites by in-situ

emulsion polymerization. Alternatively, the colloidal system can be prepared by direct mixing of
the CNTs and the polymer host particles, 117-119 after the polymerization has already been carried
out.
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Use of surfactant - In-situ polymerization
Barraza and his coworkers

115

prepared SWCNT/PS and SWCNT/styrene-isoprene copolymer

nanocomposites by using an original method based on mini-emulsion technology. SWCNTs,
synthesized by the AD process, and purified with HNO3 (86% of carbon content remaining after
the acidic treatment), were first exfoliated under sonication with the help of the cationic
surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). The initiator (AIBN), previously
dissolved in ethanol, was then added to the resulting SWCNT suspension. The whole was added
under

stirring

to

a

mixture

of

solvent

(hexadecane)/catalyst

(PS-AlCl3

acid

complex/hexadecane)/monomer (styrene or mixture styrene-isopropene). After an additional
sonication step to get an emulsion, the polymerization was finally carried out. Barraza et al. have
shown that a layer of polymer adsorbed on the surface of the CNT bundles contributes to a better
dispersion of the SWCNTs in the polymer matrix. On the other hand, this layer limits the
maximum conductivity value reached. Nevertheless, the conductivity increase induced by the
incorporation of SWCNTs into the polymer matrix remains significant (from 10-14 S/m for the
unmodified PS to 10-4 S/m for the SWCNT/PS composite with 8.5 wt% of CNTs. The
percolation threshold is located between 4 and 8 wt% of CNTs.
The in-situ polymerization carried out by Deng et al.

116

to produce CNT/PANI composites is

more traditional in nature. Under continuous stirring, in nitrogen atmosphere, chemicals are
incorporated in the following order: first the surfactant (sodium dodecyl benzene sulfate; SDBS)
in solvent (dimethylbenzene) and water, followed by the addition of the CNTs (supplied by CNT
laboratory of Chenghu Institute of Organic Chemistry). Then the monomer (aniline) is added,
and finally the initiator (ammonium peroxydisulfate; (NH4)S2H8) dissolved in a small amount of
water, to start the reaction. The CNT network observed is partly due to the formation of some
kind of crystalline PANI-chain bridges between the CNTs, which act as additional conductive
passageways in the amorphous PANI matrix. The incorporation of 10 wt% of CNTs in the PANI
matrix was shown to increase the conductivity 25 times, from 2.6 • 10-1 S/m to 6.6 S/m for the
composite.

Use of surfactant – Spraying of exfoliated CNTs on polymer powder
An original approach to disperse SWCNTs in an intractable polymer such as ultrahigh
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) or high density polyethylene (HDPE) was recently
developed by Zhang et al. 120, 121 First the CNTs (purified (>95%) HiPCO SWCNTs) were added
25

to an aqueous SDS solution and exfoliated by sonication. After a centrifugation step, the
supernatant of the SDS-CNT suspension was directly uniformly sprayed on the surface of fine
nanosized UHMWPE powder on which the CNTs stay adsorbed. Conductive nanocomposites
were ultimately obtained either from crystallization of a polymeric solution 120 or after extrusion.
121

In the first case, the SWCNT-coated polymer particles were dissolved in xylene at 135 ºC.

This hot solution was then transferred on a flat surface and left to cool down. Nanocomposite
films were obtained after a one-week-long cooling under quiescent conditions. In the second
case, the SWCNT-coated polymer powder was dried in an oven, extruded and finally pressed at
160 ºC. Conductivity measurements performed on these films reveal that the percolation
threshold was reached at 0.6 wt% (resp. 4 wt%) of CNT loading for the films obtained via the
first method (resp. second method). The maximum conductivity recorded was of the order of
magnitude of 1 S/m for the first series of films, and 10-2 S/m for a CNT concentration of 6 wt%
for the second one.

Use of surfactant - Mixing of exfoliated CNTs with pre-made polymer latex
A relatively new approach to incorporate CNTs into a polymer matrix is based on the use of
latex technology.

117, 122, 123

Contrary to the incorporation of the CNTs by carrying out an in-situ

polymerization, the addition of the CNTs takes place after the polymer has been synthesized.
Surfactants (either anionic surfactants such as sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) or sodium dodecyl
benzene sulfate (SDBS), or polysaccharide (Gum Arabic; GA)) were first used to disperse, and
exfoliate as-produced SWCNTs (synthesized by either the AD method (about 30 % of
impurities), or the HiPCO process (having a catalyst particle content of about 5 wt%)) in water
by ultrasonication, and to stabilize the resulting aqueous CNT suspension, see Figure 2.2. 124
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Figure 2.2. Aqueous SDS solution of HiPCO SWCNTs after 130 minutes of sonication at
20W, corresponding to a total energy input of ca. 150,000 J. Mostly individual CNTs are
observed. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 124. Copyright 2005 American Chemical
Society)

Figure 2.3. Cryo-TEM image of the mixture of an aqueous Gum Arabic-SWCNT dispersion
and of a polystyrene latex. Note the growth of individual or bundles of very few SWCNTs from
the Ni-Y catalyst nanoparticles shown by the arrow. Scale bar: 100 nm.
The resulting CNT suspension was then centrifuged to remove catalyst particles and large,
non-exfoliated CNT bundles, which were possibly still present in the aqueous dispersion. After
centrifugation, the solution separated into a solid precipitate and an ink-like supernatant, which
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mostly contains exfoliated CNTs or very small CNT bundles consisting mostly of two or three
tubes. The supernatant was mixed with latex particles (see Figure 2.3).
After freeze-drying and subsequent melt processing (compression molding), a composite
consisting of homogeneously dispersed SWCNTs in a polymer matrix of choice was finally
obtained (see Figure 2.4,
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for which a high molar mass polystyrene latex was used).

Subsequently, the increase of the conductivity was measured as a function of the wt% of
SWCNTs, and a maximum value of about 1 S/m was obtained for a SWCNT/PS nanocomposite.

Figure 2.4. SEM of the surface of a nanocomposite SWCNT/PS prepared with the latex-based
process. The SWCNT concentration is 0.3 wt%. It is possible to observe a network of
individualized CNTs (in white) in the polymer matrix (black background). Scale bar: 2ȝm.
The advantages of this technique are obvious: it is easy, versatile, reproducible, reliable, and
allows a good incorporation of predominantly individual CNTs into a highly viscous polymer
matrix. It does not require the use of toxic and inflammable solvents, which is healthier, safer,
and more environmentally friendly. Besides, no difficult synthesis of special polymers has to be
carried out. Basically, it also exhibits a great degree of flexibility with respect to the choice of
the matrix: a homogeneously dispersed CNT network can be obtained for almost any kind of
polymer, which can be produced by emulsion polymerization or which can be brought into a
latex form in an artificial way. For example, amorphous polymer latexes like polystyrene (PS) or
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), or even semi-crystalline polymer such as PE can be used.
126

Furthermore, since the CNT walls are not chemically modified, their properties are preserved.
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Low percolation thresholds of typically 0.3 wt% have been determined for highly viscous
composites based on PS or PMMA made with this latex-based process (see Figure 2.5).

MWCNT (wt%)

Figure 2.5. Four-point conductivity measurements of SDS-SWCNT composite films in PS
(squares) and in PMMA (rhombi). The molar mass distribution of PS is relatively broad and
consists of a mixture of high (about 1,000,000 g/mol for the peak molecular weight) and low
molecular weight oligomeric fraction. For the PMMA, the molecular weight distribution is
relatively narrow with a main peak located at 1,000,000 g/mol. (From ref. 122. Reprinted with
the permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry)
A very similar latex-based process to disperse MWCNTs produced by CVD into a polymer
matrix has been described by Dufresne et al.
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MWCNT dispersions were first obtained by

sonicating purified MWCNTs in an aqueous SDS solution. After a centrifugation step, the
resulting supernatant was mixed with a latex obtained by the copolymerization of styrene (35%)
and butylacrylate (65%). Films were made by casting in a mold, and storing the mixture at a
temperature allowing both the water to evaporate, and the polymer particles to aggregate and to
form a thin polymer film. Electrical properties of the resulting composite were tested: the
conductivity behavior was found to be characteristic for a very anisotropic shape or aggregate
formation of the conducting filler, with a percolation threshold around 3 wt% and a maximum
conductivity of about 1 S/m.
Rather recent investigations by Grunlan and his coworkers

119

led to an alternative method,

which consists of using a polymer brought into a latex form in an artificial way, like poly(vinyl
acetate), instead of a polymer latex directly synthesized by emulsion polymerization. Untreated
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SWCNTs produced via the HiPCO process (29 wt% of metal catalyst impurities in the batch
used) were exfoliated by sonication. GA was used as stabilizing agent. Once stabilized, the
SWCNT dispersion was mixed with a poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) emulsion to create a stable
colloidal system leading to conductive composites after drying. The percolation threshold is
about 0.04 wt%, the conductivity value being about 18 S/m at 4 wt% of SWCNT loading.
Grunlan claims that water-based NT-polymer composites should have a lower percolation
threshold than similar composites of which the preparation method is based on polymer solutions
or melts. Due to the ability of the polymer solution or melt to surround added filler, CNTs can
freely organize themselves during drying or cooling, whereas in suspension or in a polymer
latex, solid particles create excluded volume. Consequently, the free volume available for the
CNTs to form a conductive network is reduced and CNTs are pushed into the interstitial space
between the polymer particles during the film formation process. This effect should help to
significantly reduce the value of the percolation threshold. It has to be mentioned that this
assumption is true as long as the drying process of the CNT-dispersion/polymer-emulsion system
respects the polymer latex particle shape and does not result in flow of the latex particles (see
Figure 2.6). It might not be correct when melting of the polymer matrix takes place during the
processing as it is the case, for example, in the previous method mentioned. 117, 122
“segregated network”

1. Suspension in
water

2. Close-Packing
during Drying

3. Polymer Interdiffusion
(Coalescence)

Figure 2.6. Schematic illustration of the drying process of SWCNT-filled polymer emulsion.
Initially, the CNTs and polymer particles are uniformly suspended in water (left). Once most of
the water has evaporated, the polymer particles assume a close-packed configuration with the
CNT occupying interstitial space (center). Finally, the polymer particles will interdiffuse (i.e.
coalescence) to form a coherent film, locking the SWCNTs within a segregated network (right).
(From ref. 119.Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission)
Using a third component (some surfactant in most of the cases) in order to favor the
incorporation of the CNTs into the polymer matrix leads to the obtaining of a three-component
nanocomposite for which the conductivity might be influenced by the presence of the surfactant.
The conductivity behavior of this kind of systems, as well as the possible location of the
surfactant molecules in the composite, will be discussed in the Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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2.6. Conclusion and outlook
There is currently a growing interest in processing CNT/polymer nanocomposites, both from
the point of view of fundamental properties determination and the development of new
applications. As a matter of fact, since the fillers are of the nanoscale, the potential filler-matrix
interface area is huge. Furthermore, notably because of their high aspect ratio and their good
conductivity, a significant increase of the conductivity of the polymer host can be achieved at
very low CNT loadings. However, CNT/polymer composite applications can be restricted owing,
on the one hand, to their availability and price and on the other hand to the strong tendency of
CNTs to bundle. Consequently, the effective utilization of CNTs as filler, in order to obtain
conductive CNT/polymer nanocomposites, depends on the ability to disperse the CNTs
throughout the polymer matrix, without significantly damaging the integrity of the CNTs.
This chapter covers the main strategies developed over the last ten years to incorporate CNTs
into a polymer matrix. We did not have the pretention to give an exhaustive overview, but the
aim was rather to illustrate the main strategies with some appealing examples. Three main
strategies can be distinguished: direct mixing of the filler and the matrix, mixing with the help of
a third component that partly or integrally remains at the filler-matrix interface, and modification
of one of the two components (filler or matrix) of the nanocomposite in order to favor their
interactions, and thus the quality of the interface filler-matrix, which directly influences the
incorporation of the CNTs into the polymer matrix.
Direct mixing of the CNTs and the polymer, with or without solvent, appears to be the easiest
and least laborious way to achieve the incorporation of CNTs into a polymer matrix, and has
proven its efficiency. On the other hand, the dispersion of the nanotubes into the polymer matrix
is often rather inhomogeneous, even sometimes with formation of millimiter-scale
inhomogeneities. On the other hand, the existence of these agglomerates can be a key factor in
lowering considerably the value of the percolation threshold.
Modifying either the CNT walls themselves by functionalization, or the polymer matrix, to
improve the quality of the interface between the two main components of the nanocomposite by
enhancing the interfacial interactions, has some clear drawbacks. In one possible approach, the
wetting of the filler by the polymer is realized by covalent binding, and in another case, by ʌ-ʌ
stacking. Unluckily, both concepts lead to the disturbance of the delocalization of the ʌ-electrons
of the CNT walls, which results in a significant deterioration of the electrical properties of the
CNTs.
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Finally, the third main approach is based on the use of a third component, which most
frequently is a surfactant. The methods inspired by this strategy are mainly based on latex
technology. This route to incorporate CNTs into a polymer matrix appears to be very promising,
since it allows the production of conductive nanocomposites with a relatively homogeneous
dispersion of CNTs into the polymer matrix, low percolation thresholds, as well as good
conductivity levels. Furthermore, it is very flexible with respect to the choice of the polymer
matrix: it can actually be applied to any polymer that can be either synthesized by
(mini)emulsion polymerization, or brought into a polymer latex form in an artificial way. Some
aspects dealing with the influence of the choice of the type of CNTs used, as well as the
characteristics of the polymer matrix, in relation to the formation of the CNT percolative
network and the electrical properties of the final nanocomposites will be discussed more in depth
in Chapters 5 and 6.
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3
TAILORING AND MONITORING THE SONICATION-DRIVEN DISPERSION OF
CARBON NANOTUBES IN AQUEOUS SURFACTANT SOLUTIONS

Summary
This Chapter demonstrates that the sonication-driven exfoliation of aggregates and bundles of
single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in an
aqueous surfactant solution can easily be monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The different
stages of the exfoliation process were directly visualized by cryo-TEM and SEM, showing an
excellent correspondence with the spectroscopic data: the maximum achievable exfoliation
(which does not mean that 100% of the CNTs are effectively exfoliated) corresponds to the
maximum achievable UV-Vis absorbance of the CNT dispersion. Moreover, it was observed that
this simple technique could successfully be employed to check the colloidal stability of SDSCNT dispersions. In combination with Raman spectroscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy is a precious
help for the choice of the optimum power of sonication to apply to exfoliate CNTs. It can even
further be employed to determine the optimum CNT and surfactant concentrations, which are
required to achieve the exfoliation of all the CNTs that can potentially be exfoliated. The
importance of a purification procedure and of a centrifugation step is also discussed.

This chapter is partly based on:
Grossiord, N.; Regev, O.; Loos, J.; Meuldijk, J.; Koning, C. E. Anal. Chem. 2005 77, 5135-9
Lu, J.; Grossiord, N.; Koning, C. E.; Loos, J. Carbon 2007 45, 618-623
Grossiord, N.; Loos, J.; Meuldijk, J.; Regev, O.; Miltner, H. E.; van Mele, B.; Koning, C. E.
Compos. Sci. Technol. 2007 67, 778-782.
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3.1. Introduction
As-produced single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are bound together in very thick
bundles of a few hundreds tubes by very strong van der Waals interactions. 1-4 These bundles can
be tens of nanometers of diameter, many micrometers long and tend to exhibit properties that are
distinctly inferior to those of individual carbon nanotubes (CNTs).

5, 6

Because of this tendency

to remain bundled even if attempts are made to disperse them, the obtaining of stable dispersions
of individual or very thin bundles of SWCNTs in (super)acids,
14-19

7, 8

water

9-13

or organic solvents

remains a challenge. The achievement of this dispersion, which enables the CNTs to achieve

their full potential, can be a prerequisite for their further application, such as for the making of
CNT network transistors

20

or biosensors,

incorporation into a polymer matrix.

21

23, 24

(potential future) drug delivery systems,

22

or the

In the field of CNT/polymer nanocomposites in

particular, achievement of a uniform dispersion of CNTs is highly preferable. For example, the
presence of bundles reduces the effectiveness as reinforcing agent
filler

26

25

or as electrical conductive

of the CNTs, and in particular it increases the value of the percolation threshold of

nanocomposites. 27
“Dissolution” of carbon nanotubes in water is ‘commonly’ achieved through adsorption of
surfactants 12 or (co-)polymers at the surface of the CNT walls, 28 thanks to interactions between
the CNT walls and biomolecules such as DNA,
wrapping,

32, 33

29

Gum Arabic,

30

or chitosan,

31

by polymer

as well as by chemical modifications or functionalization of the CNT walls. 34-36

Being able to individually disperse CNTs in water has opened a new vista in biology and
nanomedicine, since this medium is biologically compatible.

37, 38

This individualization is also

of major importance for the production of polymer nanocomposites, made notably using the
environmentally friendly “water-based” latex-based technology. 23, 24, 39
Since simple stirring of CNTs is generally not sufficient to achieve the individualization of
CNTs, bath or tip/horn sonication is frequently applied in order to achieve the exfoliation of
CNTs in an aqueous surfactant solution.12 We briefly sum up the events occurring during
sonication of a liquid medium containing CNT bundles. Ultrasound propagates via a series of
compression and rarefaction waves induced in the molecules of the medium through which it
passes. This leads to the production of cavitation bubbles, which collapse after several
compression cycles. The collapse of cavitation bubbles is extremely energetical, and generates
local hotspots of high temperature and pressure. Surface imperfections or irregularities, or
trapped gas located at the interface CNT-liquid can act as the nuclei for cavitation bubble
formation. Near a solid surface, bubble collapse becomes non-spherical, driving high speed jets
38

of liquid into the surface.

40

Strano and his coworkers

41

studied the dispersion of SWCNTs in

aqueous solutions containing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) as surfactant. These authors claim
that the dispersion mechanism consists of the formation of gaps at the bundle ends induced by
the ultrasonic processing. These vacancies then allow surfactant adsorption and propagate along
the bundle length. This “unzipping” mechanism finally leads to the release of an isolated,
“surfactant-coated” CNT into the continuous phase, e.g. water. Strano also reported that, during
the ultrasonic processing, there is dynamic equilibrium between free individual SWCNTs and
SWCNTs aggregated in bundles. In other words, the exfoliation of CNTs during sonication is
never complete, i.e. solutions containing exclusively individual CNTs do not exist. Recent
studies performed by Coleman and his coworkers confirm this statement.
studied the same surfactant-CNT system as Strano

41

42-44

Jiang et al.

45

and determined that below pH values of 8,

the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains of SDS interact with the CNT walls. The negatively
charged sulfate groups provide electrostatic repulsion, and prevent aggregation. More generally,
colloidal stability originates from electrostatic and/or steric repulsion, depending on the type of
surfactant and/or short block-copolymer used to achieve the CNT exfoliation.

12, 28, 30

The

mechanism of multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) de-entanglement is expected to be very
similar to the one described for SWCNTs, although the initial state is different. Note that if the
sonication treatment is too aggressive and/or lasts too long, it can lead to local damage of the
CNT walls, if not to CNT shortening.

46, 47

Local damage deteriorates both electrical and

mechanical properties. At the end of the sonication process, a dispersion of mainly individual
CNTs with adsorbed surfactant molecules on their surface is obtained.
Being able to characterize and to monitor the degree of dispersion of CNTs is important. All
kinds of CNTs are active in the UV-Vis region and exhibit characteristic absorption bands
corresponding with additional absorption due to 1D van Hove singularities. Spectra obtained are
characterized by a fine structure of bands caused by superimposed peaks for CNTs of different
diameters and chiral vectors.

48

Contrary to completely dispersed CNTs, bundled CNTs are

hardly active in the wave length region between 200-1200 nm. For SWCNTs, this phenomenon
can be explained by the migration of photons from semi-conducting CNTs to metallic ones, 9, 49
or from large band-gap to smaller band-gap semi-conductive SWCNTs.

50

Therefore it is

possible to detect individual CNTs via this spectroscopic technique, which implies that there is a
relationship between the concentration of CNTs individually suspended in solution and the
intensity of the corresponding absorption spectrum. 45
All the CNTs studied in this thesis are meant to be ultimately used to make nanocomposites by
a latex-based process. Since CNT bundling and wall imperfection can negatively affect the final
39

conductivity of the nanocomposite, it is important to monitor as accurately as possible the degree
of aggregation, as well as the damage or shift of composition of the different CNT batches
already during the first step of the process. This chapter demonstrates that UV-Vis spectroscopy
is a promising tool to monitor the dynamics of the exfoliation process of CNTs (both SWCNTs
and MWCNTs), allowing the determination of the optimal exposure time to ultra-sound.
Obtaining the optimum exfoliation of the CNTs while minimizing as much as possible the
possible damages caused by sonication by reducing the exposure time are crucial issues, the sine
qua non conditions to produce technically interesting SWCNT/polymer nanocomposites. The
results are complemented by the direct imaging methods cryogenic-transmission electron
microscopy (cryo-TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), as well as by Raman
spectroscopy in order to quantify the damage caused on the CNTs during sonication. It is further
shown that UV-Vis spectroscopy can be used to quantitatively characterize the colloidal stability
in time of CNT dispersions.

45, 51

Finally, this simple technique appeared to be very helpful to

determine the optimum CNT or surfactant concentrations, as well as a suitable power of
sonication to use in order to produce stable aqueous dispersions of mainly individual, relatively
little-damaged CNTs, that can be employed to make polymer nanocomposites. The relevance of
the purification of the CNTs used in this study will also be discussed in this chapter, as well as
the centrifugation of aqueous dispersions of surfactant-CNT aqueous mixtures.

3.2. Experimental section
3.2.1. Materials: Two types of SWCNTs were studied, namely Carbolex CNTs provided by
Carbolex Inc., and HiPCO CNTs from Carbon Nanotechnology Inc. Carbolex CNTs (Batch
number CLAP 8510), produced by arc-discharge technology and containing about 30 wt% of
impurities composed of both carbon impurities and nickel and yttrium catalyst particles. HiPCO
CNTs were produced by a modified gas process based on chemical vapour deposition. The batch
(PO 257) contains around 10-15 wt % impurities. These impurities are partially composed,
according to the manufacturer, of 5 wt % small iron catalyst particles based on the total weight of
a sample. These iron particles are encased in thin carbon shells distributed throughout the
sample, as well as sometimes in the CNTs themselves. The second batch of HiPCO CNTs used
for the purification, RO 220, contained about 30 wt% of iron, according to the supplier. The
MWCNTs were from two different batches of thin MWCNTs provided by Nanocyl SA, namely
MWA P041206 and 060213. The surfactant used for the dispersion of the CNTs is sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 90 %) provided by the Merck Chemical Co. Fuming hydrochloric acid
40

(37%) was used for the purification and was provided by VWR. All experiments were carried out
with demineralized water.
3.2.2. Instrumentation: All sonication processes were carried out with a horn sonicator Sonic
Vibracell VC750 with a cylindrical tip (10 mm end cap diameter). The frequency was fixed at
(20 ± 0.2) kHz. UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded with a Hewlett Packard 8453
spectrometer operating between 200 and 1100 nm. A few surfactant-CNT dispersions were
centrifuged with a Heraeus Sepatech Varifuge RF ES 3000 possessing a Separech rotor of 11cm.
For cryogenic temperature transmission electron microscopy, the samples were prepared by
using a vitrification robot (Vitrobot TM, FEI Co., The Netherlands) in which the relative humidity
was kept close to saturation. A three microliters drop of the NT solution was placed on a carboncoated lacey substrate supported by a TEM 300 mesh copper grid (Ted Pella). After automatic
blotting, the grid was rapidly plunged into liquid ethane at its melting temperature. This resulted
in a vitrified film. The vitrified specimen was then transferred under a liquid nitrogen
environment to a cryo-holder (model 626, Gatan Inc., USA) into the electron microscope, Tecnai
12 (FEI Co., The Netherlands), operating at 120 kV by a nominal under focus of 2-4
micrometers. The working temperature was kept below -175 qC, and the images were recorded
on a Gatan 794 MultiScan digital camera and processed with Digital Micrograph, version 3.6.
The sample substrate for imaging with SEM was prepared as follows: a Si wafer (Topsil Inc.,
Denmark) was first baked at 750 ºC in air for 24 hours. After cleaning with a plasma cleaner
(Emitech K1050X), it was sealed with a couple of millilitres of 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxy silane
in an argon environment. The treated wafer was heated for one hour at 80 ºC to allow the
chemicals to react at the surface of the Si wafer in order to get amine groups, which make the
surface attractive to CNTs.52 Finally, the Si wafer was washed with methanol in order to remove
any unreacted 3-aminopropyl-trimethoxy silane.
Little pieces of this chemically modified Si wafer were used to image the aggregation state of
the SWCNTs in SDS aqueous solutions with SEM.

53

Each little piece was dipped into a SDS-

CNT dispersion, immediately washed with methanol, and dried in a nitrogen flow.
The aqueous SDS-CNT dispersions were investigated using a Philips environmental scanning
electron microscope XL-30 ESEM FEG (FEI Co., the Netherlands). Imaging of the sample
surfaces was performed in high-vacuum mode using an acceleration voltage of 20.0 kV. Standard
acquisition conditions for charge contrast imaging were as follows: working distance of 7.5 mm,
spot 3, slow scan imaging with approximately 2 min/frame.
41

The Raman spectra were directly recorded on SDS-CNT dispersions with an Olympus BX40
Raman spectrometer. The laser beam was focused on the sample with a 100 x objective on the
Raman microscope. The Raman spectra were collected with a backscattering configuration. An
exposure time of 40 s with 50 accumulations was used. For each sample, at least 10 spectra were
acquired in 10 randomly selected spots. The Raman microscope was calibrated using the Raman
band of silicon at 520 cm-1. A 632.8 nm (1.96 eV) excitation line was generated by a He-Ne
laser.
3.2.3. Procedures:
Standard exfoliation procedure: 0.5 wt% of SWCNTs was mixed with 20 mL of an aqueous
solution containing 1 wt% of SDS. The resulting mixture was then sonicated for different times
under mild conditions, i.e. at a power of 20 W. The aqueous dispersions were kept cool using an
ice bath in order to prevent any raise of temperature. Samples were taken regularly during the
sonicating process and diluted by a factor of 750, resulting in a CNT content of 6.7•10-4 wt%, and
UV-Vis spectra were recorded. Since desorption processes are typically quite slow, it was
assumed that the amount of SDS molecules adsorbed on the CNT walls was not significantly
influenced by dilution. 54 Quartz cuvettes were employed and the blank used as reference for the
measurements was a 1 wt% aqueous SDS solution diluted by a factor of 750, under the same
conditions as the samples themselves. This standard procedure was applied to the experiments
described in the first part of this chapter and to those carried out at different powers of
sonication.
Please note that the dilution factor, or, in other words, the CNT concentration after dilution
(6.7•10-4 wt%), has been chosen to ensure that all the UV-Vis absorbance values stay below 1 so
that the error implied by the measurement itself is reduced. The error induced by the sampling
and the accuracy of the measurements of the UV-Vis spectra is about 0.03 a.u. (value of the
standard deviation).
Determination of the optimum SDS concentration: additional exfoliation experiments were
carried out, following the same procedure as described above, but this time for SDS-SWCNT
dispersions containing 0.1 wt% of SWCNTs (both HiPCO and Carbolex CNTs) and for SDS
concentrations ranging from 0.05 to 1 wt%. Samples were diluted by a factor of 150, resulting in
CNT content of 6.7•10-4 wt%.
Determination of the optimum CNT concentration: exfoliation experiments were carried out,
following the same procedure as described above, but this time for SDS-SWCNT dispersions
42

containing from 0.01 wt% to 0.5 wt% of SWCNTs (both HiPCO and Carbolex CNTs) with an
SDS concentration fixed at 1wt%. The same series of experiments were carried out with SDSMWCNTs containing from 0.05 wt% to 0.5 wt% (resp. 0.05 wt% to 1.5 wt%) thin MWCNTs of
the batch 060213 (resp. of the batch MWA P041206). The weight ratio surfactant-CNT was kept
constant at 2 (resp. 1.5) for the MWCNTs of the batch 060213 (resp. MWA P041206). For all the
experiments, the samples were diluted by a factor varying in function of the CNT concentration,
but always resulting in the same final CNT content of 6.7•10-4 wt%.
Purification procedure: HiPCO SWCNTs of the batches RO220 and PO257 were purified by
following the protocol described in detail in Appendix A of the present Ph. D. thesis.
These purified CNTs (0.5 wt% CNTs) were then mixed with a 1 wt%-SDS solution and
exfoliated by following the same procedure as the one described at the beginning of this section.
This process was monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy. The SDS-CNT dispersions obtained were
used to make conductive nanocomposites by using a procedure described in detail in the
experimental section of Chapter 5.
Centrifugation procedure: 0.5 wt% of HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch PO257 and 1 wt% of
Carbolex SWCNTs of the batch CLAP8510 were separately exfoliated in a 1 wt% SDS aqueous
solution. The process was followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy, and the sonication stopped at the
end of the exfoliation process. The resulting dispersions were then centrifuged for 30 minutes at
3500 rpm, which corresponds to a relative centrifugal force of about 1500 g. About 85 % of the
supernatant was carefully collected. The UV-Vis spectra of the SDS-CNT dispersions before and
after centrifugation were measured. Before recording its UV-Vis spectrum, each sample was
diluted 750 times to reach a final concentration of 6.7•10-4 wt%. The supernatant was used to
make conductive nanocomposites by using a procedure described in detail in the experimental
section of Chapter 5.

3.3. Results and discussion

3.3.1. Spectroscopic and SEM/TEM monitoring of the exfoliation in water
First, in order to guarantee the reproducibility of the experiments reported in this chapter, all
the experimental parameters (such as the glass ware type, the volume of surfactant-CNT
dispersion, etc.) were standardized for optimum control and reproducibility of the exfoliation (at
43

the condition that the composition of the CNT batch used remains homogeneous). Bearing this in
mind, we decided to exclusively use a horn sonicator and to exclude working with a bath
sonicator.

55

This decision was motivated by several reasons. First, the amount of power

dissipated into the SDS-CNT dispersion from the bath is not easy to quantify since it strongly
depends on the shape and thickness of the vessel in which the exfoliation proceeds, as well as on
its position in the bath. Furthermore, temperature control is not easy with bath sonicators.
Controlling the temperature is crucial since the surfactant-CNT dispersion heats up during the
sonication, which can lead to solvent evaporation and even to hydrolysis of surfactants such as
SDS, which is favoured by increasing temperature.

56-59

Furthermore, Mason and Lorimer

55

calculated that any experiment should be carried out at as low temperature as possible in order to
get maximum sonochemical benefit. That is why an ice bath was always used to cool down the
SDS-CNT dispersions when they were sonicated.
Please note that since the power of sonication is kept constant throughout all experiments,
there is a direct relationship between a specific sonication time and the energy provided to the
sample during this same time interval. Therefore, in order to quantify the sonication, it is
equivalent to mention the time of sonication or the energy supplied to the solution.
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Figure 3.1. Evolution of the colour of 6.7•10-4 wt% Carbolex CNT solutions as a function of
the sonication energy/time of sonication: sample a: without sonication; b: after 20 s of
sonication, which corresponds to an energy-input of about 360 J; c: 720 J; d: 1080 J; e: 1440 J; f:
1800 J; g: 2160 J; h: 2520 J; i: 2880 J; j: 3600 J; k: 4320 J; l: 5400 J; m: 6480 J; n: 7560 J. The
evolution of the colour of aqueous solutions of HiPCO CNTs was similar, but the time scale is
different and the evolution slower. In this case, samples had to be taken on average every 10 min
(about every 10,000 J of energy delivered) of sonication to get a comparable evolution of colour.
(Reproduced with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society)
Then, it had to be verified whether CNT exfoliation effectively and gradually occurs when
dispersions of SWCNTs in aqueous surfactant solutions are sonicated. The first observation was
made with the bare eye: a longer sonication time resulted in a darker CNT solution (see Figure
3.1), which is an indication that more and more CNTs are exfoliated and dispersed in the
aqueous phase. After a certain sonication time, that is to say after about 5 min for Carbolex
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CNTs (sample l shown in Figure 3.1) and after ca. 90 min for HiPCO CNTs, no significant
change of colour of the solution could be observed anymore.
Cryogenic temperature transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) was employed to obtain
direct imaging of the CNT clusters in solution. Cryo-TEM provides indeed information about the
CNTs being bundled or exfoliated after different sonication times. Two samples of HiPCO CNTs
(0.5 wt% of concentration) were taken after 40 and 130 minutes of sonication (corresponding to
energies of about 47,000 J and 150,000 J, respectively, see Figures 3.2a and 3.2b).

2a

2b

100 nm

Figures 3.2. (a): Aqueous SDS solution of HiPCO SWCNTs after 40 minutes of sonication at
20 W (Sonication energy of 47,000 J). The white arrow indicates the location of high degree of
aggregation and bundling. The colour of the solution is light grey. (b): Aqueous SDS solution of
HiPCO SWCNTs after 130 minutes of sonication at 20 W (sonication energy of 150,000 J).
Mostly individual CNTs are observed. The colour of the solution is dark grey, almost black.
(Reproduced with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society)
The cryo-TEM micrograph in Figure 3.2a still shows clear aggregates of SWCNTs. Most of
the CNTs are still bundled. Some of them have already been exfoliated (thin lines). The small
black “dots” are catalyst particles. However, after 130 minutes sonication, such aggregates and
bundles have almost completely disappeared, leaving mostly individual SWCNTs, see Figure
3.2b. Realizing that cryo-TEM images only show a very small part of the entire sample, we
performed an additional SEM study, for which we developed a special sample preparation
technique based on slightly modified methods described in references 52 and 53, leaving the
exfoliation state of the tubes unaffected. 52, 53
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Figures 3.3. SEM image of an aqueous solution of HiPCO SWCNTs after deposition on a Si
wafer of which the surface had been chemically modified: (a): after 10 minutes of sonication at
20 W, that is to say at the beginning of the exfoliation process. Big aggregates of CNTs, as well
as some big ropes of CNTs that start to exfoliate can be observed. (b): after 30 minutes of
sonication at 20 W, that is to say in the middle of the exfoliation process. Some CNTs aggregates
and big CNT ropes are still visible. A large fraction of CNTs has already been exfoliated and
individualized. (c): after 100 minutes of sonication at 20 W, that is to say when the maximum
exfoliation has been reached. Hardly any CNT aggregates (‘big white spots’) can be seen. A
higher fraction of CNTs is exfoliated in comparison with Figure 3.3a, and most of the SWCNTs
are individualized or present as small CNT bundles of a few units. Scale bar: 2 ȝm (same one for
the first three photos). (d): Magnified view of one part of Figure 3.3c. Scale bar: 1 ȝm.
Three samples of HiPCO CNTs were taken after 10, 30 and 100 minutes of sonication
(corresponding to energy-inputs of 12,000 J, 37,000 J and 110,000 J, respectively). The first
sample, see Figure 3.3a, was taken directly at the beginning of the exfoliation, when black CNT
aggregates can still be seen with bare eyes upon dilution of the SDS-CNT dispersion. The second
one, see Figure 3.3b, was taken when the colour of the solution was light grey, i.e. when the
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colour was still evolving. This corresponds to the same state as the first sample analysed by
Cryo-TEM and previously described (Figure 3.2a). The third sample, see Figures 3.3c and 3.3d,
was darker and was taken after completion of the experiment, like the second sample imaged by
Cryo-TEM. The first SEM image of Figure 3.3a distinctly shows big aggregates of CNTs, that
become thinner and thinner upon sonication, see Figure 3.3b, until they finally almost completely
disappear, see Figures 3.3c and 3.3d. Several other spots (at least ten of them) of each
microscope sample, prepared with the same CNT dispersion after respectively 10 min, 30 min,
and 100 min of sonication, were checked and imaged. They all exhibited CNT aggregation states
similar to those shown in Figures 3.3a, 3.3b, and 3.3c/d respectively.
These images, providing information on a larger part of the SWCNT dispersion, convinced us
that the presented cryo-TEM images are representative for the entire sample. However, both
these SEM and cryo-TEM data can only be interpreted qualitatively by comparing images.
Once it had been verified that the SWCNT exfoliation really occurs when the mixture of
SWCNTs and surfactant molecules is sonicated in water, it had to be checked whether UV-Vis
spectroscopy can effectively be used to monitor the exfoliation process in time.
The same Carbolex and HiPCO SWCNT dispersions as those studied previously were
examined with UV-Vis spectroscopy by following the procedure described earlier in this article.
The UV-Vis spectra recorded for aqueous HiPCO SWCNT dispersions, obtained after different
energy-inputs and sonication times, are given in Figure 3.4. The corresponding spectra for
Carbolex SWCNTs show a similar development, but exhibit one maximum instead of two around
250-300 nm (not shown).
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This difference indicates that the UV-Vis spectra obtained are

specific for the CNT type studied. This is not surprising since the Carbolex and HiPCO CNTs
studied have different characteristics in terms of chirality and diameter. For both types of
SWCNTs, the absorbance gradually decreases from UV to near-IR, similarly to the absorption
spectrum reported by Jiang et al.
wavelength range.
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. This is partly due to scattering, especially in the lower
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Figure 3.4. Evolution of the UV-Vis spectra of aqueous SDS-HiPCO CNT dispersions as a
function of sonication time, i.e. as a function of the energy delivered to the aqueous CNT
dispersion (6.67•10-4 wt% HiPCO concentration; continuous power of sonication of 20 W). The
first measurement (spectrum (a), 0 Joule) was performed before the beginning of the sonication.
The second spectrum (b) corresponds to a sample sonicated for 10 minutes at 20 W. The third
one (c) is for a sample sonicated 40 min, which was imaged by cryo-TEM (see Figure 3.2a). The
fourth spectrum (d) corresponds to a 130 min-sonicated CNT solution, which was also studied
with cryo-TEM (see Figure 3.2b). (Reproduced with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2005
American Chemical Society)
During sonication, the increasing amount of exfoliated CNTs results in an increasing area
below the lines representing the absorbance (see Figure 3.4). This trend ceases at some point
during the sonication process, that is to say after approximately 5 minutes for Carbolex CNTs
and after 90-100 minutes for HiPCO CNTs. The determination of the area under the UV-Vis
spectra recorded is time consuming and not very easy, since our quartz cuvettes do not allow
absorbance measurements in wavelength ranges below 190 nm. As a consequence, first, the
missing part of the spectrum at the lowest wavelengths would have to be estimated to enable the
construction of a base line and finally to allow the calculation of an approximate value of the
area. Since the relative evolution of the area under the spectrum during the sonication process is
proportional to the relative evolution of the absorbance value at a specific wavelength, it was
decided to determine the height of the highest peak maximum and to plot this as a function of the
total energy supplied to the solution. Note that Jiang et al.,
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as well as Lou et al.,
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also

reported that the value of the UV-Vis absorbance at a certain wavelength is a proper quantity to
study the colloidal stability of CNT dispersions.
Quasi one-dimensional confinement of the electronic and phonon states of the SWCNT
ʌ-electron system causes the CNT density of state to show very sharp characteristic van Hove
maxima at energies depending on the CNT diameters and chiralities.
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As a result, the UV-Vis

spectrum of the SDS-CNT dispersions is a superposition of distinct electronic transitions
generated by a variety of SWCNTs with different diameters and chiralities. This is reflected in
the separated absorption features (like little ‘dumps’) observed in the UV-Vis spectra of the
SDS-SWCNT dispersions. These observed features become narrower and narrower as the
exfoliation proceeds. This constitutes an additional indication that CNT individualization from
the CNT ropes occurs. It has indeed been observed and proven that CNT bundling leads to
broadening of spectral features of CNT dispersions. 9, 63, 64
Nevertheless, these features could not be observed in the UV-Vis spectra of Carbolex CNTs,
not even at the end of the exfoliation, whereas these van Hove singularities could be observed for
the exfoliation of the same type of CNTs in sulphuric acid. 65 Vaccarini et al. 66 showed that the
absorption peak width does not necessarily exclusively correlates with the level of debundling,
and that the interaction between the CNT and the dispersion medium can have a noticeable effect
on the peak width. We can thus conjecture that Carbolex and HiPCO CNTs might not have the
same interaction with SDS molecules adsorbed on their walls.
Figure 3.5 shows the absorbance at different wavelengths as a function of the energy supplied
to the aqueous SDS-HiPCO dispersion. Since the power of sonication is kept constant throughout
the experiments, it is equivalent to plot the absorbance at a certain wavelength versus the time of
sonication or versus the energy supplied to the SDS-CNT mixture.
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Figure 3.5. Evolution of the value of the absorbance at different wavelengths for an aqueous
0.5 wt% HiPCO CNT solution, containing 1 wt% of SDS, diluted 750 times. (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society)
The general trend of the UV-Vis absorbance versus total energy curves obtained for aqueous
SDS-Carbolex solutions
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(not shown) is very similar to the HiPCO curve, given in Figure 3.5:

after an increase at the beginning of the sonicating process, the value of the absorbance at
250 nm reaches a plateau value of about 0.65 a.u., which is very close to the plateau value
observed at 300 nm in Figure 3.4 for HiPCO CNTs. This is in agreement with what can be
expected: the absorbance increases at the beginning of the sonication process, when the
exfoliation is going on. The levelling off and the ultimate highest limit of the absorbance, which
follows the initial increase, correspond to the maximum achievable degree of exfoliation of the
CNTs.
Although the shape of the UV-Vis absorbance versus total energy input curves, as well as the
plateau value, for the Carbolex and HiPCO systems are very similar, there is an important and
interesting difference: Carbolex CNTs demonstrate to exfoliate at a much higher rate than
HiPCO CNTs. Only 5,000 J are necessary to reach the maximum degree of exfoliation, whereas
almost 100,000 J are required for HiPCO CNTs to achieve the same. This result implies that
HiPCO CNTs exhibit stronger van der Waals attractions when bundled than Carbolex CNTs.
This different behaviour might partly stem from the fact that Carbolex CNTs contain more
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impurities. The latter, intercalated between the bundled CNTs, can hinder the CNT packing and
minimize the interfacial contact area between two neighbouring CNTs. 67, 68 Moreover, Carbolex
CNTs are interconnected via catalyst particles, in a “spider-like” structure, see Figure 3.6. These
particles, as well as other carbon impurities can be present between the CNTs in the bundles,
decreasing the contact area between CNTs in comparison with “cleaner” CNTs, i.e. HiPCO.
This,
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Figure 3.6. SEM micrograph of SDS-dispersed Carbolex SWCNTs after sonication for 15 min
at 20 W (corresponding to a total energy input of ca. 17,000 J). Note the “spider-like” structure
of the SWCNTs, which are interconnected by catalyst particles, certainly embedded in capsules
of amorphous carbon. 66 (Reproduced with permission from ref. 61. Copyright 2007 Elsevier
Ltd.)
Please note that UV-Vis spectroscopy can be used in exactly the same way to monitor the
exfoliation of MWCNTs in an aqueous surfactant solution of SDS-MWCNT dispersions. The
procedure described can be directly adapted to the study of systems containing MWCNTs, see
Figure 3.7. 69
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Figure 3.7. Evolution of the value of the absorbance at 260 nm for different concentrations of
thin MWCNTs (Batch MWA PO41206) in aqueous SDS solutions as a function of the energy
delivered to the solution. The MWCNT concentrations investigated were () 0.01 wt%, (y) 0.5
wt%, (S) 1 wt%, (T) 1.4 wt%, and () 1.5 wt%. The weight ratio of SDS to MWCNTs in
solution was kept at 1.5. Before each UV-Vis measurement, the dispersions were diluted by
different factors, resulting in the same MWCNT concentration before UV-Vis analysis. The
blank used was the original SDS solution diluted by the same factor. (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 69. Copyright 2007 Elsevier Ltd.)
Figure 3.7 displays the dispersion dynamics of different concentrations of MWCNTs (Batch
MWA P041206) in aqueous SDS solutions. For each UV-Vis spectrum, the absolute
concentration of the MWCNT dispersion effectively measured was made identical by using the
appropriate dilution factor. Therefore, the absorbance measured represents the state of dispersion
of the CNTs at the end of the exfoliation, which proves to be the same for MWCNT
concentrations up to 1.4 wt%. Please note that it was verified that, in all the cases, enough SDS
molecules were present in order to enable the exfoliation of all the CNTs that can potentially be
exfoliated (see further). The way this verification was done is described and discussed in more
detail in Chapter 4. The differences observed between the different SDS-MWCNT dispersions
will subsequently be commented on pages 61-64.

3.3.2. Study of the stability of the SDS-CNT dispersions thanks to UV-Vis spectroscopy
It is worth mentioning that the described concept used to monitor the exfoliation of CNTs, i.e.
taking the absorbance value of the UV-Vis spectrum of a SWCNT dispersion as a direct measure
for the concentration of individual exfoliated CNTs, can also be applied to monitor the
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reaggregation of the CNTs after exfoliation, and thus to study the stability of the CNT
dispersions. Jiang et al.
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already used this tool to check the colloidal stability of SWCNTs

dispersed in aqueous SDS solutions, whereas Lou et al.
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demonstrated, by using this

spectroscopic technique, that dispersions of polystyrene-grafted MWCNTs in toluene can be
stable for several weeks.
It appears that all the CNT dispersions (of SDS-HiPCO, SDS-Carbolex SWCNTs and SDSMWCNTs) presented in this chapter are stable for at least several months, if not years, since their
UV-Vis absorbance remains virtually constant during this period. Figure 3.8 shows the value of
the absorbance at 272 nm of a SDS-HiPCO dispersion containing 1 wt% of SDS and 0.5 wt% of
HiPCO SWCNTs in function of the time after dispersion. The value of the absorbance does not
evolve significantly over the period of time studied, which means that the concentration of
exfoliated SWCNTs present in the dispersion remains constant. The same observation can be
made for SDS-MWCNT dispersions as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8. Value of the absorbance at 272 nm of a SDS-HiPCO SWCNT dispersion
containing 0.5 wt% SWCNTs and 1 wt% SDS (diluted 750 times), plotted as a function of the
time after exfoliation. The black square gives the value of the absorption at the end of the
exfoliation. The dotted line highlights the averaged values of all the measurements.
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Figure 3.9. Value of the absorbance at 260 nm of a SDS-MWCNT dispersion containing:
() 0.1 wt%, (z) 0.5 wt% and (S) 1 wt% MWCNTs of the batch MWA P041206. The weight
ratio of SDS to MWCNTs in solution was kept at 1.5. Before each UV-Vis measurement, the
dispersions were diluted by different factors, resulting in the same MWCNT concentration before
UV-Vis analysis. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 69. Copyright 2007 Elsevier Ltd.)

3.3.3. Optimization of the CNT exfoliation parameters to make conductive CNT/polymer
nanocomposites
After having been able to develop an efficient tool to monitor the sonication-driven exfoliation
of SWCNTs and MWCNTs, it was worth determining the optimum exfoliation conditions to
produce stable surfactant-CNT dispersions that can be further stored and employed to make
conductive nanocomposites. The target of this piece of work was not (only) to focus on the
optimization of the exfoliation process in our specific case, but also, more generally, to find or to
highlight trends in the general exfoliation behaviour of any type of CNT. In this respect, the
choices of the power of sonication, as well as of the CNT and surfactant concentrations, were
considered.

Choice of the power of sonication
Monitoring the exfoliation of the CNTs by UV-Vis spectroscopy gave us the opportunity to
determine when the CNT exfoliation process was finished and thus when the sonication could be
stopped. It is indeed important to avoid sonicating the CNTs longer than necessary. The target is
to limit as much as possible CNT damage caused by the sonication since these damages induce a
significant reduction of the mechanical and electrical CNT performance. 70 Several authors have
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reported the effect of sonication time on the SWCNT length distribution as well as the
conversion of CNTs into amorphous carbon during this process. 46, 47, 70
In general, the frequency of most horn sonicators commercially available is fixed at 20 kHz.
On the contrary, the power of sonication can be tuned. It appears that CNT exfoliations carried
out at different powers of sonication are not strictly equivalent to each others. The production of
local hot spots during the collapse of the cavitation bubbles created by the sonication itself can
attack and damage the surface of the CNTs. These defects can further favour the cutting of the
CNTs, which results in a decrease of the CNT length. As a consequence, working at a higher
power of sonication (which means increasing the intensity of sonication) amplifies the effect of
the sonochemical effects, because the collapse of the cavitation bubble is more violent in this
case.
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This is confirmed by a series of experiments carried out by Badaire and coworkers,
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who studied the influence of the power of sonication on the CNT length by light scattering.
These authors observed that, under the same experimental conditions, for the same total energy
provided to the system, CNTs sonicated at high powers are shorter (so they are more damaged)
than CNTs sonicated at lower powers. As a consequence, in order to keep the integrity of the
CNTs, it is better to sonicate them longer under mild conditions than shorter at high power.
Bearing this in mind, we decided to check whether it would be beneficial to carry out the
exfoliations of our CNTs at lower sonication powers than 20 W. That is why HiPCO SWCNTs
of the batch PO257 were exfoliated at the lowest possible power at which the sonicator could be
operated, i.e. 8 W. For comparison, the same CNTs were exfoliated under the same conditions at
20 W. Both SDS-CNT dispersions, containing 0.5 wt% HiPCO SWCNTs mixed with a 1 wt%
SDS aqueous solution, were sonicated until the maximum exfoliation was reached. Samples were
taken regularly during the sonication-driven exfoliation and their UV-Vis and Raman spectra
recorded (see Figure 3.10 and 3.11).
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Figure 3.10. Evolution of the absorbance at 272 nm for two aqueous 0.5 wt% HiPCO CNT
dispersions, containing 1 wt% of SDS, diluted 750 times, and exfoliated with two different
sonication powers: 8 W () and 20 W ().
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Figure 3.11. Evolution of the quality factor of same SDS-SWCNT dispersions exfoliated at
different powers of sonication, that is to say at 8 W () and 20 W ().
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The comparison of the evolution of the UV-Vis absorbance at 272 nm versus the energy
provided to the two CNT dispersions studied, see Figure 3.10, shows that the power of sonication
used to achieve the maximum exfoliation of the CNTs does not significantly influence the
process. In other words, only the energy provided to the system should be taken into account to
reach the maximum exfoliation, since this maximum is reached after the same amount of energy
was provided to the samples, regardless of the value of the power of sonication employed. The
same observation could be made for CNT dispersions containing 0.1 wt% of CNTs and 1 wt%
SDS (not shown) which were exfoliated using different powers of sonication ranging from 10 W
to 30 W. 72
All carbon allotropes (so not only fullerenes and CNTs, but also amorphous and crystalline
carbon (diamond, graphite, fullerenes, CNTs)) are Raman active. In particular, the crystalline
forms of carbons exhibit sharp Raman bands that make them clearly distinguishable from the
other carbon allotropes. 73-75
As a matter of fact, Raman spectroscopy has been proved to be one of the most important
techniques for the characterization of SWCNTs. 76, 77 For instance, this analytical technique may
provide information on their chirality,78-80 their diameter distribution,
aggregation of the CNTs,

84, 85

or even their orientation.

79, 81-83

their state of

86-88

Raman spectra of SWCNTs typically display four main characteristic features. The radial
breathing mode (RBM) band is visible in the [100-500 cm-1] range of wavenumbers and
corresponds to a band-stretching out-of-plane phonon mode, for which carbon atoms move
coherently in the radial direction. It can point out the presence of SWCNTs in a given sample
since it is a unique phonon mode, which is only visible for CNT samples. It has been shown that
the frequency of the RBM directly reflects the diameter of SWCNTs

89, 90

and that this

dependence allows an almost direct identification of the chirality of individual SWCNTs. 79, 80, 91
Two other Raman bands are typically observed for CNT samples in the 1000-1850 cm-1 range.
A first band with substructure appears in the region around 1580-1600 cm-1. It is the so-called
(graphene-like) G-band, which is characteristic of the tangential stretching mode of the carbon
atoms (first-order Raman scattering). It is related to the E2g symmetry of the interlayer mode,
which reflects the structural integrity of the sp3-hybridized carbon atoms of the CNTs.
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second relatively broad, disordered-induced band, the so-called “D-band” is present in the region
1300-1370 cm-1. It is due to a second-order Raman scattering event involving one phonon. It is
characteristic of disordered sp2 carbon atoms, in other words of amorphous carboneous
impurities present in the CNT sample, or of symmetry-lowering effects of the CNT walls, such
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as end-caps, shortened tubes, bending, vacancies, covalent functionalization, and other defects.
Characterization of the D-band in as-produced bulk materials is not trivial since the D-bands of
the carbon-based impurities of the samples occur in the same range of frequencies as the D-band
of the CNTs themselves. Interestingly, Dillon et al.
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found out that, at a given excitation

wavelength (so for a given laser), the CNT D-band is very narrow for SWCNTs whereas it is at
least twice as wide for sp2-hybridized impurities. Consequently, measuring the full-width-at-halfmaximum (FWHM) of the D-band of SWCNT samples provides a good evaluation of their
purity. Please note that the FWHM is a characteristic property of the D-band. As a consequence,
the introduction of defects, for instance by sonication or by annealing at high temperature in the
presence of water, does not modify it. On the other hand, this band is activated by defects, that is
to say that the defects in the walls of the SWCNTs are correlated with an increase of the D-band
intensity. 74, 93, 94
For this reason, SWCNT sample purity and wall perfection can be investigated by calculating
this ratio D/G 74 or the so-called quality factor Q = 1-D/G. 95
Due to the high sensitivity of SWCNTs to their environment, shifts of some bands of their
Raman spectrum (notably the G-band, located at 2610 cm-1, which is characteristics of
disordered carbon)
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can occur when, for instance, they are placed in air or immersed in

different liquid media. However, it seems that suspending SWCNTs in aqueous SDS solutions
does not significantly affect the intensity of their Raman bands. 13, 41
Raman measurements were directly performed on SDS-CNT dispersions sonicated at 8 and 20
Watts during the sonication-driven CNT exfoliation, as shown in Figure 3.11. This series of
measurements did not provide any evidence that the CNTs were significantly more damaged
when a higher power of sonication was used, namely 20 W, since the calculated values of Q did
not indeed significantly differ from each other for the CNTs sonicated at 8 W or at 20 W. The
slight differences measured were comprised within the experimental error. Additionally, the
length of the CNTs present in these two dispersions was measured by a method based on the use
of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), as described by Badaire. 70 After 200,000 J of energy input,
the SWCNTs sonicated at 20 W and at 8 W were found to be 723 nm and 658 nm long,
respectively. Considering that the experimental error of the measurement was in the range of 1015 %, we can conclude that the lengths of these SWCNTs are similar, what is in line with the
results of the Raman measurements performed on the same samples.
That is why we decided to carry out all the CNT exfoliations presented in this thesis with a
power of sonication fixed at 20 W. This power of sonication could indeed lead to the maximum
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exfoliation of the CNTs in shorter time than the lowest possible power of sonication (8 W),
without particularly damaging the CNTs more significantly.

Determination of the optimum surfactant concentration
UV-Vis spectroscopy can also be used to determine the minimum concentration of surfactant,
which is necessary to exfoliate the CNTs.
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If a too small number of surfactant molecules is

present in solution during the sonication, only a fraction of the total number of CNTs, which can
potentially be peeled off from the initial bundles, can be stabilized. 10 As a result, the exfoliation
of the CNTs is far from complete, and the plateau value of the absorbance at the end of the
exfoliation is lower than when all the CNTs, which can potentially be exfoliated from the
bundles, are individualized. On the contrary, if an excess of surfactant molecules is in solution,
part of them will adsorb on the CNT walls and stabilize them, while the excess will remain
“useless” in solution. As soon as these surfactant molecules, which are present in excess, become
too numerous, they organize in micelles, which promote CNT aggregation (due to depletion
attraction).

10

Since SDS is inactive in the UV-Vis region, CNT dispersions having a different

excess of surfactant all exhibit the same absorbance, as soon as the maximum exfoliation is
reached. Based on this fact, it is possible to determine the minimum concentration of surfactant
required to exfoliate all the SWCNTs, that can potentially be peeled off from the initial bundles,
by comparing the values of the absorbance at the end of the exfoliation as a function of the SDS
concentration (“plateau” value). Figure 3.12 shows the UV-Vis absorbance at 250 nm of 0.1 wt%
Carbolex SWCNT dispersions (diluted 150 times), at the end of the exfoliation, plotted as a
function of the SDS concentration (from 0 wt% to 1 wt% (i.e. 34.68 mol/m3 water) of
surfactant). It is obvious that the UV-Vis absorbance increases until a critical SDS concentration
is reached, which corresponds to the minimum amount of surfactant required to stabilize the
CNTs. A further enhancement of the surfactant concentration does not result in a further increase
of the absorbance, and a “plateau” value is reached. This plateau also nicely demonstrates that
the SDS concentration itself does not influence the absorbance. Figure 3.12 shows that the
critical SDS concentration is about 0.06 wt% for a 0.1 wt% Carbolex SWCNT dispersion. For a
similar
0.1 wt% HiPCO dispersion the critical SDS concentration is around 0.17 wt% (See Figure 3.2 of
Chapter 4). The somewhat higher critical SDS concentration for HiPCO is most probably related
to the higher purity of these tubes (see page 51). It might also be due to the smaller diameter of
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the HiPCO SWCNTs (in the range of 1 nm for HiPCO SWCNTs vs. 1.4 nm for Carbolex
SWCNTs, according to the manufacturers).
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Figure 3.12. Absorbance at 250 nm of 0.1 wt% Carbolex SWCNT dispersions (diluted 150
times), recorded at the end of the exfoliation process, plotted as a function of the SDS
concentration.
Note that all exfoliation experiments on SWCNTs described earlier in this chapter were all
carried out with an SDS/SWCNT wt/wt ratio of 2 or more, which is well in the plateau region of
Figure 3.12, and accordingly sufficient to stabilize all the SWCNTs that could potentially be
exfoliated.
The same procedure was used to determine the minimum amount of surfactant necessary to
unbundle all the MWCNTs that can potentially be individualized. The critical SDS concentration
required to exfoliate 0.1wt% of thin MWCNTs of the batch MWA041206 (resp. 060213) was
found to be 0.15 wt% (resp. 0.2 wt%).

Choice of the optimum CNT concentration
For the production of nanocomposites with the latex-based concept, it is preferable to be able
to work at (relatively) high concentrations of exfoliated CNTs for reproducibility purposes (in
order, for example, to be able to prepare a full series of nanocomposites of different CNT
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loadings by diluting one and the same surfactant-CNT dispersion), as well as for commercial
reasons.
The already discussed Figure 3.7 presents the UV-Vis absorption of SDS-MWCNT
dispersions, all initially possessing different concentrations during ultrasonication (0.01-1.5
wt%), but diluted to the same MWCNTs prior to UV-Vis measurement.
Even though the shapes as well as the plateau values of the absorbance at the end of the
exfoliation were very similar for MWCNT concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 1.4 wt%, it can
clearly be seen in Figure 3.7 that the highest CNT concentrations required more energy to reach
the maximum state of debundling than the lowest MWCNT concentrations: at least 210,000 J
were required to exfoliate 1.4 wt% of MWCNTs, whereas ‘only’ 60,000 J were needed to
achieve the same state of dispersion for 0.05 wt% of MWCNTs. For an initial MWCNT
concentration of 1.5 wt%, it seems impossible to achieve the same individualization for an
acceptable level. Although it was much less marked, the same trend could be observed, when the
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same type of experiments was carried out with both Carbolex or HiPCO SWCNTs (not shown).72
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Figure 3.13. Plateau value of the absorbance at the end of the exfoliation of thin MWCNTs
coming from two different batches, plotted in function of the CNT concentration. The open
squares () correspond to the value of the absorbance at 260 nm, for dispersions containing
MWCNTs of the batch MWA P041206; The weight ratio SDS:CNT was kept constant at 1.5:1.
The () symbols deal with the results of the exfoliation of MWCNTs of the batch 060213; the
absorbance was recorded at 251 nm and the weight ratio SDS:CNT was always equal to 2. For
both batches of MWCNTs, all samples were diluted by an appropriate factor to get a final
concentration 6.7•10-4 wt% before the UV-Vis analysis.
Figure 3.13 shows the plateau value of the absorbance at the end of the exfoliation of SDSMWCNT (batches MWA PO041206 and 060213) dispersions for which the CNT concentrations
range from 0.05 wt% to 1.5 wt% plotted as a function of the CNT concentration. For all the SDS61

CNT dispersions, the UV-Vis absorbance was constant as long as the CNT concentration was
kept below a critical concentration being equal to 1.5 wt% for the batch MWA P041206 and to
0.5 wt% for the batch 060213, see Figure 3.13. The exfoliation state of the CNTs at the end of
the exfoliation was comparable within experimental error, since the plateau value recorded at the
end of the exfoliation remained the same, which means that similar amounts of CNTs could be
successfully exfoliated. However, when the CNT concentration was above this critical
concentration, efficient dispersion of the CNTs was not possible, not even after protracted
sonication. Nevertheless, when a sample of the SDS-MWCNT dispersion containing 0.5 wt% of
CNTs of the batch 060213, was diluted 5 times and further sonicated, the new final value of
absorbance reached was very close to the plateau value of the absorbance measured at the end of
the exfoliation process for the 0.1 wt% MWCNT dispersion.
For the range of SWCNT concentrations studied (below 0.5 wt% for HiPCO CNTs and below
1 wt% for Carbolex CNTs), the absorbances at the end of the exfoliation were very similar. This
similarity means that we were certainly working at sufficiently low CNT concentrations to avoid
any difficulty in reaching optimum exfoliation.
Coleman et al. 44 observed a similar dependence of the CNT bundling as a function of the CNT
concentration. The same phenomenon was also highlighted during the study of other types of
one-dimensional nanofibers.

42

Coleman and his coworkers came to the very interesting

conclusion that CNT bundles dispersed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) adjust their bundle
size distribution with concentration. In other words, the CNT bundle size is directly related to the
CNT concentration. Each CNT bundle occupies on average its own pervaded volume that can be
defined as a sphere traced out by the tips of each CNT bundle as it tumbles through the medium.
So, CNT exfoliation can not proceed further when there is not enough space to accommodate any
additional individual CNT in the medium. This is in line with our experimental results and can
certainly explains why efficient dispersion of CNTs could not be obtained above 1.5 wt% (resp.
0.5 wt%) for the MWCNTs of the batch MWA P041206 (resp. 060213). Interestingly, this would
also point out that the CNTs of the batch 060213 are longer than those of the batch MWA
P041206, since they already can not optimally exfoliate at CNT concentrations of 0.5 wt%, vs.
1.5 wt% for CNTs of the other batch. Measurements of the length of the same CNTs,
independently performed by the supplier, 98 as well as comparison of the value of the percolation
threshold of nanocomposites made with both batches of MWCNTs by following the same
procedure and using the same polymer matrix, confirmed this last conclusion (see Chapter 6 and
reference 69). Besides, it can further be speculated that the same ‘steric’ reason might also
account for the discrepancies in exfoliation speed of the aqueous SDS-CNT dispersions
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containing different CNT concentrations, see Figure 3.7. Please note that the fact that MWCNTs
are entangled before exfoliation may be an aggravating factor, which hinders the CNT
debundling process at higher MWCNT concentrations.

3.3.4. To purify or not to purify?
As-produced CNTs always contain impurities of which the type and the relative amount are
strongly linked to the production process of CNTs. In order to benefit as much as possible from
their excellent intrinsic properties, it may be crucial to be able to purify them. Moreover, there
are nowadays no generally accepted standards for quality assurance or controls used by the
manufacturers of CNTs. As a result, it is important for anybody working with CNTs to be able to
tune, to optimize and to characterize the degree of purity of the CNTs used.
Most of the purification methods reported in literature are based on acid treatments.

99-101

However, the use of an oxidative acid (such as nitric acid, used alone or mixed with sulfuric
acid) under more or less aggressive conditions can induce significant damage of the CNT walls.
Defects at the surface of the CNTs are known to lower the conductivity of the CNTs and may
furthermore promote cutting of the purified CNTs, so the reduction of their aspect ratio. 99-103
That is why we decided to focus on the purification of HiPCO SWCNTs, since they can
efficiently be purified by using non-oxidative hydrochloric acid under mild conditions.

104

Moreover, since these CNTs contain only one type of catalyst impurities, namely iron particles,
the purification procedure can be reduced to a single-step. CNTs generated by arc-discharge like
Carbolex CNTs are in general more difficult to purify since different types of catalyst particles
co-exist with the as-produced SWCNTs, and most of the time appear as roots directly connected
to the CNTs (see Figure 3.6), which means that elimination of the catalyst particles necessarily
induces damage of the CNTs. Consequently direct chemical purification is not achievable. 105
The procedure of purification applied in this work basically consisted of a first baking step,
aiming at the oxidation of the catalyst particles.
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The second step was an extraction of the

oxidized iron particles by hydrochloric acid under mild conditions (without any sonication). The
purified CNTs were first analyzed by IR spectroscopy in order to detect any possible chemical
changes at their surface caused by the purification. The efficiency of the purification to remove
catalyst particles and carboneous impurities was checked by TGA analysis and Raman
spectroscopy. The combination of these two characterization techniques had been proven to be
suitable and reliable for this purpose, according to Itkis et al., 107 as well as Arepalli et al. 101
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The details of the analysis of the results of these characterizations are summarized in Appendix
A. The main conclusions that could be drawn were the following ones. Firstly, on the contrary to
treatments based on nitric acid, this mild HCl-based purification did not seem to significantly
oxidize the surface of the CNT walls, as shown by the comparison of the IR spectra of purified
and non-purified CNTs. Secondly, the results of the TGA measurements clearly pointed out that
the efficiency of the purification was batch-dependent, which played a role in choosing the type
of CNTs to use for the whole study described in the present thesis. On the one hand, HiPCO
CNTs of the batch RO 220 were successfully purified, since the purification procedure led to the
removal of more than half of the catalyst particles present in the sample. However, even after this
purification step, the CNTs of this batch still contained a higher amount of catalyst particles than
the non-purified HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch PO257. Moreover, the purified RO 220-SWCNTs
exhibited an increased resistance against debundling in comparison with the non–purified CNTs.
Repeating the purification procedure several times in order to decrease the catalyst concentration
even more was no option, since it was likely to only increase this resistance against debundling
during the sonication-driven exfoliation process, while weakening the CNTs because of the
repeated acidic treatments. It was decided to continue working mainly with HIPCO CNTs of the
batch PO257. Since the purification process was not successful with respect to significantly
reducing the amount of catalyst particles, and could negatively affect the properties of the CNTs
(resistance against debundling, loss of thermal stability, etc.) without being particularly
beneficial towards the performances of the final nanocomposites (mainly towards the electrical
conductivity, see Figure A3 of Appendix A), we finally decided to work with as-received CNTs.
So, the experiments described in the rest of this thesis with various types of CNTs were all
carried out with as-received CNTs.

3.3.5. Centrifugation of the CNTs
The impact of centrifugation of aqueous SDS-SWCNT dispersions on the conductivity of
SWCNT/PS nanocomposites was studied (See Appendix B for details). Prior to centrifugation,
CNTs dispersed in SDS aqueous solutions (containing 0.5 wt% of CNTs and 1 wt% of SDS)
were exfoliated until the maximum exfoliation was reached. Since individual SWCNTs covered
by SDS molecules have a density of 1.0 g/cm3,

9

i.e. the same density as water, centrifugation

does not promote separation. On the contrary, denser compounds present in the system, such as
catalyst particles and CNT bundles, should settle to the bottom of the sample tube.
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Centrifugation involves the use of centrifugal forces for mixture separation. As a consequence,
for a given system, the higher the centrifugal force, the more efficient the separation of the
different compounds present in the dispersion, based on their density. Since the density
difference between individual CNTs suspended in an aqueous surfactant dispersion and CNT
bundles, containing a couple of CNTs, is quite small, the mild and short centrifugation (30
minutes at 1500 g) employed in this part of the study is only able to separate species of
significantly different density. So, ultimately, individual CNTs and thin CNT bundles coated by
surfactant molecules (emitting in the range of UV-Vis wavelengths) can probably be separated
from the catalyst particles and the thick CNT bundles. The concentration of the latter is certainly
close to zero at the end of the sonication process, since it was verified by UV-Vis spectroscopy
that all the CNTs that could potentally be individualized were exfoliated and that the maximum
degree of exfoliation was reached. Nevertheless, TGA measurements confirmed that
centrifugation of a SDS-HiPCO SWCNT dispersion led to the preferable removal of
(conductive) catalyst particles from the supernatant.
Finally, comparison of the conductivity curves of SWCNT/PS composites prepared with
centrifuged and non-centrifuged HiPCO SWCNT dispersions did not show any significant
improvement of the conductivity of the nanocomposites after the centrifugation step. This is
certainly partly due to the mildness of the centrifugation carried out here. Because of the low
efficiency of the centrifugation and of the possible lack of reproducibility of the process for some
CNT batches, we decided to omit the centrifugation of aqueous surfactant-CNT dispersions used
to prepare nanocomposites. Therefore, all nanocomposites studied in the work described in this
thesis were prepared from non-centrifuged dispersions (expect for one system, which is
described in the second part of Chapter 5 of the present thesis).

3.4. Conclusions
In order to make technologically performing conductive materials, it is crucial to be able to
monitor and optimize each step of the latex-based process to make nanocomposites. In particular,
this applies to the first step of the process, and implies the optimization of the individualization
of the CNTs, the minimization of the amount of impurities in the CNT batch, as well as the
limitation of the possible damage of the CNT walls (induced by treatment such as purification
and sonication).
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This chapter reports a simple and quick UV-Vis spectroscopic technique to monitor the
sonication-driven exfoliation of SWCNTs in aqueous surfactant solutions. The technique is
reproducible, and semi-quantitative. The different stages of the exfoliation process were directly
visualized by cryo-TEM and SEM, showing an excellent correspondence with the spectroscopic
data: the maximum achievable degree of exfoliation (which does not mean that 100% of the
CNTs are effectively exfoliated) corresponds to the maximum UV-Vis absorbance of the
SWCNT solution. Moreover, it has been observed that SWCNTs produced by the arc-discharge
technology, Carbolex SWCNTs, require less energy to achieve maximum exfoliation than
SWCNTs produced by chemical vapour deposition, HiPCO SWCNTs. This difference is
attributed to weaker van der Waals attraction between Carbolex SWCNTs in the bundles and
aggregates. Furthermore, UV-Vis spectroscopy appears to be a reliable tool to check the stability
of NT dispersions. Please note that this technique is not restricted to the system SDS-SWCNT
and can in principle be applied to a large range of surfactants and CNT types (both SWCNTs and
MWCNTs).
Furthermore, UV-Vis spectroscopy enabled us to determine when the exfoliation of the CNTs
was complete and thus when the sonicating process should be stopped. In combination with other
characterization techniques such as IR, TGA and Raman spectroscopy, UV-Vis spectroscopy
enabled the systematic study of different parameters concerning the sonication process in order
to gain more insight into the sonication-driven exfoliation of CNTs, but also to determine the
experimental conditions under which the sonication should be carried out for optimum results.
Optimizing the exfoliation can be defined as achieving the maximum possible CNT debundling
by tuning the CNT concentration, the surfactant concentration, the time and the power of
sonication, while limiting as much as possible damage induced by sonication. The latter can be
achieved by sonicating under mild conditions, in other words using relatively low powers of
sonication, as well as by limiting the time of exposure of the CNTs to ultrasound, so by stopping
the sonication process as soon as the maximum level of exfoliation has been reached.
Since purification of the CNTs was not particularly desirable (for Carbolex SWCNTs for
example) and/or effective to remove catalyst particles and carboneous impurities (depending on
the batch of HiPCO SWCNTs tested), it was decided to work directly with as-received CNTs. So
all experiments described in the rest of this thesis (unless mentioned otherwise) were carried out
with SWCNTs and MWCNTs as-provided by the manufacturer. For similar reasons, most of the
nanocomposites studied were prepared with non-centrifuged aqueous surfactant-CNT
dispersions.
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4
DETERMINATION OF THE SURFACE COVERAGE OF EXFOLIATED CARBON
NANOTUBES BY SURFACTANT MOLECULES IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

Summary
In order to determine the surface coverage of exfoliated carbon nanotubes by surfactant
molecules, we propose four different experimental methods, being thermogravimetric analysis,
UV-Vis spectroscopy, surface tension measurements and a variant of Maron’s titration. We
apply all four methods to aqueous mixtures of well-dispersed carbon nanotubes and the
surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate, and consistently find a surface coverage of between one and a
half and two grams surfactant per gram of carbon nanotubes. This corresponds to slightly more
than two SDS molecules per square nanometer of carbon nanotube surface, which is comparable
to the known maximum packing density of SDS at the air-water interface.

This chapter is based on: Grossiord, N.; van der Schoot, P.; Meuldijk, J.; Koning, C. E.
Langmuir 2007 23, 3646-3653.
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4.1. Introduction
Over the last decades, two main strategies have been developed in order to achieve carbon
nanotube (CNT) exfoliation in liquid media, such as organic solvents or water. This research
area is indeed of major importance for solution-phase separation methods,
deposition,

4-6

or incorporation into nanocomposites,

7-10

1-3

controlled

among others. This exfoliation is aimed

at the generation of dispersions of individual CNTs, which were initially in bundles. The first
strategy requires chemical modifications, i.e., chemical functionalization of the CNT walls.

11-14

It still remains extremely delicate to tune and precisely characterize the degree of grafting, as
well as the location, of the functional groups on the surface of the CNTs. Consequently, the
functional groups bound to the CNTs are most of the time not only confined at the tips of the
CNTs, but they are also present along the CNT walls. Even if sidewall functionalization of the
CNTs promotes the “dissolution” of CNTs,
and mechanical properties of the CNTs

15, 16

13

it also leads to a deterioration of the electrical

because of the (at least) partial loss of the CNT

conjugated structure. Non-covalent functionalization, based on non-covalent interactions like
physical adsorption of surfactants and polymers on the CNT surface,

3, 17-22

is the second major

method used. The adsorption method is extremely attractive because it does not reduce the
molecular orbital interaction on the surface of the CNTs, and therefore affects significantly less
the preservation of the properties of the CNTs. 18, 23
Currently, one of the most widely used strategies relies on the use of surfactant molecules to
disperse single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs).
In essence, the method simply consists of mixing CNTs with surfactants or oligomeric
copolymers, followed by sonication of this mixture. The sonication provides enough energy to
overcome the van der Waals interactions that make the as-produced CNTs bundled, and thus
promotes the CNT individualization. 24 At the same time, the surfactant molecules adsorb on the
surface of the CNTs, introducing in this way steric and/or electrostatic repulsion forces between
the CNTs.

20, 24, 25

At the end of this process, dispersions of mainly individualized CNTs are

obtained.
Interestingly, these CNT dispersions in surfactant solutions are stable for variable durations,
which depends on the type of CNTs and surfactants used. Nevertheless, many systems have been
reported to be stable for months.

20, 26, 27

Some companies like South West Nanotechnologies,

Inc. (SWeNT) already see in these dispersions a more promising and safer way to ship CNTs to
their clients than as-produced CNTs, which are very often fluffy powders requiring special
precautions for their packaging and handling.
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The choice of the concentration of both CNTs and surfactants turns out to be crucial: if the
amount of surfactant is too low, there are not enough surfactant molecules to adsorb on the CNT
surface that is potentially available, and many CNT bundles remain. As a consequence, only a
fraction of CNTs is in that case effectively exfoliated. On the other hand, if the amount of
surfactant is too large with respect to the available CNT surface, attractive depletion-type
interactions between the CNTs are induced by the presence of surfactant micelles,
the formation of clusters of aggregated CNTs.

29, 30

28

leading to

Between these two extreme cases a domain

of homogeneous CNT dispersions exists, as was demonstrated by Vigolo et al. 31 for dispersions
of an anionic surfactant and SWCNTs in water. Such a domain of a homogeneous CNT
dispersion was observed and described by Wang et al.

32

for dispersions made of a non-ionic

surfactant and SWCNTs in water.
Nevertheless, in the majority of articles published in this field, it seems that the choice of the
CNT and surfactant concentrations is based on trial and error. It is also worth noticing that most
of the results of investigations reported in these papers take the work of Vigolo et al.,

31

O’Connel et al. 18 and/or Bandhyopadhyaya et al. 33 as starting point and reference.
Several researchers have tried to find reliable procedures to determine how much surfactant
should be used to achieve a complete exfoliation of a given amount of CNTs. Vigolo and her
coworkers,

31

followed by Jiang et al., 20 have systematically screened the state of exfoliation of

several dispersions of CNTs and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) over a large range of NT and
surfactant concentrations. Even though the strategy reported by Vigolo et al.

31

is extremely

efficient and trustworthy, it is time consuming.
Bonard

19

and Islam et al.

21

followed a similar, but arguably less systematic method, and

found that diluted SWCNT dispersions were optimally exfoliated when the surfactant
concentration exceeds the critical micelle concentration (CMC). Matarredona et al. 22 performed
a detailed study on aqueous sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS)-SWCNT dispersions,
and discovered that the minimum surfactant concentration, necessary to disperse a given amount
of CNTs, might be lower than the CMC of an aqueous solution of the pure surfactant. This
means that micelle formation is not necessarily required for CNT individualization. Additionally,
Matarredona and her coworkers 22 report that once the walls of the CNTs that can potentially be
exfoliated are saturated, any additional surfactant in solution is logically useless as it no longer
takes part in the exfoliation process. At this stage, since the free surfactant concentration in the
supernatant remains constant, extra surfactant molecules self-aggregate into micelles. 34
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In the present chapter, we propose four different experimental methods to determine in a
systematic way the minimum amount of surfactant that is necessary to achieve maximum
exfoliation of CNTs in an aqueous solution. Our purpose is to propose and describe systematic,
reliable, reproducible, relatively easy and non-CNT-consuming techniques that allow the
calculation of the optimum surfactant concentration, i.e., the surfactant concentration which is
just sufficient to stabilize the highest possible fraction of a given amount of CNTs, but that still
guarantees the absence of additional surfactant molecules in solution that may not be desired. In
particular, since the key step of the latex-based concept to make nanocomposites consists of
mixing two colloids, i.e. a CNT dispersion and a polymer latex, it is extremely important to
control the amount of free surfactant present in both the polymer latex and the CNT dispersion.
On the one hand, a deficit of surfactant in the CNT dispersion may lead to incomplete
individualization of the CNTs. On the other hand, a too large excess of surfactant in either the
CNT dispersion or in the polymer latex can lead to depletion-induced agglomeration of the
CNTs. In all the cases, excess or deficit of surfactant is prejudicial to the final properties of the
nanocomposites, mainly because it may result in (partial) aggregation of the filler.
The four methods that we put forward are based on UV-Vis spectroscopy, surface tension
measurements, thermogravimetry and an adapted version of the Maron’s

35

titration and are for

brevity named A, B, C, and D, respectively. From A to C, the methods are presented in an order
going from the method requiring the most common equipment which can be found in a general
chemistry laboratory to the least common. The last method, namely D, is the least easy and
straightforward method. We find good agreement between the surface coverage of CNTs by the
surfactant SDS as determined by all four methods, corresponding to approximately two SDS
molecules per square nanometer.

4.2. Experimental section
4.2.1. Materials: HiPCO SWCNTs were used as-received to carry out all the experiments
described in this article. The CNTs were purchased from Carbon Nanotechnology Inc. These
CNTs were produced by a modified gas process based on chemical vapour deposition. 36, 37 The
batch (PO257) contains around 10-15 wt% of impurities. These impurities are partially
composed, according to the manufacturer, of 5 wt% of small iron catalyst particles, based on the
total weight of a sample, which are encased in carbon shells and, sometimes, also in the CNTs
themselves. The surfactant used for the dispersion of the CNTs was sodium dodecyl sulfate
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(SDS, 90%) provided by the Merck Chemical Co. All experiments were carried out with
demineralized water.
4.2.2. Instrumentation: All sonication processes were carried out with a horn sonicator Sonic
Vibracell VC750 with a cylindrical tip (10 mm end cap diameter). The frequency was fixed at
(20 ± 0.2) kHz. The power provided was always 20 Watts.
UV-VIS absorption spectra were recorded with a Hewlett Packard 8453 spectrometer
operating between 200 and 1100 nm.
Surface tension measurements were performed at room temperature with a Krüss processor
tensiometer K100 MK1 employing the ring method. The standard correction procedure used was
the one of Huh & Mason.38 The ring was washed with acetone, rinsed with demineralised water
and brought to incandescence in a flame after every measurement to remove any residue of
SWCNT or surfactant.
The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements were performed with a Perkin Elmer
TGA7 thermogravimetric analyzer. The instrument was calibrated by means of the Curie points
of alumel (145 °C) and perkalloy (596 °C). Measurements were performed in a Platinum
crucible in an air flow (100 ml/min). The heating rate was 5° C/min, starting at 25° C and ending
at
900° C.
The centrifugation of some of the samples was performed with a Heraeus Sepatech Varifuge
RF.
4.2.3. Procedures:
Method A:
For each experiment, from 0.01 wt% to 0.5 wt% of SWCNTs, based on the weight of water,
was mixed with 20 mL of an aqueous solution containing different concentrations of SDS,
ranging from 0 wt% to 1 wt% (or, equivalently, from 0 mol SDS/m3water to 34.68 mol
SDS/m3water). The resulting mixture was then sonicated for different times under mild conditions,
i.e. at a power of 20 W, until the maximum of exfoliation was reached. The completion of this
process was determined by using a method based on UV-Vis spectroscopy described in detail in
Chapter 3. 39
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Samples were regularly taken during the sonicating process. After being taken, each sample
was diluted in order to reach a CNT content of 6.7•10-4 wt%. UV spectra of the diluted samples
were recorded. Quartz cells were employed. The blank used as the reference for the
measurements was a SDS solution of the same concentration as the sample, diluted under the
same conditions.
Another experimental protocol, which is less CNT consuming, can be used. It consists of
exfoliating a CNT solution containing a very small amount of surfactant (or even no surfactant at
all), until the maximum exfoliation is reached, and to record the value of absorbance at the
plateau. In this case, some CNTs, which could potentially be exfoliated, still remain bundled
because of the lack of surfactant molecules to stabilize them. A small amount of SDS is directly
added to the mixture, which is then sonicated for a rather short time (10 minutes for HiPCO
CNTs) in order to reach a “new” higher level of exfoliation. In this new configuration of the
system, an additional amount of CNTs is exfoliated and stabilized by SDS molecules; as a result,
the UV-Vis absorbance of the SDS-CNT solution increases. This three-step procedure (that is,
surfactant addition, brief sonication, and UV-Vis absorbance measurement) can be repeated until
no further increase in the value of the absorbance is observed. The value of SDS concentration
from which no increase of absorbance is observed corresponds with the lowest concentration
necessary to disperse all the potentially exfoliable CNTs.
Method B:
SDS-CNT aqueous solutions containing 0.1 wt% of CNTs and different surfactant
concentrations ranging from 0.05 wt% to 1 wt% (corresponding to a range between 1.73 mol
SDS/m3water and 34.68 mol SDS/m3water) were sonicated until no UV-Vis spectral change was
observed. Surface tension measurements were then performed on these samples in order to
determine at which surfactant concentration the complete surface coverage of exfoliated CNTs is
achieved.
Method C:
First, 0.5 wt% of SWCNTs was mixed with 20 mL of an aqueous solution containing 1 wt% of
SDS (34.68 mol/m3water). The mixture was sonicated until the UV-Vis absorbance did not change
any more. This final UV-Vis absorbance corresponds to the highest level of exfoliation, which
can be obtained for the SDS concentration used. 26, 29 The colloidally stable CNT dispersion was
then centrifuged for 30 minutes at about 3500 rpm, and its supernatant , i.e., 85-90% of the upper
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part, was carefully collected. Finally, a small amount of this supernatant was dried in a vacuum
oven at 60 °C. TGA measurements were performed on this dry sample.
Method D:
An aqueous solution of 0.5 wt% of CNTs and 1wt% of SDS (34.68 mol/m3water) was first
exfoliated under the same experimental conditions as in method C. 2 mL of this solution were
collected and diluted five times with demineralised water.
This SDS-CNT aqueous dispersion was then titrated with an aqueous solution containing 0.5
wt% of surfactant. After each addition of the aqueous SDS solution, the surface tension of the
titrated mixture was measured.
In order to determine the Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) of SDS, several SDS solutions
with surfactant concentrations ranging from 0.05 wt% (1.73 mol SDS/m3water) to 1 wt% (34.68
mol/m3water) were prepared and their surface tension measured.

4.3. Results and discussion

4.3.1. Method A: UV-Vis spectroscopy
Several SDS-CNT aqueous solutions containing a fixed amount of CNTs and different SDS
concentrations were exfoliated until the maximum degree of exfoliation was observed with UVVis spectroscopy. 39 This method is based on the fact that only individual CNTs are active in the
wavelength region between 200 and 1200 nm. In other words, bundled CNTs do not have any
significant absorbance in this wavelength range due to a tunnel coupling between metallic
SWCNTs and semi-conductive ones
conductive SWCNTs.

41

40

or from large band-gap to smaller band-gap semi-

As a result, at the beginning of the sonication, an increasing amount of

individualized or exfoliated SWCNTs results in an increase of the absorbance in the UV-Vis
region. Afterwards, when the maximum possible degree of exfoliation of the CNTs is reached,
spectral changes are no longer observed.
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Figure 4.1. Evolution of the absorbance at 272 nm for aqueous 0.1 wt% HiPCO CNT
dispersions, containing different SDS concentrations: () 1 wt% - 34.68 mol SDS/ m3water,
(x) 0.5 wt% - 17.34 mol SDS/ m3water (U) 0.2 wt% - 6.94 mol SDS/ m3water, ({) 0.15 wt% - 5.19
mol SDS/ m3water, (S) 0.1 wt% - 3.47 mol SDS/ m3water, () 0.05 wt% - 1.73 mol SDS/ m3water. All
the samples were diluted 150 times to ensure that all the absorbance values at 272 nm remain
lower than 1, which implies a reduction of the error introduced by the spectrometric
measurement. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 39. Copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society)
Figure 4.1 shows the evolution of the value of the absorbance at 272 nm for several HiPCO
CNT dispersions with different SDS concentrations. Vigolo et al. 31 have already observed that if
the initial amount of surfactant is too low to stabilize all the CNTs that can be potentially
exfoliated, only a fraction of these CNTs is finally effectively exfoliated. Our results are in line
with this observation: since the value of the UV-Vis absorbance is directly proportional with the
concentration of absorbing species in solution, i.e. of individual CNTs that have been peeled of
the CNT bundles. The plateau value of the UV-Vis absorbance becomes higher with increasing
SDS concentrations. As soon as there are enough surfactant molecules to stabilize the free
dispersion of all the CNTs that can potentially be exfoliated, the plateau value of the UV-Vis
absorbance reaches a maximum and its value does not increase further upon increase of the SDS
concentration.
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Figure 4.2. UV-Vis absorbance at 272 nm, at the end of ultrasonication-induced exfoliation of
HiPCO CNT dispersions containing different CNT concentrations (({): 0.5 wt%, (): 0.1 wt%,
(): 0.05 wt%, (½): 0.01 wt%) as a function of the ratio of the SDS concentration and the
SWCNT concentration.
The surfaces of the potentially exfoliable CNTs are presumably completely covered with
surfactant molecules.

22

If that is the case, then we would expect a linear relation between the

plateau of the UV absorbance and the SDS concentration till all CNTs are exfoliated, after which
the absorbance should be constant. This seems to be roughly the case, as shown in Figure 4.2. It
is clear that the minimum SDS concentration necessary to stabilize all the CNTs that can
potentially be exfoliated is about 0.17 wt% (or 5.88 mol SDS/m3water) for 0.1 wt% of CNTs.
Consequently, the wt% ratio surfactant over CNT concentration at full coverage, rA, is about 1.7.
Note that a small amount of CNTs can be exfoliated without any SDS present, causing a slight
deviation from the expected linear relationship between the SDS concentration and the
absorbance at low concentrations of SDS. In this case, the sonication provides enough energy to
the system for at least partial exfoliation of the CNTs from the bundles of aligned CNTs. Since
there are no surfactant molecules to stabilize the individualized CNTs peeled from the outside
layer of the bundles, the CNTs tend to re-aggregate as soon as the sonication is stopped.
However, for steric reasons, they can not realign in the form of thick bundles like they used to be
in their initial state, and therefore certainly form a kind of network of partially unbundled CNTs.
Another important piece of information can also be extracted from the analysis of Figure 4.2:
the CNT dispersion state does not seem to be sensitive to the CNT concentration at relatively
low CNT concentrations. This was also observed by Wang and his coworkers 32 in their study of
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the dispersion of SWCNTs with an non-ionic surfactant in water. This confirms that, below the
lowest SDS concentration necessary to stabilize all the CNTs that can potentially be exfoliated,
there is a direct relationship between the amount of surfactant adsorbed on the CNT walls and
the wall surface of the CNTs that are peeled from the bundles. In other words, the amount of
adsorbed surfactant molecules is directly proportional to the amount of CNTs that are effectively
individualized. This leads to the conclusion that, for lower CNT and surfactant concentrations,
the surfactant/CNT mass ratio, rather than the surfactant concentration, is the most relevant
parameter in controlling dispersion. However, note that for lower CNT concentrations, as soon
as the surfactant concentration exceeds the lowest concentration at which depletion starts
occurring, it seems that rather the surfactant concentration influences the CNT aggregation state
than the SDS/CNT ratio

32

Even on the complete right hand side of Figure 4.2 (maximum SDS

concentration used of 1 wt%), the UV-Vis absorbance remains constant, which means that the
depletion-induced aggregation of the CNTs has certainly not taken place yet.

4.3.2. Method B: Surface tension measurements
This method B is based on the strategy developed by Matarredona et al.

22

Surface tension

measurements of colloidally stable, exfoliated NT solutions containing different SDS
concentrations were performed.
These measurements are similar to those that are commonly performed on a series of aqueous
solutions with different surfactant concentrations in order to determine the value of the Critical
Micelle Concentration (CMC) of the surfactant concerned. In a system consisting of only
surfactant molecules in water, below the CMC the surfactant molecules are located either in the
water phase, at the walls of the container in which the solution is stored, or at the water-air
interface. An increase of surfactant concentration mainly results in an enrichment in surfactant
molecules at the water-air interface, resulting in a linear decrease of the surface tension Ȗ (N/m)
with the logarithm of the concentration of surfactant free in solution C, as determined by the
Gibbs’ equation for surface excess ɝ (mol/m2):
*

 1 § dJ ·
¨
¸
2 RT © d ln C ¹

(4.1)

In equation (4.1), R stands for the gas constant equal to 8.314 J/mol K, and T for the absolute
temperature (in K) at which the surface tension measurements are performed. The factor of 2
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present in equation (4.1) accounts for the fact that SDS is a surface active electrolyte, which
implies that both the contribution of the alkylsulfate tail and of the counterion should be taken
into account, because SDS salts are expected to be fully ionized in our system. Furthermore, it is
worth noticing that this form of the Gibbs equation is valid because the concentration of salts
present in our system is low.

34

For surfactant concentrations above CMC, the surfactants

aggregate into micelles and there is no significant enrichment in surfactant at the water-air
interface any more. Actually, above the CMC, any additional surfactant molecules preferably
contribute to the formation of micelles. Consequently, a further increase in surfactant
concentration, in principle, no longer has any influence on the surface tension which therefore
remains (almost) constant. This means that the CMC of a surfactant can be found by surface
tension measurements: the CMC is the surfactant concentration at which the surface tension
exhibits a sudden change in slope when plotted as a function of the logarithm of the surfactant
concentration.
In a system composed of SDS and CNTs in water, a dynamic equilibrium exists between the
free surfactant molecules in solution, surfactant molecules located at the air-water interface and
those adsorbed on the surface of the CNTs. Here, again, an increase in the concentration of
surfactant leads to an increase in the enrichment of the air-water interface and an increase of the
fraction solubilized CNTs. Plausibly, at the apparent CMC both surface adsorptions saturate for
similar reasons. As a result, the apparent CMC of the system containing both SDS and CNTs can
again be extracted from the surface tension - ln (surfactant concentration) curve.
Figure 4.3 shows that a sudden change in slope is reached for a ratio of the weight fraction of
SDS and the weight fraction of CNTs (rB) of 1.87, which corresponds to a value of a total
amount of adsorbed surfactant of 6.5·10-3 mol of SDS per gram of CNTs. The break occurs at the
literature value of the CMC of SDS, and we presume that the affinity of the SDS for the CNTs is
very high. Since there should be some free SDS in solution, this estimate for the ratio r must be
viewed as an upper bound.
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Figure 4.3. Dispersion-air surface tension (measured at room temperature) plotted as a
function of the logarithm of the SDS concentration (CSDS) for aqueous dispersions of HiPCO
SWCNTs. The concentration of SDS is in mol/m3water. The experimental error is about 0.3 % for
each measurement. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 39. Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society)

4.3.3. Method C: Thermogravimetry
In a recent publication, researchers at the Rice University

18

proposed a model in which

individual SWCNTs are encased in closely-packed SDS rod-like micelles as a result of energetic
sonication of the mixture. These researchers calculated that such covered individual SWCNTs
have a specific gravity of about 1.0 g/cm3 whereas CNT bundles coated by SDS have a higher
specific gravity. Consequently, centrifugation brings bundles as well as residual catalyst particles
of high density to the bottom of the centrifuge tube, leaving a supernatant containing mainly
exfoliated individual CNTs. TEM images published in a paper of Moore et al.

23

support the

results of this modeling. Moore and her coworkers showed in the Figure 1a of their article that
metal catalyst particles present in SDS-HiPCO dispersions preferably associate with the larger
SWCNT bundles, which results in an enhancement of the efficiency of the centrifugation
because of an enrichment of the residue of centrifugation by the compounds possessing the
highest densities. Consequently, we can assume that SDS-CNT dispersions, after having been
centrifuged, contain essentially individual CNTs covered by SDS molecules.
The results of the TGA measurement performed on the solid residue left after drying of the
supernatant collected after centrifugation of a 0.5 wt% CNT-1 wt% SDS aqueous solution, are
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presented in Figure 4.4. The results in Figure 4.4 demonstrate that, with increasing temperature,
the degradation of the sample occurs in two steps. The first main mass loss, between 100 and
300 °C, corresponds to the combined degradation of SDS and of some carboneous impurities of
the CNTs, whereas the second mass loss, between 300 and 600 °C is mainly due to the burning
of the CNTs themselves. 42 The residue remaining after the burning of the sample is composed of
oxidized iron catalyst particles originating from the CNT sample, and from residues originating
from the surfactant.
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Figure 4.4. TGA of HiPCO CNTs, of SDS, and of the dried supernatant of a centrifuged SDSCNT dispersion containing 0.5 wt% of CNTs and 1 wt% of SDS. TGA experiments were carried
out in an air flow. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 39. Copyright 2007 American
Chemical Society)
The TGA residue is 6.67 wt% of the original weight after the burning of the CNTs alone, see
Figure 4.4. Note that only iron particles remain after the burning of the CNT samples. As a result
of the oxide formation the weight of residue has to be reduced by 20 wt% in order to take into
account the oxygen content of the pyrolysis product,

43

which gives us the real weight of iron

present in the sample of about 5 wt%. This value corresponds to the iron content provided by the
manufacturer. Knowing that the residue after the burning of the surfactant alone is 28.24 wt%,
and that the residue after burning of the supernatant of the SDS-CNT solution is 20.21 wt%, it is
then possible to calculate the percentage x of surfactant adsorbed at the surface of the CNTs
from a simple mass balance:

0.2824 x  0.0667 1  x

(4.2)

0.2021
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Solution of equation (4.2) gives x = 0.628, which means that the sample studied contains
62.8 wt% of SDS. The mass ratio of adsorbed SDS and the CNTs (rC) is equal to 1.69 (=

0.628
).
0.372
Compared to the other methods, the calculation of the ratio is based on measurements
performed on a CNT-SDS dispersion, which has been modified, since some catalyst particles and
CNT bundles were removed by the centrifugation. As a result, the ratio rC is slightly
overestimated. Nevertheless, since the species removed by the centrifugation have a total area
(which can be coated by the SDS molecules) that is extremely small compared to the total area of
the walls of the individual exfoliated SWCNTs, the systematic error made is expected not to be
significant.

4.3.4. Method D: Modified version of the Maron’s titration

The fourth method consists of a soap titration performed on SDS-CNT aqueous solutions for
which the surfactant molecules are initially located on the surface of the CNT walls and at the
air-water interface. However, the surfactant concentration is still below CMC. This method was
inspired by the procedure developed by Maron,

35

and later improved by Abbey.

44

The soap

titration method is commonly used to determine the fractional surface coverage of polymer latex
particles with emulsifier molecules.
First, a diluted 0.5 wt% CNTs-1 wt% SDS aqueous dispersion was titrated with a standard
surfactant solution. The surface tension was measured as a function of the amount of emulsifier
added. In the titrated CNT-SDS dispersion, all the CNTs that can be potentially exfoliated are
individual, and their walls become saturated with SDS molecules upon titration. We assume that
the state of the adsorbed amount of SDS molecules on the CNT walls is not significantly
influenced by dilution, which occurs prior to the titration, since desorption processes are
typically nucleated and therefore quite slow. 45
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Figure 4.5. Surface tension as a function of added amount of surfactant solution to 2 mL of an
exfoliated 0.5 wt% CNT-1 wt% SDS (34.68 mol SDS/m3water) solution diluted five times. The
measurements were performed at 20 °C; the titration was performed with a 0.5 wt% SDS
solution (17.35 mol SDS/ m3water). (Reproduced with permission from ref. 39. Copyright 2007
American Chemical Society)

The results in Figure 4.5 show that, for low SDS concentrations, a decrease of the surface
tension is measured with increasing SDS concentration, until it reaches an intersection point. At
this specific point (3.8 mL of SDS solution added, see Figure 4.5) the CNT walls are still
completely occupied with emulsifier and the aqueous phase is saturated at the CMC. Afterwards,
the surface tension remains constant upon addition of SDS to the sample.
After the equivalence point, the surfactant molecules are mainly adsorbed at the surface of the
CNTs, as well as at the surface of the walls of the container used to perform the titration. In
addition, surfactant molecules are located at the interface air/water, and in micelles.
For a ‘standard’ Maron’s titration with polymer latexes, the amount of surfactant on the
latex/air interface is assumed to be negligible compared to the amount of surfactant present on
the latex particle surface because the particle surface area is several orders of magnitude larger
than the latex/air interface. This is also true for our system since the surface of the CNT walls is
of the range of the square meter,

46, 47

whereas the surface of the interface air/SDS-CNT

dispersion is equal to a few square centimeters.
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Since we know the amount of SDS present in the SDS-CNT dispersion, as well as the amount
of emulsifier required to reach the intersection point, it is possible to calculate the total amount
of surfactant present in the sample at the equivalence point (m

SDS tot

in mol). The amount of

emulsifier located at the surface of the CNTs, m SDS NT, can then be calculated from equation 3:

mSDS

CNT

mSDS

tot

 Vtot  CMC

(4.3)

where Vtot is the total volume of the sample at the equivalence point in L, and CMC the critical
micelle concentration of the SDS used in mol/L.
SDS is certainly one of the most studied surfactant and the determination of its CMC is quite
popular. However, CMC’s values reported in literature scatter significantly. 48 For relatively pure
SDS, most of the values of CMC measured by different techniques are comprised between 7 and
9 mmol/L.

49-56

However, the exact determination of CMC by surface tension measurements is

difficult to achieve since these measurements are extremely affected by the presence of minor
surface active impurities in the system. As a result, the curve of surface tension versus surfactant
concentration passes through a minimum. The accepted CMC was calculated the same way as in
the article of Addison and Hutchinson,

56

and was found to be equal to 5.1 mmol/L, which is

lower than most of the values reported in literature. This is certainly due to the presence of
surface active impurities, probably dodecyl alcohol.
From the amount of SDS adsorbed on the surface of the CNT walls calculated with equation 3,
it is possible to approximate the ratio of the weight fraction of SDS and the weight fraction of
CNTs, rD, which is found to be equal to 1.83.

4.3.5. Summary of the results obtained with the four methods

Table 4.1 summarizes the results obtained for the surface coverage of the CNTs by the SDS
molecules with the four methods described in this chapter. Results obtained with the different
methods are of the same order of magnitude, suggesting that the accuracy achieved is relatively
good for all of the strategies developed. To convert these values to the corresponding number of
adsorbed SDS molecules per unit area, we need to know the specific surface area (SSA) of the
CNTs. This poses a problem, since widely different values have been published.
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Table 4.1. Summary of the values of the ratios rA-D and of the corresponding surface coverage
of surfactant on CNTs as determined with the four experimental methods described. For the
calculations presented in the fourth (resp. last) column of this table, the surface area of our
samples is assumed to be equal to 1600 m2/g. 46 (resp. 1300 m2/g 47). The experimental error is
about 10 % for each type of measurement of the methods presented. (Reproduced with
permission from ref 39. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society)

Method
used

Ratio r

Ratio r

(wt% surfactant)/

(mol SDS/m3water)/

(wt% CNTs)

3

(kg CNTs/m

water)

Surface coverage of

Surface coverage

the CNTs by SDS

of the CNTs by

molecules

SDS molecules

2

(molecule/nm ) using

(molecule/nm2)

an experimental

using a theoretical

surface area of

surface area of

2

1600 m /g

46

1300 m2/g 47

Method A

1.6-1.7

5.5-5.9•10-3

2.2 ± 0.2

2.6 ± 0.3

Method B

1.9

6.5•10-3

2.5 ± 0.2

3.0 ± 0.3

Method C

1.7

5.9•10-3

2.3 ± 0.2

2.7 ± 0.3

Method D

1.8

6.2•10-3

2.4 ± 0.4

2.9 ± 0.6

Generally, the experimental BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) surface areas of SWCNTs
reported in literature range from 300 to 800 m2/g, depending on the experimental parameters
chosen to perform the measurements, on the CNTs studied, and on the treatments (purification,
activation processes, etc.) applied to these CNTs.

22, 57-60

These values are relatively low

compared to the measured surface areas of commercially available activated carbon (1000-1200
m2/g), and compared to theoretical estimates by Peigney et al.

47

(ca. 1300 m2/g for a graphene

sheet, which can be considered as the SSA of the outer side of a SWCNT). In this respect, the
results obtained by Cinke and his coworkers are remarkable since they succeeded in increasing
the total BET area of a batch of HiPCO SWCNTs from ca. 600 m2/g to ca. 1600 m2/g by using a
process forcing the debundling of the HiPCO CNTs. 46 This last value of BET surface area is, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, the highest reported until now for SWCNTs. This value of
SSA for SWCNTs is very close to the one recently reported by Li et al. 61 In this second case, the
sonication-driven exfoliation of SWCNTs in an aqueous SDS solution was followed by a
filtration in order to obtain a CNT film, and by a subsequent washing to remove SDS. The SSA
of the bucky paper prepared in this way was 1500 m2/g. Since no CNT re-aggregation can in
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principle take place during and after the filtration process, the value of the SSA of the CNT film
measured by Li and his coworkers

61

should be very close to the one of the corresponding

surfactant-SWCNTs aqueous dispersion. However, BET measurements of bulk dry samples
usually provide values of CNT surface area that are largely underestimated. In these cases, the
CNTs are present in bundles with a large fraction of inaccessible area, which could become
accessible in surfactant dispersions after exfoliation.

57

As a result, an experimental BET

measurement of the CNT SSA is more likely to be underestimated than overestimated. It thus
seems reasonable to use a value of surface area of our samples (also exfoliated HiPCO
SWCNTs) of 1600 m2/g, based on the experimental results of Cinke et al. 46 In order to obtain an
idea of the importance of the exact chosen value of the SSA, we also decided to consider the
theoretical surface area of the CNTs equal to 1300 m2/g, as calculated by Peigney and his
coworkers. 47
If we use these values of 1600 m2/g and 1300 m2/g, respectively, the calculated values of the
number of SDS molecules per nm2 of CNT surface range from 2.2 to 2.5 molecules/nm2 and
from 2.6 to 3.0 molecules/nm2, respectively, as indicated in Table 4.1.. The packing of SDS
molecules at the interface air-water as determined by the Gibbs equation amounts to
2.12 molecules/nm2, which is quite close to these values. Our results, obtained with both the
experimental and theoretical SSAs, are also in good agreement with the packing numbers
published by Strano and his coworkers,

24

who calculated that the value of the surface coverage

of HiPCO CNTs by SDS must be 2.72 molecules/nm2. We would like to mention that it actually
seems unlikely that the surface area of our sample is lower than 1000 m2/g. The reason is that
this would lead to packing densities higher than 4 SDS molecules/nm2, which seems physically
not realistic because the maximum packing density based on the van der Waals radius of the
sulfonate head group has been calculated to be equivalent to 2.9 molecules/nm2. 62
It remains unclear in which way precisely the surfactant molecules adsorb on the surface of
CNTs. Richard et al.

63

published TEM pictures showing SDS molecules organized in rolled-up

half-cylinders on the surface of MWCNTs, which, however, have a larger diameter than
SWCNTs. A similar type of organization of surfactants in hemimicelles has also been reported
for surfactants adsorbed onto the surface of graphite.

64-66

Some experimental observations and

modeling work support the idea that SDS molecules adopt this type of organization on the
surface of SWCNTs too (see Figure 4.6.a for a schematic representation of this type of
organization of surfactant molecules on the surface of a SWCNT).

21, 67, 68

However, since

SWCNTs have a much higher curvature and a much smaller diameter (of the order of 1 nm 42 for
HiPCO CNTs), than MWCNTs, for energetic reasons it seems much more plausible that
88

SWCNTs are encapsulated in cylindrical micelles of SDS, as in fact proposed by O’Connell et
al. 18 and Matarredona and her coworkers, see Figure 4.6.b. 22 Unfortunately, the packing density
of surfactant molecules, for geometric reasons, must be almost the same when organized either
in hemi-micelles or in cylinders, given that the surfactant tails are in a liquid-like state.
Therefore, we cannot distinguish between the two types of organization based on our findings. It
follows that the SDS packing density in our system must be similar to, if not slightly higher, than
the value calculated for spherical SDS micelles. Indeed, Almgren and Swarup 69 found that each
SDS molecule occupies a surface area of about 0.59 nm2 in a spherical SDS micelle containing
about 70 molecules (at low salt concentration). In other words, there are on average 1.7 SDS
molecules per nm2 of surface of the micelle, which indeed is consistent with our observations.

a
b

Figure 4.6. Schematic representations of the possible surfactant-SWCNT interaction models.
(a): Hemimicellar adsorption of surfactant molecules on a SWCNT. (b): SWCNT encapsulated
in a cylindrical surfactant micelle; left: side view; right: cross section.
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4.4. Conclusions

In this chapter, it was demonstrated that TGA, surface tension measurements, UV-Vis
spectroscopy and an adapted version of the Maron’s titration can all be used to determine the
minimum amount of surfactant that is required in order to achieve the maximum exfoliation of a
given amount of CNTs in water. All these experimental techniques appear to be equivalent to
each other. Moreover, they are reliable and relatively little-CNT-consuming. The results
obtained enabled us to estimate a lower boundary to the specific surface area of exfoliated
HiPCO SWCNTs. All four experimental techniques yielded a similar surface coverage of the
CNTs with SDS molecules, namely 2-3 SDS molecules per nm2, which is in agreement with
modeled literature values and with the value calculated with the Gibbs equation for surface
excess. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that all four investigated techniques are in principle
applicable to a wide range of different surfactant-CNT systems.
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5
ON THE CRUCIAL ROLE OF WETTING AND PROCESSING IN THE PREPARATION
OF CONDUCTIVE CARBON NANOTUBE/POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES

Summary
Single wall carbon nanotube/polystyrene (SWCNT/PS) nanocomposites were prepared by a
latex/based process of which the main step consists of directly mixing an aqueous suspension
of exfoliated SWNTs and a PS latex. After freeze drying and compression molding,
homogeneous polymer films were obtained with well dispersed carbon nanotubes, as
evidenced by scanning electron microscopy imaging. The nanocomposite films display a low
percolation threshold and high levels of electrical conductivity. It was demonstrated that the
processing conditions have a strong influence on the electrical properties of the
nanocomposite. Simultaneously, a considerable increase in the glass transition temperature of
PS is achieved, provided that a sufficient amount of low molar mass PS is present in the
matrix material. It is suggested that a certain extent of molar mass segregation occurs in the
samples, with shorter PS chains preferentially adsorbed onto the nanotube surface. This
specific wetting mechanism seems to be indispensable for obtaining favorable electrical and
thermal properties.

Part of this chapter is based on: Grossiord, N.; Miltner, H. E.; Loos, J.; Meuldijk, J.; van Mele,
B.; Koning, C. E. Chem. Mater. 2007 19, 3787-3792.
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5.1. Introduction
Recently, much attention has been given to the use of Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) as filler in
conductive nanocomposites in order to harness their exceptional electrical properties.

1, 2

CNTs are used as a dispersed conductive phase in an insulating polymer matrix. In the case of
conductive nanocomposites, the target remains to obtain a network of connected filler
particles, which allow electrical current flow through the sample. In fact, the basis is to
combine the “advantages” of both materials, i.e. the high conductivity of the CNTs with the
good processability, low density, etc. of polymer materials. In the long term, these
“conductive plastics” are expected to be able to replace metals or semiconductors for
applications in which the latter are still preferred. Examples of such applications are
electrostatic dissipation, 3 electromagnetic interference shielding, 4 multilayer printed circuits,
5

and transparent conductive or antistatic coatings. 6, 7
In general, the electrical conductivity of composites consisting of a polymer matrix filled

with conductive filler particles is described by the so-called percolation theory.

8-10

The

electrical conductivity of composites made of conductive fillers dispersed in an insulating
matrix strongly depends on filler loading. At low filler concentrations the conductivity
remains close to that of the electrically insulating matrix polymer, since the filler only occurs
individually or in small clusters. From a critical filler volume fraction onwards, the
conductivity drastically increases by many orders of magnitude with a very small increase in
filler loading. This so-called percolation threshold coincides with the formation of a
conduction network of filler particles in the continuous polymer phase. Afterwards, the
conductivity of the nanocomposite levels off upon further addition of CNTs. Several
parameters, such as the aspect ratio of the filler,11,
13

interaction, the degree of orientation of the filler,
composites are processed,

16

12

14, 15

the matrix/filler and the filler/filler
as well as the conditions at which the

have been reported to significantly influence the percolation

behavior of this type of composites.
The process studied in the work described in this thesis to produce electrically conductive
CNT/polymer nanocomposites is based on the use of latex technology. It comprises several
steps, which are the following ones. First, the CNTs are exfoliated or debundled in a
surfactant solution by sonication, as described in Chapters 3 and 4. The resulting aqueous
surfactant-CNT dispersion is then mixed with a polymer latex of choice. This is the key step
of the process, since it determines the effective incorporation of the CNTs into the polymer
matrix. Then, the mixture of the two colloidal systems is freeze dried. In principle, the
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sublimation of the water induced by freeze drying is not expected to significantly modify the
aggregation state of the CNTs or the quality of mixing of the CNTs and the polymer latex
particles. Furthermore, the CNT structure and quality is also not affected at the nanoscale
level by this treatment.

17

However, freeze drying induces a compaction of the CNT network,

which becomes denser because of water removal; see Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2 and Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. SEM image of a CNT/polystyrene (PS) latex powder just after the step of freeze
drying and before compression molding (CNT concentration of 1.25 wt%). The CNTs are
commercially available MWCNTs (Nanocyl, Batch 060213) mixed with the PS latex named
EP1. The right and the left parts of the image are out of focus because of the viewing on the
side of a powder particle having a very irregular surface. Scale bar: 2 ȝm.
In the absence of polymer flow, when the continuous matrix phase is formed after
compaction of rigid polymer particles, the filler particles are forced to organize into the
interstitial space between the polymer particles.

18, 19

The size of the polymer particles

determines the volume of the excluded space where the fillers are confined, see Figure 5.2.a
and 5.2.d. Consequently, when no flow or melting of the polymer occurs, the polymer particle
diameter can strongly influence the way the filler particles percolate. In our case, the powder
obtained by freeze drying is compression molded at a higher temperature than the flow point
of the polymer. This induces flow of the polymer (see Figures 5.2.b, 5.2.c and 5.2.d) and
“diffusion” of the CNTs in the polymer melt. In this respect, one can legitimately assume that
not only the size of the latex particles, but also the viscosity of the polymer, which is linked to
the molecular weight distribution (MwD) of the polymer matrix, may play a more or less
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important role during the formation of the percolating CNT network, as well as the state of
congestion of the latter (so, in other words, the CNT concentration).

1
0

-8

a

b

-

e

d

Figure 5.2. SEM image of a freeze-dried PS/MWCNT powder containing 7.8 wt% of CNTs
(a): after heating at 60 ºC, i.e. at a temperature at which no flow of the polymer takes place.
The polymer particles are in a close-packed configuration and the CNTs are located in the
interstitial space between them (b): after heating at 100 ºC, the glass transition temperature of
polystyrene. The polymer particles are deformed due to the polymer ‘flow’; and (c): SEM
surface image of the nanocomposite after processing at 180 degrees, i.e. at a higher
temperature than the melting temperature of the polymer. Scale bar for the three images: 1
ȝm. (d): detail of Figure 5.2.a. Scale bar: 200 nm; (e): detail of Figure 5.2.b. scale bar:
200 nm.
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The influence of the particle size of the latex and of the molecular weight distribution of the
polymer (i.e. the relative fractions of polymer of different molecular weights, in particular of
oligomeric species) will be discussed in the present chapter for the case of a “model system”
consisting of CNTs dispersed in a highly viscous polystyrene (PS) matrix synthesized by free
radical emulsion polymerization. First we will discuss the impact of the variation of the
processing conditions on the percolation of the CNT network in the polymer matrix. To this
end, the influence of the temperature and of the duration of compression molding was
investigated. So some insight will be obtained into the time scale in which the NTs can diffuse
and reorganize in the polymer melt during compression molding after freeze/drying.
Subsequently nanocomposites prepared with two PS latexes with different molecular weight
distributions were compared with respect to their electrical conductivity and their glass
transition region. This second study highlighted the fact that, for a given set of processing
conditions, the molar mass distribution of the PS latex is of crucial importance for the final
electrical and thermal properties of the nanocomposite.

5.2. Experimental
5.2.1. Materials: Styrene (99 %) and sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3, 99 %) were
purchased from the Aldrich Chemical Co.; sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 90 %) and sodium
persulfate (SPS) were provided by the Merck Chemical Co. MWCNTs were produced by
Nanocyl Co (Belgium) with a CVD/based process (thin MWCNTs Nanocyl/3100, batch
060213). AP grade SWCNTs purchased from Carbolex Inc. (USA) were produced by arcdischarge technology and contain ca. 30 wt% of impurities (both carbon and residual
nickel/yttrium catalyst particles). These CNTs were used without further purification. The
liquid PS standard was provided by Polymer Laboratories, Inc. According to the supplier, its
polydispersity is 1.11 and its average molecular weight (Mw) 665 g/mol. PS10k is a PS
standard synthesized in our laboratories by an ionic polymerization. The synthesis was carried
out at room temperature in cyclohexane, with n-butyllithium as the initiator. The obtained
PS10k has a polydispersity of 1.073 and an average molecular weight (Mw) of 10,800 g/mol.
5.2.2. Instrumentation: The molar masses of the different PS samples studied were
analyzed at 40 °C by Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) using a Waters Model 510
pump system with mixed packed columns preceded by a guard column PLgel mixC. Injections
were done by a Waters Model WISP 712 auto/injector. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was used as an
eluent and the elution volumetric flow rate was maintained at 1.0 mL/min. The measurements
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were carried out with a refractive index detector Waters Model 410, and a Model 486 UV
detector operating at 254 nm. Data acquisition and processing were performed using Waters
Millennium32 (v3.2 or 4.0) software. Calibration was done using PS standards supplied by
Polymer Laboratories, Inc. (USA).
A Malvern 4700 DLS (Dynamic Light Scattering) particle size analyzer was used to
measure the particle size of the latexes PS1 and PS2. This analyzer uses the principles of light
scattering, based on both Fraunhofer and Mie theories, to determine the particle size
distribution. 20
Two-point and four-point conductivity measurements were carried out with a Keithley 6512
Programmable Electrometer, which was used either alone or in combination with a Keithley
220 Programmable Current Source. Measurements were performed directly on the surface of
the films. The contact between the sample and the measuring device was improved by the use
of a colloidal graphite paste (Cat#12660) provided by Electron Microscopy Sciences (USA).21,
22

Morphological characterization of the as-prepared nanocomposites was performed using
scanning electron microscopy.

23

The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, XL30 ESEM-

FEG, Fei Co., The Netherlands) was equipped with a field emission electron source. High
vacuum conditions were applied and a secondary electron detector was used for image
acquisition. The SEM was operated either in conventional high-voltage or low-voltage mode.
No additional sample treatment such as surface etching or coating with a conductive layer was
applied. Standard acquisition conditions were as follows: working distance of ~5 mm for lowvoltage mode and ~10 mm for high-voltage charge contrast imaging, spot 3, slow scan
imaging with approximately 2 min/frame.
Modulated Temperature Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MTDSC) measurements were
performed using a helium-purged TA Instruments 2920 DSC with MDSC¥ option, equipped
with a refrigerated cooling system (RCS). Temperature and heat capacity calibration were
performed

using

indium

and

poly(methyl

methacrylate)

standards,

respectively.

Measurements were performed at a rate of 2.5 qC/min, with an applied temperature
modulation of r 0.5 qC/60 s.
The low-shear viscosity of the polystyrene matrix materials was determined at 180 °C on a
TA Instruments AR-G2 rheometer fitted with 25 mm stainless steel parallel plates.
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5.2.3. Procedures.
Emulsion polymerizations:
In order to obtain the polymer latex EP1, a free radical emulsion polymerization was carried
out in an oxygen free atmosphere. 252 g styrene were mixed with 712 g water in the presence
of 26 g of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 0.7 g of sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) buffer. The
polymerization was started by adding 0.7 g of sodium peroxide sulfate (SPS) dissolved in 5 g
of demineralized water. The polymerization took place at a constant temperature of 70 ºC.
The polymer latex synthesized this way had a particle size of 85 nm as determined by TEM.
The molar mass of the PS was above 106 g/mol and its molar mass distribution was very
similar to the one of PS2 (see Figure 5.6 of the present Chapter).
For PS1, 292 g styrene were mixed with 728 g water in the presence of 13 g SDS surfactant
and 1.1 g NaHCO3 buffer. The temperature was kept in the range 50-60 qC. The reaction was
initiated by 1 g SPS. PS2 was prepared under similar conditions (200 g styrene, 695 g water,
13.4 g SDS, 1 g SPS), except that the polymerization temperature was higher (around 6570°C). The particle sizes of PS1 and PS2 latex were about 100 nm and 200 nm, respectively.
The particle size distributions of these two latexes showed a strong overlap.
Preparation of PS3: First, the fractional surface coverage of the PS2 latex particles with
SDS has been determined by soap titration (Maron’s titration 24). This allowed us to calculate
the amount of SDS that had to be added to obtain an almost complete surface coverage of the
latex particles with surfactant. A complete surface coverage of the latex particles is necessary
to ensure colloidal stability of the whole system, when an amount of low molar mass
polystyrene is incorporated into the particles. The artificial incorporation of low molar mass
PS into the PS2 latex has been achieved by the following procedure: 130 g of PS2 latex were
directly mixed with 624 mg of SDS, followed by the incorporation of 715 mg of a liquid PS
standard of molar mass (Mw) of 665 g/mol. The resulting dispersion was subjected to high
shear forces for 3 minutes by using an Ultraturrax T50 (Ika Labortechnik, Germany) at
minimum speed (4000 rpm).
For the sake of clarity, Table 5.1 lists the different PS latexes prepared with their
corresponding molar mass distributions presented in a condensed way.
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Table 5.1. PS matrices used to prepare nanocomposites.
Polymer names

Molar mass distributions

PS1

High molar mass PS (around 106 g/mol) + large amount of low
molar mass PS

PS2/EP1

Mainly high molar mass PS

PS3

PS2 + 2 wt% of PS standard of very low molar mass
(Mw = 665 g/mol)

PS10k

PS of Mw = 10,800 g/mol. On the contrary to PS1, EP1, PS2 and
PS3, this PS was not synthesized in the form of a polymer latex.

Nanocomposites:
9 Prepared with MWCNTs and EP1: Typically, 0.1 wt% of MWCNTs was mixed with
0.2 wt% of SDS. The mixture was sonicated until maximum exfoliation was reached. The
experimental conditions were the same as those described in the Chapters 3 and 4. The time of
sonication and the CNT:surfactant mass ratio, necessary to achieve maximum exfoliation of
the CNTs, were determined using UV-Vis spectroscopy, see Chapter 4. The colloidally stable
surfactant-MWCNT dispersion obtained was then mixed with the PS latex EP1 and
freeze/dried (Chris Alpha 2/4). The resulting powder was degassed and transformed into films
by compression molding (Collin Press 300G). The latter consisted of a first short heating of
the powder, without application of any pressure, in order to reach the desired working
temperature. This heating was followed by a degassing step and two pressings at 40 bars for
20 seconds. The system was finally pressed at 100 bars at different temperatures, i.e. either
125 ºC, 150 ºC, or 180 ºC, for various processing times ranging from 2 to 60 minutes.
9 Prepared with SWCNTs and PS1, PS2 and PS3: 1 wt% of SWCNTs was directly mixed
with an aqueous solution containing 1 wt% of SDS (SDS:CNT weight ratio of 1:1), sonicated
at 20 W for 15 min in order to exfoliate the CNTs (Sonics Vibracell VC750). The SDS-CNT
aqueous dispersions obtained were then centrifuged for 30 min at 3500/4000 rpm (Heraeus
Sepatech Varifuge RF). Subsequently, the obtained supernatant consisted of a stable colloidal
dispersion of individual SWCNTs or of thin CNT bundles of a few units. The procedure to
prepare the nanocomposites was exactly the same as the one described for MWCNTs. The
parameters of the compression molding process were kept constant; in particular, the last step
of the compression molding was run for 2 minutes at 180 °C.
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9 Prepared with SWCNTs and PS10k: PS10k powder was directly mixed with 0, 5 or
10 wt% of solid SDS; the resulting powder was then dissolved in acetone and dried on a
heating plate in order to evaporate the solvent. For the nanocomposite preparation, PS10k
powder was mixed with an aqueous solution containing equal amounts of SWCNTs and SDS
(1 wt%). This mixture was then directly dissolved in acetone for homogenization. A
nanocomposite containing 2 wt% of SWCNTs was obtained after evaporation of the solvent.

5.3. Results and Discussion

5.3.1. Study of the influence of the processing conditions on the conductivity of the
nanocomposite
Before discussing our results, it should be mentioned that, strictly speaking, one should
distinguish between the percolation threshold and the minimum CNT concentration at which
network formation takes place (MCCNF). The latter corresponds to the lowest CNT
concentration at which a nanocomposite starts being conductive, so at which a CNT network
is just formed, regardless if the system has reached thermodynamic equilibrium or not. On the
other hand, the percolation threshold is an intrinsic value of the percolating system considered
(here the CNTs dispersed in a PS matrix), which is assumed to be at thermodynamic
equilibrium and which does not depend on the processing conditions. 25 We will only use the
term percolation threshold. However, the experimental percolation threshold measured does
not necessarily coincide with the formation of a network for a system in thermodynamic
equilibrium. In this case, it corresponds to the formation of a kind of kinetic path and therefore
may depend on the processing conditions.
MWCNT/PS nanocomposites were pressed according to the procedure described in the
experimental part, at 125 ºC, 150 ºC, and 180 ºC. The last step of the compression molding
lasted 2 minutes. The results of the conductivity measurements performed at the surface of
these films are summarized in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3. Four-point conductivity measurements of MWCNTs/EP1 (high molecular
weight PS) composites pressed for 2 min. at 125 ºC (Ŷ), 150 ºC (Ÿ) and 180 ºC (Ƈ). The
dashed lines are guides for the eye and do not correspond to any theoretical fitting of the data.
According to Figure 5.3, the percolation threshold is strongly influenced by the processing
temperature: the higher the processing temperature, the lower the value of this critical CNT
concentration. The percolation threshold of the series of composites processed at 125 ºC was
higher (around 1.2 wt% MWCNTs) than the one of the series of composites processed at
150 ºC and 180 ºC, which both had similar values of percolation threshold (around 0.9 wt%
MWCNTs). No significant difference of conductivity levels between the different series could
clearly be observed at higher CNT loadings (higher than 1.6 wt%), although, for CNT
concentrations not too far above the percolation threshold, the systems pressed at 150 °C and
180 °C displayed a higher conductivity than those pressed at 125 °C. The conductivity of all
films, containing 4 wt% of MWCNTs and processed at different temperatures, was about
150 S/m.
Intuitively, it can be expected that an increase of either the processing temperature or the
pressing time may influence the formation of the CNT network in a similar way. In the first
case, increasing the temperature lowers the viscosity of the polymer matrix, see equation 5.2
on page 104. Therefore, it increases the diffusion rate of the CNTs, and the system is expected
to evolve quicker to its equilibrium state, for a specific processing time. So the higher the
temperature is at which the nanocomposites are processed, the lower the percolation threshold
is (see Figure 5.3). In the second case, the viscosity of the polymer matrix is not affected since
the processing temperature is kept constant. However, longer processing times imply longer
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times for the CNTs to diffuse and for the system to equilibrate. As a result, one would expect
lower percolation threshold values for the systems for which the polymer matrix stays longer
in the melt.
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Figure 5.4. Two-point conductivity measurements of MWCNT/PS composites pressed at
125ºC, for several processing times. The final pressing at 100 bars had different durations:
2 min. (Ŷ), 30 min. (), 45 min. (U), and 60 min ().
This assumption was experimentally verified by comparing the results of conductivity
measurements performed on series of composites pressed at 125 °C for various processing
times, e. g. 2, 30, 45 and 60 minutes, see Figure 5.4. When the nanocomposites were
processed for a short time, i.e. 2 minutes, the percolation threshold was about 1.1 wt%
MWCNTs. It shifted to lower values when the processing time was increased, and reached
about 0.7-0.8 wt% MWCNTs when the nanocomposites were processed for 30 minutes or
longer. In agreement with the observation that increasing the processing temperature from
150 °C to 180 °C, for a specific processing time, did not lead to any further decrease of the
percolation threshold at constant pressing temperature (see Figure 5.3), increasing the
processing times from 30 minutes to 45 or even 60 minutes did not further lower the
percolation threshold, see Figure 5.4.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5.5, the conductivity curves obtained for the series of
composites pressed at 125 °C or 150 °C for 30 minutes are not significantly different. This
confirms that the system has certainly reached its equilibrium state using these processing
conditions.
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Figure 5.5. Two-point conductivity measurements of MWCNT/EP1 composites processed
for 30 minutes at 125 °C () and at 150 °C (Ŷ) in the final pressing step of 100 bars.
Note that the conductivity of nanocomposites with higher MWCNT content (typically
4 wt%) was similar for all the nanocomposites prepared, regardless of the conditions at which
they were processed. For such high CNT concentrations, a dense CNT network is certainly
formed as soon as the PS latex particles start to flow, see Figures 5.2.c. For even higher CNT
concentrations, it might even be conjectured that the network is so congested that the CNTs
are prevented to move.
Let’s try to calculate an order of magnitude of the time required for the CNTs to diffuse in a
highly viscous polymer matrix, over a distance equal to the radius of the latex particles. A
MWCNT can roughly be considered as a straight cylinder, which is in our case about 500 nm
long and which has a diameter of about 20 nm (see Chapter 6, in particular Figures 6.4b and
6.8b). The diffusion of each CNT can principally occur along two main directions: parallel
and perpendicular to its axis. Consequently, the diffusion coefficient (D) is given by:
D

D//  2  DA
3

(5.1)

where Dŏ and D// stand for the component of the diffusion coefficient perpendicular and
parallel to the tube axis, respectively.
In the present case, the PS matrix through which the CNTs can diffuse is probably highly
entangled since it has a very high molecular weight, which is much higher than the critical
entanglement molar mass of 35,000-38,000 g/mol (i.e. twice the average molecular weight
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between entanglements).

26, 27

As a result, the motion along the CNT axis is expected to be

almost free while the motion perpendicular to the CNT axis is severely limited.
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So the

component of the diffusion perpendicular to the CNT axis, Dŏ, will be very small and can be
regarded as zero. On the other hand, the coefficient of diffusion parallel to the CNT axis, D//,
is defined by the following equation:

D//

k B T ln L
2SK L

d

(5.2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant equal to 1.38•10-23 J/K, T the processing temperature
(125 °C) in K, Ș the microscopic viscosity of the polymer matrix in Pa.s (equal to
3.3•104 Pa.s. for EP1 at a shear rate of 1 s-1), d the diameter of the diffusing particle, i.e. of the
CNT, in m, and L its length, in m. The diffusion coefficient D// is found to be of the order of
magnitude of 10-18 m2/s.
A conductive CNT network forms when the CNTs diffuse through the polymer matrix and
come into contact with each other. If two CNTs are separated from each other by a latex
particle, the maximum distance that they have to cover before meeting is equal to or lower
than the radius of the latex particle, R (about 40 nm). The time necessary for the CNT to move
over a distance R, Ĳc, is defined as W c

R2
2D

|

3 R2
2 D//

; this corresponds to a time interval of

diffusion Ĳc of maximum 4•103 seconds at 125 °C, which is a little bit more than one hour.
This time Ĳc is of the same order of magnitude as the experimental processing time required
for the system to reach equilibrium. This rough calculation is only aimed at getting an order of
magnitude of the characteristic time needed for the formation of the CNT percolative network
at a very low shear rate, and presents a very simplified picture of what the system experiences.
Firstly, in our calculation, we considered that two rods are free to diffuse in one dimension,
whereas the formation of the CNT network involves the concerted motion of a group of
“sticks” that interact with each other, and so it somehow depends on the CNT loading too.
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The CNTs are also certainly entangled, which prevents free diffusional motion through the
polymer matrix. This means that it certainly takes the system longer to reach equilibrium at
higher CNT loadings. This effect is certainly less pronounced for lower CNT concentrations,
which might partially explain why the influence of the processing conditions on the CNT
diffusion is more easily observable around the percolation threshold, see Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
Secondly, the CNTs embedded in the polymer matrix have finite rigidity and can bend to
some extend, which has an impact on their diffusion and network formation. Thirdly, the
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system made of the polymer latex particles and of the CNTs is pressed after the freeze drying
step. This pressing step undoubtedly plays a role, by inducing, among others, a change of
shape of the latex particles and more generally a disturbance of the initial state of the system,
which subsequently evolves to equilibrium.
From the results of our experiments, it can be concluded that the compression molding step
enables the diffusion of the CNTs through the polymer matrix because of the polymer flow
induced. In other words, this step most probably significantly disrupts the special organization
of the CNTs in the interstitial space between the intact PS latex particles as obtained after
freeze drying (Tg,PS >> Tfreeze

drying).

On the contrary, for comparable CNT/latex polymer

particles systems for which no polymer flow occurs during the film formation (such as the one
described by Grunlan and his coworkers 18), the CNTs stay confined in the interstitial volume
between the polymer particles. In this case, the percolation behavior of the CNTs is strongly
affected by the particle size of the polymer matrix, and the CNT network obtained after water
evaporation will be similar to the one of the final film. On the contrary, as shown in the first
part of this chapter, as long as sufficiently high temperatures are used and enough time is
given to the CNTs to reorganize and thus to the system to reach its equilibrium state during
the final compression molding step, the particle size of the polymer latex used is expected to
have a very limited impact on the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite.

5.3.2. Study of the influence of the molecular weight distribution of the polymer latex

Two series of nanocomposites with a wide range of SWCNT loadings were prepared with
two PS latexes (PS1 and PS2) of different molar mass distributions.
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(a)
2 μm

2 μm

(b)

(c)

1 μm

Figure 5.6. SEM micrographs of the surface of SWCNT/PS1 nanocomposites containing
0.3 (a): and 1.6 wt% SWCNTs (b): and a SWCNT/PS2 nanocomposite containing 1.5 wt%
SWCNTs (c): The well-dispersed SWCNTs are represented by the white lines, whereas the
black background is the polymer matrix. (Reproduced with permission from ref. 29. Copyright
2007 American Chemical Society)

The particles of the polymer latexes used had similar average diameters (ca. 100 nm for
PS1, and ca. 200 nm for PS2, as determined by dynamic light scattering) with overlapping
distributions. Furthermore, the PS matrices both possessed high viscosity values, in the same
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order of magnitude, i.e. 2.8•105 and 8.5•105 Pa.s for PS1 and PS2, respectively. These
viscosities were determined by steady-shear rheometry. In view of these two characteristics
and because of the standardized compression molding parameters (2 minutes at 180 °C during
the last pressing step at 100 bars, inducing complete flow of the polymer matrix), it can be
assumed that the particle size of the polymer latexes do not significantly influence the
percolation of the CNTs in the polymer matrix in the case studied in this second part of the
chapter. The films obtained for both series of nanocomposites exhibited a homogeneous
distribution of well-dispersed SWCNTs, as confirmed by the SEM images shown in Figure
5.6.
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Figure 5.7. Gel permeation chromatogram of PS1 (a) and PS2 (b). (Reproduced with
permission from ref. 29. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society)

Electrical conductivity measurements were performed for two SWCNT/PS systems,
prepared with two PS latexes (PS1 and PS2). These two latexes possess different average
molar masses (above 1,000,000 g/mol in both cases) and different molar mass distributions, as
shown by the GPC traces in Figures 5.7a and 5.7b. A series of films with a wide range of
SWCNT loadings was made for each PS latex. The polymer used for the first series (PS1) has
a very broad molar mass distribution, containing high molar mass polystyrene as well as a
significant amount of low molar mass - even oligomeric - species. A rough calculation points
to ca. 25 wt% of polymer with a molar mass below 20•103 g/mol. Nevertheless, the peak
molar mass in the molar mass distribution is located above 106 g/mol. On the contrary, the
second polystyrene (PS2) has a relatively normal polydispersity index of ca. 4 and mainly
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contains high molar mass polystyrene, with a peak molar mass in the distribution around 106
g/mol. In comparison with PS1, PS2 contains less than 5 wt% materials with a molar mass
below 20•103 g/mol.
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Figure 5.8. Electrical conductivity (four-point measurements) as a function of SWCNT
loading for nanocomposites based on PS1 and PS2 latexes. (Reproduced with permission from
ref. 29. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society)

As shown in Figure 5.8, for both latexes PS1 and PS2, the percolation threshold is attained
at a loading around 0.3 wt%, which, in view of the very high molar mass of the matrix
polymers,

9, 30, 31

is relatively low compared to what has been reported by some other

researchers. Upon further increase of the CNT loading, the conductivity levels off at a certain
value, i.e. the maximum conductivity of the composite, which obviously depends on the molar
mass distribution of the polymer latex used. The presence of a significant amount of
oligomeric species in latex PS1 (see Figure 5.7) clearly increases the maximum achievable
conductivity. Note that the conductivity data are reproducible within a factor 5, hence the
experimental error is much smaller than the factor 103 difference between the plateau levels of
SWCNT/PS1 and SWCNT/PS2.
Interestingly, just above the percolation threshold, the levels of conductivity of the
SWCNT/PS2 nanocomposites (in the range of 10-3-10-2 S/m) are lower than those reported
earlier in the present chapter (see Figure 5.2) of the nanocomposites made of MWCNTs and
EP1 (which is of the order of magnitude of 1 S/m). Since EP1 and PS2 are comparable in
terms of molar mass distributions, this significant difference of levels of conductivity may (at
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least partly) be due to the difference of intrinsic conductivity and purity between the CNT
batches used to prepare these two series of nanocomposites.
Glass transition region
In order to elucidate the role of the low molar mass fraction in the PS matrix, a study of the
glass transition region of the nanocomposites has been conducted by means of Modulated
Temperature Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MTDSC). The thermograms of the various
nanocomposite series are shown in Figure 5.9. The unfilled PS1 has an unusually low glass
transition temperature (Tg) of ca. 90 °C (as compared to the normally reported value for high
molar mass PS of ca. 100 °C 32), which moreover is rather broad. Upon addition of SWCNTs,
the glass transition region of PS1 narrows and Tg strongly increases until an ultimate value of
ca. 107 °C is attained at 2 wt% SWCNT loading. Similarly to other nanofiller/polymer
systems, this Tg enhancement suggests the presence of vitrified interface between the PS
matrix and the CNTs. Attractive polymer/nanoparticle interactions are indeed expected to lead
to a reduction of cooperative segmental mobility of the polymer, which results in an increase
in Tg.

33, 34

Further increasing the filler content is no longer beneficial, suggesting that a

maximum Tg increase of about 17 °C can be achieved over that of unfilled PS1, which was
rather low in itself due to the plasticizing effect of a significant amount of low molar mass
species such as PS oligomers and SDS surfactant.
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Figure 5.9. Glass transition region of various nanocomposites as investigated by means of
MTDSC (sample compositions are indicated by the sense of the arrows). See Table 5.1., page
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100, for the molecular weight data of the various PS matrixes. (Reproduced with permission
from ref. 29. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society)
When, on the other hand, polystyrene latex PS2 is used, which does not contain such a high
oligomeric fraction, Tg is found at the expected value of ca. 100 °C. Upon addition of 1.5 or
2.5 wt% CNTs, it slightly decreases by about 2 °C, which can be (at least partially) attributed
to the plasticizing effect of SDS,

35, 36

since a similar decrease is observed when

2 wt% of SDS are added to PS2 without CNTs. An additional Tg decrease might also be due to
an increased free volume in the vicinity of the CNTs. 37
Nevertheless, unlike for the nanocomposites based on PS1, however, no Tg increase with
increasing filler loading is observed for PS2, nor is there significant narrowing of the glass
transition region.
Considering the fundamentally different behavior of the two series of composites prepared
according to the same procedure, it seems unlikely that all SDS molecules, used to stabilize
both the latex and the SWCNT dispersion, stay at the SWCNT/polymer interface in order to
favor wetting of the CNT surface. Therefore we suggest that at least part of the surfactant
diffuses into the polymer matrix in favor of the polymer itself. Good wetting of the filler by
matrix PS is then achieved, maybe assisted by favorable interactions between the phenyl
groups of polystyrene and the ʌ-electron system of the CNT walls. However, under the
applied (standardized) processing conditions, this only seems to occur in case low molar mass
PS is present in the matrix material, capable of displacing the SDS molecules from the
SWCNT surface. This is confirmed by the observed narrowing of glass transition region in the
case of SWCNT/PS1 composites, suggesting that the low molar mass fraction experiences a
proportionally higher Tg increase due to vitrification onto the filler surface and strong mobility
restriction. Already at this stage it is therefore tempting to state that the oligomeric PS
molecules are absolutely indispensable for a proper wetting of the CNT surface.
In order to prove the validity of this assumption, we investigated whether the presence of
low molar mass PS is indeed a prerequisite for achieving a Tg increase. For this purpose, the
high molar mass latex PS2 was mixed with about 2.5 wt% of a low molar mass PS GPC
standard with a degree of polymerization (DP) of 5. The obtained system, referred to as PS3,
exhibits indeed a Tg that is increased by two degrees upon mixing with SWCNTs (see Figure
5.9), despite the fact that a fairly high amount of plasticizing SDS was required to mix the
high and the low molar mass polymers in this system. Finally, we have investigated
nanocomposites based on a PS standard of molar mass 10,000 g/mol and prepared by solution
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mixing (referred to as PS10k). As shown in Figure 5.9, Tg strongly decreases upon addition of
SDS due to its plasticizing effect. On the other hand, Tg strongly increases upon addition of
2 wt% of SWCNTs (and thus also of 2 wt% of SDS). Again, the narrowing of glass transition
region and the more pronounced upward shift of the low-temperature Tg end suggest that the
low molar mass fraction in the sample experiences a more pronounced mobility restriction
than the higher molar masses, which points out a strong vitrification onto the SWCNT walls
for these species. This is not observed for PS2-based nanocomposites, which is in line with
the presumed lack of adsorption (and with the adsorption mechanism presented below).

Molar mass segregation and nanotube wetting
The results collected in Figure 5.9 allow to propose a mechanism for the way the sample
morphology is obtained in the investigated nanocomposites. We suggest that, during
compression molding, the low molar mass PS is transported from the bulk polymer to the
SWCNT surface, onto which it adsorbs by partially replacing the SDS molecules. It is wellestablished that shorter chains preferentially adsorb onto the interface due to their relatively
diffusion rates (kinetic effect).38 This was demonstrated by Carlier et al. in a study on the
impregnation of carbon fibers by PS in solution.39 They reported that, when a bimodal molar
mass PS solution is brought into contact with carbon fibers for ten seconds, a preferential
accumulation of low molar mass PS chains is observed at the fiber surface. A similar process
of mass segregation seems to occur in the nanocomposite, as supported by our observation on
the glass transition region.
The difference of wetting between high and low molecular weight PS may be explained by
considering the surface tensions of the different compounds of the system. The surface tension
of a bare MWCNT was reported to be 40/45 mJ/m2. 40 Dujardin et al. 41 found that the critical
surface tension of SWCNTs was comprised between 40 and 70 mJ/m2, in line with theoretical
calculations predicting a surface tension within the range 40/80 mJ/m2 for SWCNTs.

42

So,

when both MWCNTs and SWCNTs are in contact with a liquid of which the surface tension is
lower than about 40 mJ/m2, complete wetting can be expected. On the other hand, as for other
polymers, the surface tension of PS strongly depends on its molecular weight.

43

At 180 °C,

2

the surface tension of a very low molar mass PS (about 600 g/mol) is 24.9 mJ/m , whereas it
is equal to 29.5 mJ/m2 for PS with a very high molar mass, for instance of the range of
106 g/mol. These data allow us to say that PS can in principle completely wet bare CNTs since
its surface tension is lower than that of CNTs.
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Nevertheless, after freeze drying, CNTs are in principle covered by surfactant molecules.
Adsorption of surfactant at the surface of a solid causes a decrease of the interfacial tension,
which promotes wetting.

44, 45

So the surface tension of CNTs with SDS molecules adsorbed

on their wall is lower than the values reported by Nuriel

40

and Dujardin.

41

However,

whatever the real surface tension of the CNT more or less completely covered by surfactant is,
the low molecular weight PS is (always) expected to wet the CNT better than the PS of high
Mw because the former possesses a lower surface tension. In this respect, one can conjecture
that a tangible improvement of wetting due to the presence of low molar mass polymer can
only be observable when (very) low molar mass species are present. Note that the difference
of surface tension between polymer molecules of the same type and of different molar mass
becomes negligible as soon the molar masses considered are higher than 21•103 g/mol. 43 The
same argument can certainly explain the results of Carlier and his coworkers regarding the
preferred adsorption of low molar mass PS on the surface of carbon fibers, since this system is
relatively similar to ours.

39

The surface tension of carbon fibers is indeed very close to the

one of MWCNTs, i.e. 45.9 mJ/m2 for carbon fibers and 45.3 mJ/m2 for MWCNTs, as reported
by Nuriel.40 Carlier was also working with monodisperse PS with sufficiently different molar
masses (2•103 g/mol and 90•103 g/mol) to have significantly different surface tensions
(38.1 mJ/m2 and 39.9 mJ/m2, respectively, at 34 °C 43).
Further evidence for this molar mass segregation process is found in our system when
analyzing the small thermal effects that are observed in the MTDSC heat capacity signal, see
Figure 5.9. Melting and crystallization of organic surfactants in organoclay-based
nanocomposites has already been reported by Miltner et al.

46

Similarly, the transitions

observed in the present SWCNT-based nanocomposites can be attributed to the melting and
crystallization of a small amount of SDS, at a temperature well below the melting point of
pure SDS (Tmelt = 204 °C). This transition is, however, only observed when PS of very low
molar mass is present in the system (PS1 and PS3; Tmelt is about 80-85 °C), or, in case of
PS10k (Tmelt = 95 °C), when SDS is present in sufficient amount (> 5 wt%), as shown in
Figure 5.9. This suggests that the low molar mass PS fraction is essential in view of allowing
the SDS molecules to organize into a crystalline or micellar structure. This implies migration
of the mobile low Mw PS fraction towards the CNT surface and displacement of the SDS
molecules, locally present at high concentrations in the PS matrix after their removal from the
CNT surface. The melting “point” of these organized SDS domains depends on their size and
degree of organization. Both are obviously more perfect in the case of a low viscosity PS
matrix.
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After this first adsorption of the low Mw PS, there might be some additional migration of
high molar mass PS chains towards the CNT/matrix interface, thus enhancing the stability of
the system. The creation of a gradient of decreasing molar mass with increasing distance from
the CNTs might even be envisaged. Such a partial replacement of low molar mass chains by
high molar mass chains might explain the raise of the glass transition of PS1 up to a value
exceeding that of a high molar mass PS (100 °C, see PS2 in Figure 5.9).
We believe that the presence of very low molar mass polymer is essential in view of
achieving a better overall thermal and electrical performance of the nanocomposite material.
With respect to the thermal properties, a stronger Tg increase can be achieved upon addition of
SWCNTs when low molar mass species are present, even though the initial Tg of the PS
without CNTs is low. This is clearly demonstrated in our SWCNT/PS1 nanocomposites,
where a strong Tg increase is already achieved at a SWCNT loading of 2 wt%, whereas a
similar increase was only achieved at filler loadings of about 10 wt% (single and multi wall
nanotubes) according to other reports on different polymer matrices.

47, 48

Comparable PS

nanocomposites prepared by mixing in solution only showed a Tg increase of 3 degrees, but in
that case the matrix material was a fairly monodisperse high molar mass PS (150•103 g/mol),
obviously not capable of wetting the nanotubes “optimally”.

49

In addition, it appears that a

sufficiently high amount of low molar mass species is required in order to achieve good
property improvement. Our SWCNT/PS2 composite only shows a Tg raise after incorporation
of oligomeric PS with a degree of polymerization of 5 (see PS3 in Figure 5.9), but the Tg raise
is smaller than for PS1 due to the higher amount of plasticizing SDS in this sample (see page
98), combined with the lower weight fraction of oligomeric PS ‘wetting agent’ present.
With respect to the electrical properties, similar observations can be made. The beneficial
effect of the presence of a significant amount of low molar mass species in the nanocomposite
system is clearly reflected in the electrical conductivity behavior, see Figure 5.8). A
significantly higher electrical conductivity is achieved with PS1 as compared to PS2.
Similarly, two-point conductivity measurements revealed a higher conductivity level at the
SWCNT/PS3 nanocomposite surface than for SWCNT/PS2 (about 6•10-2 S/m vs.
6•10-3 S/m, respectively, at 2 wt% SWCNT loading). Note that the previously mentioned PS3
matrix material contains 2.5 wt% of oligomeric PS species.
Two main charge carrier transport types can have a significant influence on the final
properties of a nanocomposite made of a conductive filler dispersed in an insulating polymer:
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(i) the electron transport through the insulating polymer films surrounding the conductive
nanofiller, 50-58 and (ii) the electron transport along the CNTs themselves. 59
With respect to the filler conductivity, it is well-established that changes in the electronic
structure of SWCNTs, and consequently in the charge transport mechanism, can be induced
by the presence of different types of surfactant

60-63

or by (poly)aromatic molecules

64, 65

adsorbed onto the CNT surface. Similarly, our observations suggest that the possible
competition between surfactant and low molar mass PS adsorption might influence the overall
electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites.
Several recently published papers suggest that, in some cases, the interfacial interaction
between a polymer matrix and CNTs can be evidenced by using Raman spectroscopy. In this
way, the Raman G-band of the CNTs embedded in the polymer matrix is reported to undergo
either an upshift

66-68

or a downshift

69

in comparison to the G band of the neat CNTs. These

band shifts depend on the CNT/polymer interactions involved, and are sometimes coupled to
band broadening or narrowing. Similarly, Raman spectra of the SWNTs embedded in PS1 and
PS2 were measured in an attempt to detect a possible difference of environment in the direct
vinicity of the SWNTs. No shift of the wavelength of the G-band could be evidenced between
the two systems. However, a broadening of the G-band of the SWCNTs dispersed in PS1 was
observed compared to the one of the CNTs embedded in PS2. Obviously the interactions at
the CNT/PS1 and CNT/PS2 interfaces are different, which is in line with the DSC results.
Regarding the inter-CNT charge transfer, proofs of the presence of an insulating layer
between CNTs, or other conductive fillers such as carbon black, forming a percolating
network in a polymer matrix has already been reported many times.

50-58

Hence, when the

distance between two adjacent particles is lower than a certain length (which was evaluated to
be a couple of nm

59, 70, 71

) electrons tunnel or hop from one conductive tube to another

through an insulating gap. The type of electron transport involved is strongly related to the
CNT/polymer system studied, in particular to the separation between particles considered.
Radhakrishnan

72

showed that the applied voltage and the temperature determine which

transport mechanism prevails. In systems made of CNTs or carbon black dispersed in an
isolating polymer, a tunneling process is often reported to explain the nanocomposite
behavior. 50, 51, 59 In the case of spherical particles, the inter-particle tunneling conductivity (or
probability) ıtun is given by 70:

§ r  2b ·
¸
d ¹
©

V tun ~ exp¨ 

(5.2)
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where r is the distance between two particles, b their radius, and d the typical tunneling
range parameter, which is estimated to be at the nm scale 70, 71 As suggested by Equation 5.1,
in theory, every two particles in the system are electrically contacted, although their
contribution decreases with increasing r. It was demonstrated by Balberg and his coworkers 10
that only tunneling between “nearest neighbors” has to be taken into account in the sense of
effective conduction, and that accordingly the electrical tunneling conductions between ‘nonnearest neighbors” yields a negligible contribution to the conductivity of the system. In this
respect please note that the percolation threshold is not only geometrically defined, since it
corresponds to the formation of a geometrical conduction network in the matrix, but also
physically defined since the inter-particle distance between two “nearest neighbors” should be
lower than a specific distance determined by d.
Notably, the shorter the distance r between two ‘adjacent’ particles of the network is, the
higher the tunneling probability between these two particles. Since the term (–r) is in an
exponent, the repercussion of a very small change of the average inter-CNT distance for the
conductivity of the nanocomposite can be extremely large. It might be that the average
distance between CNTs at the junctions of the percolating network is smaller for the
nanocomposite in which the matrix is PS1, than for the SWCNT/PS2 system, because of the
lower viscosity of PS1 compared to PS2. Note that, for the same reason, formation of the
electrical CNT network is expected to occur at lower CNT loadings for nanocomposites
prepared with PS1 than for those prepared with PS2. So, one may expect that the percolation
threshold value for the SWCNT/PS1 is lower than for SWCNT/PS2 nanocomposites. In this
respect, the apparent similarity of the percolation thresholds for PS1 and PS2/based
nanocomposites is surprising and may be due to a lack of data points in the critical region for
PS2, combined with possible batch-to-batch variations of the CNT loss occurring during
centrifugation.
The difference in composition (regarding the PS/SDS ratio) at the surface of the CNTs in
the nanocomposite might also locally modify the value of the dielectric constant of the matrix
through which the electrons must travel, and at the end influence the conductivity of the
composite. 73 In this respect, since SDS has a lower dielectric constant than PS (about 1.5 and
2.5, respectively),

74, 75

the dielectric constant of the “SDS-poor” CNT/CNT junctions in the

PS1 nanocomposites is expected to be higher than in the PS2-based nanocomposites. It means
that the conductivity of the polymer located at the junctions of the CNT network may be
higher in PS1 than in PS2-based nanocomposites, which should be an additional factor
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contributing to the higher overall conductivity of the CNT/PS1 nanocomposite, compared to
CNT/PS2 system.

5.4. Conclusions

It was reported in this chapter that it is possible to efficiently and homogeneously disperse
CNTs into a polymer matrix by using latex technology. CNT/PS nanocomposites prepared by
this versatile and environmentally friendly method display remarkable electrical properties,
i.e. a high conductivity level, as well as low percolation threshold values.
Before melt processing, the system consists of closely-packed, vitrified latex particles
mixed with CNTs, which are confined in the interstitial spaces between the polymer particles.
Since flow of the polymer occurs during the final compression molding step, CNTs can
“diffuse” through the polymer melt. In this respect, the viscosity of the polymer matrix
(determined notably by the molar mass and molar mass distribution, the surfactant content and
the temperature of pressing) is of crucial importance as it governs the diffusion of the CNTs
through the polymer melt, and thus governs the kinetics of formation of the percolating
conductive CNT network. Notably, changing the processing conditions, namely enhancing the
temperature and the time of compression, lowers the percolation threshold and raises the
conductivity of the nanocomposite by pushing the system towards its equilibrium state. So, as
long as sufficiently high temperatures are used and enough time is given to the system to
reach its equilibrium, the particle size of the polymer latex is expected to have a limited
impact on the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite.
Additionally, the investigation of the conductivity and of the glass transition region of the
nanocomposites by means of MTDSC pointed out that the presence of low molar mass PS in
the system is very beneficial for improved electrical and thermal properties. Indeed,
nanocomposites prepared with a polymer matrix containing low molar mass PS display higher
levels of conductivity than those based on PS matrices that are exclusively composed of high
molar mass polymeric chains. We suggest that this low molar mass PS fraction considerably
assists the wetting of the filler surface by the polymer, as it helps to displace the surfactant
molecules adsorbed onto its walls. This preferable wetting of the CNT walls by very low
molar mass PS compared to high molar mass PS is certainly promoted by the lower value of
surface tension of the former.
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6
TAILORING OF THE CONDUCTIVITY OF POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES BY VARYING
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CARBON NANOTUBES

Summary
Multi-wall carbon nanotubes/polystyrene (MWCNT/PS) nanocomposites were prepared with a
latex-based process in order to investigate the impact of the carbon nanotube (CNT) choice on
the final conductivity of the nanocomposites prepared. To this end, MWCNTs, which were
vertically-grown in a controlled way, as well as commercially-available MWCNTs, were
incorporated into the same PS matrix. Since the dispersion in the polymer matrix was similar and
homogeneous for both types of CNTs, the differences of conductivity behavior observed
between the two series of nanocomposites were mainly due to the intrinsic characteristics and
properties of the conductive CNTs. It was found that the use of the vertically-grown MWCNTs
was highly beneficial towards the improvement of the conductivity of the nanocomposites. First,
these CNTs, despite the damage induced by the sonication step, remained longer when dispersed
into the polymer matrix. This favored the obtaining of very low percolation threshold of about
0.15 wt% MWCNTs, which is five times lower than the percolation threshold obtained for the
series of nanocomposites prepared with the commercial MWCNTs. The higher length of these
vertically-grown CNTs enabled the formation of a CNT network with less contact points or
junctions, which is favorable for the electron transport. Furthermore, since these MWCNTs
possessed a high level of wall perfection, combined with a large aspect ratio and a small
diameter, conductivity values in the range of 103 S/m could be measured on nanocomposite films
containing 2 wt% CNTs. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest conductivity value
ever reported for CNT/PS nanocomposites until now.
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6.1. Introduction
The electrical conductivity of composites made of a conductive phase dispersed in an
insulating matrix critically depends on the filler loading, as described by the so-called
percolation theory.

1, 2

At low filler concentration, the fillers are present as small clusters or

individual fillers dispersed throughout the whole polymer matrix. Since the average distance
between them is large, the conductivity of the nanocomposite remains very close to the one of
the pure insulating matrix. When a sufficient amount of filler is loaded, the filler particles get
closer to each other. This results in the formation of a first conductive path of connected fillers,
which allows charge transport through the sample. At this critical concentration, called
percolation threshold, the conductivity considerably increases. Based on geometrical
considerations, the value of the percolation threshold is expected to be strongly influenced by the
aspect ratio (ratio of length-to-diameter) of the filler particles.

3-6

For a given filler-matrix

system, for comparable states of filler orientations, the higher the aspect ratio is, the lower the
resulting percolation threshold becomes. In this respect, it looks particularly attractive to use
carbon nanotube (CNTs) as filler to make conductive nanocomposites, since CNTs possess an
excellent conductivity (105 S/m measured for a single multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT),7
until 108 S/m for a single metallic single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) without defects 8),
combined with a large aspect ratio (commonly reported to be higher than 100). 9-12
Nevertheless, as-produced CNTs mainly exist either in bundles in the case of SWCNTs,

13

or

in highly entangled ensembles in the case of MWCNTs. This characteristic remains a bottleneck
for the use of CNTs as filler in a polymer matrix since they have the trend to remain aggregated
13

even after attempts are made to disperse them. A key issue in producing technologically

interesting nanocomposites remains the ability to control the debundling of CNTs in polymer
matrices, since the latter is directly correlated with the achievable conductivity and the
mechanical properties of a given composite. 14-16
Literature reporting the production and the study of electrically conductive CNT/polymer
nanocomposites is abundant. It is particularly striking to see the differences between the results
published. The values of percolation thresholds reported range indeed from 0.0025 wt%
several wt%.

12, 18

17

to

Moreover, the published conductivity values of the final composites are

extremely spread out and, most of the time, remain far below a couple of tens of S/m

18

(see

Chapter 2). These disparities between published results can be explained by several factors.
Firstly, the structure and thus the resulting characteristics and properties of the CNTs depend on
the manufacturer, the production method, the possible post-production treatment and, frequently,
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even on the CNT batch used. Secondly, CNTs are mostly produced with impurities such as
amorphous carbon or catalyst particles. As for many materials, the presence of defects also
significantly affects the CNT properties. Defects can occur in the form of atomic vacancies or as
the so-called Stone-Wales defect, which creates a pentagon and heptagon pair by rearrangement
of the bonds. The common result of the presence of defects is a lowered conductivity through the
defective region of the tube.

19-21

Furthermore, some treatments applied to the CNTs (such as

purification and/or sonication) can, in some cases, lead to a significant damage of the CNT walls
22-24

and to shortening of the CNTs themselves.

Thirdly, when CNTs are dispersed into a

polymer matrix and form a conductive network, the presence of an insulating polymer layer at
each CNT-CNT junction of the network prevents direct contact between the CNTs, 17, 25-27 which
can lead to a significant lowering of the conductivity of the nanocomposites compared to the
conductivity that could be expected for a neat well-connected network of CNTs. To give an
order of magnitude of this difference, the conductivities of CNT buckypapers (i.e. dense CNT
networks) reported in literature, are in the order of 104-105 S/m

28-34

whereas conductivities of

CNT/polymer nanocomposites barely reach 10-100 S/m in the best cases. Last but not least, as
for any filler dispersed in an isolating matrix, the state of dispersion of the CNTs (notably its
homogeneity, and the geometry and abundance of the CNT bundles12, 17, 35, 36) as well as the type
and the strength of filler-matrix interactions,

37

among others, are most of the time linked to the

production method of the nanocomposite and are expected to have a substantial impact on the
conductivity of the final nanocomposite. In this respect, it remains delicate to determine to which
extent the intrinsic properties of the CNTs, in particular their aspect ratio and their wall
perfection, play a role in tuning the final conductivity of the polymer nanocomposite, only by
comparing results published in literature.
The key step of our latex-based concept to make nanocomposites in a reproducible way
consists of mixing an aqueous dispersion of CNTs and a polymer latex. In principle, any type of
NT may be used, after optimization of the exfoliation process, see Chapters 3 and 4. As a result,
dispersing CNTs with specific characteristics into the same polymer matrix should help us to
determine more precisely the real impact, of the quality and/or aspect ratio values of the CNTs
used, on the conductivity behavior of the final nanocomposites.
This chapter presents results on the dispersion of different types of MWCNTs into a PS matrix
with the latex-based concept in order to investigate the influence of the length and the quality of
the CNTs on the conductivity of the final nanocomposite. Our purpose was not to be exhaustive,
which is anyway impossible in view of the diversity of existing CNT types available, but rather
to try to highlight some general trends. MWCNTs grown by two different synthesis methods
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based on chemical vapor deposition (CVD) were studied in this chapter. Two batches of
vertically-grown CNTs were used. CNTs grown by this well-controlled, small-scale process are
expected to possess high wall perfection, a low amount of impurities and a uniform length.38-40
The latter property can easily be tuned by controlling the synthesis time. The two batches
possessed two different CNT lengths. For comparison purpose, commercially available
MWCNTs were used. These thin MWCNTs were synthesized by an industrial CVD-based
process and, as will be shown in the chapter, possess a somewhat lower quality than the
vertically-grown CNTs. For all the CNTs studied, it was verified that the CNT s were optimally
exfoliated at the end of the sonication step using UV-Vis spectroscopy (see Chapter 3), and that
they were still individualized in the polymer matrix, as illustrated by SEM images of the surface
of the nanocomposites. Consequently, the difference of the electrical behavior of the series of
nanocomposites produced was assumed to be related to the intrinsic properties and
characteristics of the CNTs (notably their length and quality) and not to the extend of debundling
and/or dispersion into the polymer matrix which, in view of the excellent reproducibility of the
latex method, was expected to be comparable for all the series studied. Consequently, the
influence of the length and of the quality of CNTs on the conductivity properties of the final
nanocomposite was investigated.

6.2. Experimental section.
6.2.1. Materials: Two types of MWCNTs were used in the experiments described in this
chapter. The first type of MWCNTs was produced by thermal CVD as previously described by
Hart and Slocum.

41

The growth substrate was a (100)-oriented silicon wafer (Silicon Quest

International, USA), which was first coated with approximately 500 nm thermally-grown SiO2,
and then coated with a supported catalyst film of 1/10 nm Fe/Al2O3 by e-beam evaporation. CNT
growth was performed in a single-zone atmospheric pressure quartz tube furnace (Lindberg),
having an inside diameter of 22 mm and a 30 cm long heating zone, using flows of He (99.999
%, Airgas), C2H4 (99.5 %, Airgas), and H2 (99.999 %, Airgas). The furnace temperature was
ramped to the set point temperature in 15 minutes and held for an additional 10 minutes under
400/100 standard cubic centimeter per minute (sccm) H2/He. Then 100 sccm C2H4 was added for
the growth period of 15 minutes. Finally, the H2 and C2H4 flows were discontinued and 600
sccm He was maintained for 10 more minutes to displace the reactant gases from the tube, before
being reduced to a trickle while the furnace cools to below 150 oC. The growth period of the
second batch of CNTs was 2 minutes. As characterized by TEM, the CNTs were typically multi126

walled with an average outer diameter of 10 nm. The height of the first CNT film was in the
range of a mm, whereas the film of the second CNT batch was about 100 ȝm high.
The second kind of CNTs consisting of thin MWCNTs (reference of the product Nanocyl3100, batch 060213) was provided by Nanocyl SA (Belgium). The diameter of these CNTs
varies a great deal from one CNT to the other one. Compared to the vertically-grown CNTs, they
had a quite broad diameter distribution ranging roughly from 10 nm to 30 nm.
In order to facilitate the reading, we will use the shortening VGCNTs for “Vertically-Grown
CNTs”, and, IPCNTs for the second type of MWCNTs used, which stands for IndustriallyProduced CNTs.
6.2.2. Instrumentation: High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) was
performed by using either a JEOL-2011 or a Tecnai 20 (FEI Co., The Netherlands), both
operated at 200 keV of acceleration voltage. The samples were prepared by dipping a copper
TEM grid in the MWCNT dispersions, followed by subsequent drying.
The characterization with SEM of the CNT dispersions deposited on a Si wafer was identical
to the one described in the experimental part of Chapter 3 of the present thesis. The surfaces of
the nanocomposites produced were imaged by SEM under the conditions described in the
experimental section of Chapter 5.
Raman spectra of the MWCNTs were measured with a Kaiser Hololab 5000R Raman
microscope. The samples were excited at 785 nm. The laser’s wavelength was 785 nm. A
confocal microscope equipped with a 100X magnification objective was used to both focus the
laser beam on the sample and to collect the scattered light. The incident power was about
10 mW.
Thermogravimetry experiments were performed on a TA Instrument Q5000 TGA under dry air
flow (25 mL/min). Typically 1 mg of product was placed in a high temperature platinum crucible
and heated from room temperature up to 900 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min.
6.2.3. Procedures:
CNT exfoliations. All sonication processes, as well as their monitoring by UV-Vis
spectroscopy, were carried out using the same conditions as those described in Chapter 3. For
each type of CNTs, the concentration of surfactant used was chosen high enough to ensure that
all the CNTs that could potentially be debundled were effectively individualized at the end of
this sonication-driven debundling process (See method A of Chapter 4).
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3 Commercial MWCNTs: 0.2 wt% of MWCNTs was exfoliated in an aqueous 0.4 wt% SDS
solution (SDS/CNT weight ratio of 2:1).
3 Vertically-grown MWNTs: Due to weak adhesion to the substrate, the VGCNT film was
easily delaminated from the substrate using a razor blade, giving an almost catalyst-free, freestanding film. 0.04 wt% of CNTs, still in the shape of films, was mixed with a 0.3 wt% aqueous
SDS solution (SDS/CNT weight ratio of 7.5/1). The whole was first submitted to a dispersing
step with Ultra-Turrax® at 24,000 rpm for 1 minute, followed by sonication under mild
conditions (20 W, 20 kHz). Energy input was stopped when the maximum of exfoliation of the
CNTs was reached.

42-44

High shear mixing with Ultra-Turrax® allowed the NT ‘films’ to be

finely split in the solution so that shorter sonication times were required to obtain a dispersion of
maximum exfoliated CNTs. 10
Preparation of MWCNT buckypapers.
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4 mL of the SDS-MWCNT dispersions were filtered

under vacuum through a 0.45 ȝm-pore nylon membrane. The SDS-VGCNT dispersion was used
as such whereas the IPCNT dispersion was diluted with demineralized water until it reached the
CNT concentration of the SDS-VGCNT dispersion. As the solvent went through the pore, the
MWCNTs remained at the surface of the membrane, forming a gray layer. After drying
overnight at 60 ºC in an oven under atmospheric conditions, the MWCNTs deposited on the
membrane formed the buckypaper.
Emulsion polymerization. The emulsion polymerization run was carried out in an oxygen free
atmosphere. 252 g styrene was mixed with 712 g water in the presence of 26 g sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) surfactant and 0.7 g sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) buffer. The reaction was initiated
by 0.7 g Sodium Persulfate (SPS) dissolved in 5 g of demineralized water. The polymerization
took place at a constant temperature of 50 °C. The polymer obtained (EP2) possessed mainly
high molecular weight polymeric chains (peak molecular weight of about 1,000,000 g/mol), with
about 20 wt% of PS chains with a molecular weight lower than 20,000 g/mol.
Preparation of the nanocomposites. The aqueous SDS-MWCNT dispersions and EP2 were
used to prepare nanocomposites according to the procedure described in detail in the
experimental section of Chapter 5.
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6.3. Results and discussion

6.3.1. Characterization of the MWCNTs used
As-produced CNTs
Two batches of VGCNTs of different lengths, as well as one batch of IPCNTs were used in
this Chapter. Figures 6.1a, 6.1b and 6.2 display SEM images of as-produced MWCNTs of the
two types.

c
a

b

Figures 6.1. SEM images of an aligned MWCNT film, for which the CNTs are still connected
to the Si wafer from which they were grown. (a): oblique view of the CNT carpet, imaged from
the top. The lighter colored ‘band’ shows the CNTs which are located at the side of the CNT
film. Above (resp. below) this band, the top of the CNT can be seen (resp. the bare Si wafer).
Scale bar: 250 ȝm. (b): magnified view of the side of the CNT film; the corresponding area is
indicated by the white rectangle in Figure 6.1a. Scale bar: 50 ȝm. (c): typical alignment of the
CNTs of the film, viewed from the side. Scale bar: 1 ȝm.
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Figure 6.2. SEM image of the batch of IPCNT materials, as-supplied. Scale bar: 2 ȝm.
The VGCNTs exhibit uniform alignments perpendicular to the top of the Si substrate (see
Figure 6.1b), whereas other MWCNTs appear to be very entangled, without general obvious
preferential orientation (See Figure 6.2).

Exfoliation step.
In a first effort, the sonication process, used to individualize the CNTs, was kept as short as
possible in order to minimize possible damage induced by the sonication step. By monitoring the
exfoliation process with UV-Vis spectroscopy, it was observed that the VGCNTs required more
energy to reach the maximum exfoliation than the commercial ones (at least 40,000 J vs. about
20,000 J), as can be seen in Figure 6.3. This might be due to the side by side alignment of the
VGCNTs, which results in increased attractive interactions between the CNTs.

46

This effect is

worsened by the great length of the VGCNTs (0.1 and 1mm), which brings along large contact
areas between these aligned CNTs, resulting in stronger van der Waals interactions in
comparison with shorter tubes. Differences of macroscopic grain sizes between VGCNT and
IPCNT powders might also play a role since, despite the Ultraturrax step, the VGCNT powder is
less finely split at the beginning of the sonication than the IPCNT sample.
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Figure 6.3. Evolution of the maximum absorbance in function of the energy of sonication
provided to SDS-MWCNT dispersions: () VGCNTs; value of the absorbance at 265 nm;
() IPCNTs, absorbance at 255 nm reported. The dilution factor, namely 150, was kept the same
for both systems.
It has already been demonstrated that the sonication process can cut the CNTs.

10, 11, 47

Consequently, the length of the as-produced CNTs is not necessarily equal to the length of the
CNTs as-dispersed in the polymer matrix. As the percolation behavior of the nanocomposite is
directly linked to the aspect ratio of the CNTs incorporated into the polymer, and as the diameter
of the CNTs can be considered as being constant during the ultrasonication treatment, the
measurement of only the length of the CNTs in solution, i.e. just after completion of the process
of exfoliation, is required. Please note that the CNT length at the end of the exfoliation is indeed
expected to be equal to the one of the CNTs dispersed in the final nanocomposites, since the
freeze-drying and the mild low-shear processing steps are not expected to affect this parameter.
Thanks to the development of high performance characterization techniques such as (cryo-)
transmission electron microscopy ((cryo-) TEM), 48 atomic force microscopy AFM 49, 50 or even
Raman spectroscopy,

50, 51

the (statistical) determination of the diameter distribution of CNTs is

becoming more and more a routine measurement. However, the simultaneous determination of
the diameter (d) and of the length of CNTs (L) (very often performed in solution) remains
tedious. As long as the CNTs are shorter than a few micrometers, dynamic light scattering
(DLS), 10, 52 or microscopy techniques like TEM or AFM 49 provide satisfying indicative results.
However, as soon as the radial and the axial dimensions of the CNTs differ by more than three
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orders of magnitude, as for some of our samples, the determination of d and L becomes more
complicated. DLS equipment does not possess such a large range in which measurements can
accurately be performed. For microscopy-based characterization techniques, one needs a
resolution of about 10 nm (which is the size of the diameter of the CNTs) in order to obtain an
image of entire MWNTs; nevertheless, if the CNT is ‘too’ long, i.e. longer than several
micrometers, mostly only portions of the CNTs can be imaged in the same picture.
Since we were mainly interested in obtaining a reliable value of the order of magnitude of the
length of the MWCNTs at the end of the exfoliation process, diluted dispersions of the CNTs
deposited on the surface of a Si wafer were imaged by SEM.
Figures 6.4a and 6.4b show SEM micrographs of the SDS-CNT dispersions deposited on Si
wafers. Simply by looking at these two SEM images, one directly notices that the analysis of the
images is not trivial. CNTs deposited on the Si wafers are indeed rarely “on their own” and apart
from each other. Moreover, it is difficult to precisely evaluate where the ends of the CNTs are
located. As a result, a statistical determination of the CNT length is difficult and not very
accurate. Nevertheless, it is still possible to obtain an order of magnitude of the CNT length with
this technique. All the MWCNTs used possess a length of the micrometer scale at the end of the
sonication step. A careful comparison of the images of the two types of MWCNTs (by estimating
the length of 30 MWCNTs of both samples) may even point out that the VGCNTs seem to be
slightly longer than the commercial ones.
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a

b
Figures 6.4. SEM micrographs of MWCNTs deposited at the surface of a Si wafer, at the end
of the sonication-driven exfoliation. (a): VGCNTs (original length of 1 mm); (b): IPCNTs. Scale
bar for both photos: 1 ȝm.
Although we have shown that the VGCNTs with initial lengths of 1 mm and 0.1 mm have a
strongly reduced CNT length, it is likely that also the batch of IPCNTs are cut during the
sonication step. It was recently demonstrated by Kappes and his coworkers

11, 47

that the

mechanism of sonication-induced scission (or more exactly cavitation-induced scission) of
SWCNTs is extremely similar to the mechanism of sonication-induced polymer chain scission. 53
Due to forces of friction between the fluid (in our case water) and along the macromolecule
(either a CNT or a polymer chain depending on the system considered) in relative motion, the
macromolecule is under tension with the maximum stress in the center. If the stress exceeds the
stress that can be tolerated, the macromolecule breaks, mostly close to the middle. According to
Hennrich,

11

the drag force FM at the CNT center is proportional to the length of the CNT

squared, meaning that long chains are correspondingly less resistant to cavitation-induced
scission, in inverse square relation to their length. As a result, the VGCNTs are more vulnerable
to possible damage induced by sonication than the shorter ones. It is therefore less surprising to
see the dramatic decrease of length observed for these CNTs during sonication.
Interestingly, the lengths of the two batches of VGCNTs were of the same range at the end of
the exfoliation, with ca. 1-2 ȝm, regardless of the initial length of the as-grown CNTs. Since
these two batches were synthesized and sonicated under exactly the same experimental
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conditions, they most probably have similar densities of defects along their walls. Since defects
are preferred breakable locations of CNTs, this might explain the similarity of the length at the
end of the exfoliation.
From this point, the study is continued with only one batch of VGCNTs, since after sonication
the lengths of the two batches of CNTs of this type were very similar.

CNTs dispersed in the PS matrix.
After the exfoliation step, the aqueous SDS-CNT dispersions studied in the previous paragraph
were used to prepare conductive CNT/polymer nanocomposites. A scanning electron microscopy
technique based on charge contrast imaging

54, 55

was subsequently used to give insight into the

overall organization of the conductive CNT network and to check whether the dispersion of the
CNTs into the polymer matrix was comparable for all the nanocomposites studied. The SEM
images of the surfaces of a MWCNT/PS film possessing a CNT concentration of 1 wt% (see
Figures 6.5a and 6.5b) show that the MWCNTs were well-dispersed and individualized in the
polymer matrix, and that no CNT aggregation had occurred. Besides relatively straight
MWCNTs, some are extremely bended, which constitutes a proof of the flexibility of CNT
materials. 56
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a

b
Figures 6.5: SEM image of the surface of a PS nanocomposite containing (a): 1 wt% of
VGCNTs. Scale bar: 2 ȝm (b): 2 wt% of IPCNTs. Scale bar for both photos: 1 ȝm.
It is very likely that the CNTs are entangled in the nanocomposite, since they appear entangled
at the end of the exfoliation. This is clearly evidenced by Figures 6.5a and 6.5b, which display a
TEM image of aqueous SDS dispersions of VGCNTs and of IPCNTs, taken at the end of the
exfoliation. Even if the VGCNTs are not particularly entangled prior to exfoliation the mobility
that they acquire during the debundling process, combined with their large length and flexibility,
may promote their entanglement while sonication proceeds. Regarding the IPCNTs, their
relatively high aspect ratio, as well as their considerable state of entanglement in the as-produced
product, can prevent them to disentangle from each other during the unbundling process and thus
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to fully individualize. For both types of MWCNTs, this might result in the creation of small
areas of higher CNT densities (at the microscopic scale), as seen in Figures 6.6a and 6.6b.

a

b

Figures 6.6. TEM image of dried aqueous SDS-MWCNT dispersions with: (a): VGCNTs;
scale bar: 5 ȝm, and (b) IPCNTs; scale bar: 2 ȝm. The images were taken at the end of the
exfoliation, when, according to UV-Vis analysis, the maximum exfoliation had been reached.
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Nevertheless, these inhomogeneities do not seem to have a significant impact at the
macroscopic scale since, for a given nanocomposite film, the values of the conductivity
measurements, performed all over the surface, and on both sides of the films, were of the same
order of magnitude. This low sensibility of our conductivity measurements to detect sample nonuniformity may be due to the large difference between the size of the local inhomogeneities of
the CNT network (ȝm-scale, see Figures 6.6a and 6.6b) and the distance between the potential
electrodes (cm-scale). 57

6.3.2. On percolation in polymer nanocomposites
According to classical (statistical) percolation theory,

1, 2

close to the threshold, the

conductivity, ı (in S/m), of a composite made of a conductive dispersed phase in a nonconductive continuous phase, follows the relation:

V

V max U  U c t .

(6.1)

Here, ȡ is the volume fraction of filler, ȡc is the volume fraction of the filler at the percolation
threshold, ımax is the maximum conductivity of the system in S/m, and t the conductivity
exponent.
This power law is supposed to be universal, 58 implying that the value of the critical exponent t
primarily depends on the dimensionality of the percolating system and not on the details of the
geometric structure of the interaction. For a three-dimensional filler network, t is theoretically
equal to 2. 1, 2, 58-60 Even if a power law is very often evidenced in experimental results, t values
found for conductive fibers such as carbon black or CNTs dispersed in polymers are most of the
time different from this expected value of 2. 12, 17, 26, 61, 62 Several reasons can account for such a
divergence between theoretical and experimental results and between experimental results
themselves. The first possible sources of divergence are purely practical, and linked to the way
of analysis of the experimental data.

63

In this way, the choice of the critical region above the

experimental threshold, inside which the power law is expected to hold, differs from one
experimental series of experiments to another one. It has even been suggested 63 that this region
is so narrow that the t values experimentally determined have actually no reason to fit the
universal value. Secondly, most of the theoretical models based on percolation theory mainly
emphasize the geometrical effects of the filler network formation, hardly taking into
consideration the morphology and the type of fillers, as well as thermodynamic effects such as
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possible interactions between fillers or between fillers and matrix.

37, 60

In particular, most

theoretical models are based on the assumption that the arrangement of conductive filler particles
in the matrix is perfectly random and homogeneous, which is rarely the case in ‘real’ systems.
Notably, lower experimental values of t can mean that percolation takes place in a conducting
network displaying more “dead arms” than a classical random network.

26, 61, 64

In this case of

non-random organization of the filler particles, if the resistance between adjacent particles of a
non-random conducting network is determined by a tunneling process, Balberg

59, 65

demonstrated that non-universal behavior of the overall network resistivity is possible and can be
modeled. Thirdly, the presence of a thin polymer layer of finite conductance between the filler
particles, which prevents direct contact between them, generates an inter-particle distance
distribution that is specific for the conditions of preparation of the composite. 60, 66, 67 This interparticle polymer layer plays a role in determining the transport mechanism taking place in the
composite. In classical percolation theory, the global connectivity of the network presupposes
simultaneous geometrical and electrical connectivity associated with the bonding of “adjacent”
elements of the system. In the case of nearest range hopping or tunneling, the main contribution
of the electron transfer is the one occurring between “nearest” neighbors, implying that
geometrical and electrical connectivities are concomitant. 66 Nevertheless, this charge transport
may not be restricted to nearest neighbors, in other words, each particle might actually interplay
with many particles present in its surrounding region (variable range hopping). 64
Figure 6.7 shows the dependence of the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites as a
function of the CNT concentration.
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Figure 6.7. Four-point conductivity of MWCNT/PS composite as a function of MWCNT
content. Each point of the curve is the average of several measurements performed several times
on several locations on the two sides of the nanocomposite films. Several types of MWCNTs,
viz. VGCNTs () and IPCNTs of Nanocyl, batch 060213 (), were dispersed in the same PS
matrix, namely EP2.
At low CNT loadings, as long as no conductive CNT network is formed in the PS matrix, the
conductivity of the composite remains very close to the one of the pure insulating PS matrix.
When a sufficient amount of CNT filler is loaded, at the so-called percolation threshold the filler
particles form a linkage, resulting in the formation of an initial conductive path throughout the
entire material. At this critical concentration, i.e. between 0.15 and 0.20 wt% of VGCNTs, the
conductivity drastically increases by many orders of magnitude, from 10-10 S/m to 1 S/m upon
very little increase of the filler loading. At higher CNT loadings, e.g. about 2 wt%, the
conductivity levels off around 103 S/m, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest value
ever measured for MWCNT/PS nanocomposites. For the series of composites prepared with the
IPCNTs, the percolation threshold is reached at about 0.85 wt% of CNTs. The conductivity
measured at about 1.8 wt% of NT loading is equal to few tens of S/m.
So, the series of nanocomposites prepared with the VGCNTs displays a much lower
percolation threshold value and a much higher level of conductivity above the percolation
threshold than the IPCNT-based nanocomposites.
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On the percolation threshold of MWCNT/PS nanocomposites
For materials consisting of conductive fillers dispersed in an insulating matrix, the value of the
aspect ratio of the fillers has a tremendous influence on the percolation threshold of the
(nano)composite, especially when one refers to models restricted to volumetric effects.
According to several theoretical simulations, there is a hyperbolic decrease of the value of the
percolation threshold as a function of the aspect ratio of the filler (a).

3, 4, 68

Simple theoretical

models using continuum percolation and considering the filler network as a group of noninteracting sticks of high aspect ratio, give an order of magnitude of the percolation threshold
value (in volume fraction), which scales as 1/a, by considering that the rod number density is
roughly the reciprocal of the excluded volume of the rods. 69-71
So, for the systems considered in the present chapter, the values of the percolation thresholds
are expected to be of the order of 0.01vol% for the VGCNTs (by considering a length of the ȝmrange and a diameter of 10 nm, it follows that a ~ 1000/10 = 100). The density of a MWCNT can
be calculated with the following equation: 72

U CNT

U g d 2  d i2

(6.1)

d2

with ȡg the density of graphite, which is equal to 2.25 g cm-3, d the outside diameter of the
MWCNT, i.e. 10.5 nm, and di its inner diameter, i.e. 6.75 nm, see Figure 6.8a.
It ensues that a value of 0.01 vol% of VGCNTs corresponds to 0.013 wt%. This theoretical
wt% is certainly higher for the IPCNTs because of their lower aspect ratios (slightly shorter
CNTs at the end of the exfoliation, with a larger diameter of 10-30 nm) combined with a higher
density (due to their higher number of walls compared to the VGCNTs).
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Regarding this last

point, the experimental results are in line with what can be expected since the nanocomposites
made with the IPCNTs produced by Nanocyl display a higher percolation threshold than the ones
made with the VGCNTs, despite the fact that a higher SDS/CNT ratio was required to debundle
VGCNTs, leading to higher SDS concentration in the final nanocomposite. SDS having a lower
dielectric constant than the PS matrix is indeed expected to lower the conductivity of the bulk
polymer matrix, see Chapter 5.
However, the experimental values of percolation threshold measured, see Figure 6.7, are one
order of magnitude higher than the predicted ones (in the range of 0.1 wt% instead of the
calculated value of about 0.01 wt% for the VGCNTs). The discrepancy between theoretical and
experimental results might be due to the fact that most of the models, aiming at defining the
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relationship between percolation threshold and aspect ratio of the filler, assume that the fillers
(notably CNTs) behave as non-interacting rigid rods. Nevertheless, as shown in Figures 6.5a and
6.5b, CNTs embedded in a polymer matrix are curved. Consequently, the theoretical percolation
threshold calculated for straight sticks is underestimated compared to the ones for curved rods. 56
Possible matrix-particle and particle-particle interactions are also likely to influence the state of
dispersion of the fillers in the matrix and might certainly partly explain the different behavior
observed for the two experimental systems compared here. 12, 73-75

On the maximum conductivity

As already mentioned at the end of Chapter 5, the overall conductivity of a (nano)composite is
governed by two main types of charge transports: (i) the one taking place between two adjacent
particles and (ii) the one occurring through the conductive filler itself. Consequently, the
difference of conductivity observed between the systems based on VGCNTs and IPCNTS is
related to at least one of these parameters, if not to a combination of both.
Measurements performed on individual crossed CNTs at low bias voltage showed that the
junction resistance between SWCNTs is at least equal to several hundreds of kȍ.
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In the case

of a network made of CNTs dispersed in an insulating polymer matrix, because of the presence
of an insulating polymer layer at the junction of the network, the contribution of the filler-filler
junction resistance is likely to be even larger than for a network of neat CNTs. This assumption
was confirmed by Kovacs et al., who calculated that the CNT-CNT contact resistance in various
nanocomposites, made with different types of polymers, was in the range of 105 ȍ. 67
Please note that CNTs possessing smaller diameters have in principle a lower inter-particle
junction surface, so a lower junction resistivity, which results in a lower overall resistivity of the
conduction network.
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All the VGCNTs have a diameter of about 10 nm, whereas the

commercial samples possess diameters ranging from 10 nm to 30 nm (See Figures 6.8a and
6.8b). This is a possible factor contributing to the enhancement of conductivity of the
nanocomposites made with the VGCNTs compared to IPCNT/PS nanocomposites.
Using the same line of thought, regardless of the size of the filler diameter, increasing the
lenght of the filler should result in a neat increase of the overall conductivity of the
nanocomposite due to the reduction of the number of the total CNT-CNT junctions per
conductive path, as already observed by Bigg et al. 5 and Yi et al.6 for systems made from fillers
with various aspect ratios dispersed in insulating matrices. In relation to this, Hecht et al. studied
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the conductivity behavior of buckypapers made of CNTs of different lengths 77 and came to the
conclusion that the junction resistance largely dominates the overall resistivity of the CNT
network, in comparison with the resistivity along the CNTs themselves. They also calculated that
the conductivity of their CNT networks varied as a power law in the average CNT bundle length,
with an exponent equal to 1.46. This result was in line with theoretical simulations of Balberg 78
that show that the conductivity of the network goes as a power law of the stick length as ı ~ L2.48
when only contact resistivity determines the resistivity of the whole network. Let’s consider two
systems made of three types of fillers, F1, F2 and F3, dispersed in the same matrix, where fillers
F1 (resp. F2) are twice (resp. three times) as long as fillers F3. In the case that contact resistivity
would exclusively govern the resistivity of the composite, the resulting conductivity of the
system based on F1 (resp. F2) is calculated to be about 5.6, i.e. 22.48 (resp. 15.3, i.e. 32.48) times
as high as the one of the system based on F3.78 This value is an upper limit for a hypothetical
system where the influence of the contact resistivity at the junction is in fact overestimated in
comparison to a real system. Consequently, the increase of conductivity that would be observed
in real systems would certainly be lower. So, even if the small difference of lengths between the
two types of CNTs used might partly explain why the slightly longer VGCNTs give raise to
higher nanocomposite conductivity values, this is very likely not to be the single factor to be
taken into consideration, since the maximum conductivity of the VG- and IPCNT-based systems
differs by a factor 10-100, which is much higher than 5.6 or 15.3.
Additionally, different intrinsic conductivities of the CNTs may account for the different
conductivities of the nanocomposites. Recently, Yan et al.
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modeled the conductivity of

CNT/polymer nanocomposites. They found out that if the intrinsic conductivity of CNTs
dispersed in a polymer matrix increases from 3·104 S/m to 5.4·106 S/m, the conductivity of the
corresponding nanocomposites can increase by more than one order of magnitude. In order to
check whether this may apply for the systems presently studied, the two types of CNT batches
used were characterized by diverse techniques, namely conductivity measurements, TEM, TGA,
and Raman spectroscopy, in order to trace possible differences in properties or characteristics
that govern the intrinsic conductivity of CNTs.
Four-point conductivity measurements performed on the surface of MWCNT buckypapers, i.e.
a two-dimensional network of MWCNTs coated by surfactant, provide a first indication that
VGCNTs conduct better than IPCNTs. The conductivity measured (two-point conductivity
measurements) on the surface of the VGCNT buckypaper was of the order of 3,700 S/m,
whereas the one of the IPCNT buckypaper was found to be about 2,100 S/m.
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a

b
Figure 6.8. (a): Typically straight MWCNT from aligned vertically-grown films. (b): Sample
of IPCNTs. Scale bar for both photos: 20 nm. The white arrows highlight the presence of
amorphous carboneous materials located on the surface of the MWCNT.
Figures 6.8a and 6.8b display HRTEM images of typical samples of both types of MWCNTs
compared in the present chapter.
The way electrons exactly circulate along a MWCNT is not completely understood in detail
yet. It is recognized that coupling occurs between the layers of the MWCNTs.

80-83

In other

words, electron transfer happens between the MWCNT shells. The quantification of this transfer
is quite controversial and differs relatively substantially from one modeling study to the other. 80,
82, 84

Please note that similar CNT inter-wall coupling is also expected to occur between

SWCNTs packed in ropes.

20

This inter-shell or inter-tube tunneling strongly depends on the

helicity of the SWCNT or on the MWCNT shell considered. In the case of a MWCNT, electrons
are thought to be confined in a few layers close to the most external shell of the MWCNT,
because electrons can not go through semi-conductive shells that statistically represent two
thirds of all the MWCNT shells.
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So, in principle, the difference in the number of shells
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observed between VGCNTs (about 6 shells, see Figure 6.8a) and IPCNTs (more than 15 shells
can be counted in Figure 6.8b, although this number can fluctuate a lot from one CNT to the
other one), is not expected to significantly affect the conductance of the CNTs themselves.
On the other hand, local defects located on the shells can significantly affect the conduction
mechanism along the CNT axis because they induce electron scattering,

21

which results in a

decrease of the CNT conductivity. Figures 6.8a displays a TEM image of a representative sample
of the VGCNTs. The latter possesses defect-free, parallel walls and a constant diameter, contrary
to the IPCNTs. As shown in Figure 6.8b, the IPCNT exhibits sidewall kinks and tipples, which
significantly reduce the intrinsic conductivity of the CNT along its axis.
The thermal stability of the CNT batches in air constitutes a good indication of their overall
quality, even if it actually depends on a certain number of parameters (for example the degree of
graphitization of the CNTs or the amount of catalyst particles in the batch considered) of which
the exact contribution can not clearly be distinguished from each other.
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However, a higher

oxidation temperature corresponds to purer and less defective samples. TGA measurements were
performed on the two kinds of MWCNTs used here. According to Figure 6.9, the VGCNTs are
of much better quality than the IPCNTs since they degrade at a temperature that is about 150 °C
higher: the maximum of the derivative of the thermogravimetry curve (DTG) (not shown) is
reached at 711 °C for the VGCNTs instead of 591 °C for the IPCNTs. Please note that both the
IPCNTs and the VGCNTs do not contain a significant amount of catalyst particles since their
residues at 800 °C, after burning, is in both cases about 2.5 wt% (corresponding to the content of
iron oxide). A significant weight loss of 15 % occurs around 175 °C for the VGCNTs. This
weight loss is likely to be due to the degradation of some amorphous carboneous impurities,
since this type of impurities has been reported to degrade at temperatures lower than 400 °C. 87-89
Please note that the HRTEM image of the VGCNTs provides an additional proof of the presence
of this amorphous carbon since the CNT imaged in Figure 6.8a appears to be irregularly coated
by amorphous materials (highlighted by the arrows). 24, 90
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Figure 6.9. Thermograms of crude VGCNTs (plain line) and of IPCNTs (dashed line)
performed under air at a flow rate of 25 mL/min and a heating rate of 5 °C/min.
The higher degree of graphitization of the VGNTS evidenced by TGA was confirmed by
Raman measurements performed under the same conditions on the different types of CNTs used,
see Figure 6.10. Due to non-equivalent optical collection efficiencies for the different samples, it
is not possible to compare the absolute peak amplitude observed between the two traces.
Therefore, the spectra have been normalized so that the peak intensities of the G-bands (located
at 1600 cm-1) are the same. It is indisputable that the D-band (around 1300 cm-1) of the IPCNTs
has a larger area than the one of the VGCNTs. This implies that, comparatively, the VGCNTs
have lower fractions of disordered carbon than the IPCNTs. Note that the D-band is a sum of
signals from many different carboneous fractions. 91 In other words, it takes into account, among
others, the contribution of the amorphous carboneous impurities present and of the defects of the
CNT walls. Consequently, it is likely that if the VGCNTs would be purified by burning the
amorphous carboneous fraction of the sample at 400 ºC, the intensity of the D-band of the
resulting materials (of which the main contribution would be due to the imperfections of the
CNT walls) would be even larger than the one of the as-produced CNTs shown in Figure 6.9.
It has been shown that the integrated ratio R of the D-band to the G-band (D/G) is inversely
proportional to the mean crystallite size (at fixed Raman laser wavelength). 92, 93 In other words,
R is an indicator of the mean size of ʌ electron delocalized systems, which is directly related to

electrical conductivity. Since the value of R is lower for the VGCNTs than for the IPCNTs, the
former are expected to have a higher intrinsic conductivity.
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Figure 6.10. Raman spectra of as-produced VGCNTs (plain line) and of IPCNTs
manufactured by Nanocyl (dashed line).
To sum up, the results of characterizations carried out with TEM, TGA and Raman
spectroscopy point out that the VGCNTs possess a higher degree of wall perfection than the
IPCNTs, which implies a higher intrinsic conductivity. The latter is certainly an important factor
determining the origin of the higher conductivity values measured for VGCNT/PS
nanocomposites in comparison with IPCNT/PS systems. On the other hand, analysis of the
results of TEM and TGA analysis showed that the VGCNTs batch contains a significant fraction
of amorphous carboneous impurities. The presence of these impurities certainly contributes to a
lowering of the overall conductivity of the MWCNT batch, and certainly prevents them from
achieving their full potential.
Please note that these results confirming that the VGCNTs have a higher intrinsic conductivity
than the IPCNTs are perfectly in line with some deductions based on the theory of CNT growth.
The growth process during the CNT synthesis takes place at the open-ended tip of the CNTs. It is
considered as a competition of hexagon formation and curvature-inducing effects, such as
pentagons, the latter leading to closure and growth termination.
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So, the higher the amount of

defects formed during the CNT synthesis is, the shorter the produced CNTs are, and vice versa.
The fact that the VGCNTs can be grown very long supports the assumption that the perfection of
their walls is exceptionally high.
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6.4. Conclusions
In this chapter, two series of MWCNT/PS nanocomposites were prepared, both by using the
same latex-based technology, with two types of MWCNTs. Our goal was to study the influence
of the characteristics of the CNTs on the overall conductivity of the final nanocomposites,
leaving other imp[ortant parameters like the type of polymer matrix used and the dispersion and
aggregation state of the CNTs the same. It is found that the use of MWCNTs, which were
vertically-grown in a controlled way, is very beneficial for the enhancement of the electrical
properties of MWCNT/PS nanocomposites, compared to nanocomposites prepared with
‘standard’ MWCNTs that are commercially available and grown in a less well-controlled way.
These VGCNTs were found to possess an exceptionally high degree of wall perfection. In
combination with relatively high aspect ratio values and small diameters, this leads to
conductivity levels of the range of 103 S/m for 2 wt% of MWCNT loading, which is, to the best
of our knowledge, the highest conductivity ever reported for this MWCNT loading in
CNT/polymer nanocomposites until now.
Additionally, since the VGCNTs, as-dispersed in the PS matrix, exhibit higher aspect ratios,
possibly coupled to different polymer-CNT and/or CNT-CNT interactions, the percolation ratio
of the series of nanocomposites prepared with them was measured to be about 0.15-0.2 wt%, i.e.
about 5 times lower than for IPCNT/PS systems. This value is remarkable, considering that the
polymer matrix used was highly viscous.
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7
ON THE VERSATILITY OF THE LATEX-BASED CONCEPT REGARDING THE CHOICE
OF THE POLYMER MATRIX OF THE NANOCOMPOSITES

Summary
The versatility of the latex-based concept with respect to the choice of the polymer matrix is
demonstrated in this chapter. Conductive CNT/polymer nanocomposites were prepared with the
following different polymer matrix types: an amorphous polymer, being PMMA, a semicrystalline polymer, i.e. a commercial maleic anhydride-grafted polypropylene, and a miscible
polymer blend, namely a poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene ether)/polystyrene blend.
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7.1. Introduction
During the second main step of the latex-based process, i.e. the mixing of the aqueous
surfactant-carbon nanotube (CNT) dispersion and the polymer latex particles, the stabilization
system of both colloidal solutions is the major factor controlling the effective mixing of the
CNTs and the polymer. Because of this characteristic, the process studied in the present thesis is
extremely versatile. In other words, any type of polymer produced by (mini)emulsion
polymerization or that can be brought into a latex form in an artificial way can in principle be
used. The intrinsic properties of the fillers and of the matrix, among others, their surface
properties, the aspect ratio of the filler, and the polymer viscosity, play a major role only during
the subsequent processing step, i.e. compression molding, extrusion or injection molding.
Until now, our study of conductive nanocomposites prepared with the latex-based concept has
been restricted to our model system, namely carbon nanotube/polystyrene (CNT/PS)
nanocomposites. This study aimed at bringing out some trends, which are specific to the
CNT/polymer nanocomposites produced in this way. The purpose of the present chapter is to
highlight with some examples how broadly the latex-based concept can be applied to all kinds of
systems. In this respect, several composites were prepared with various polymer matrices.
Emphasis has been put on the use of three main ‘categories’ of polymer matrices: another
amorphous polymer matrix than PS, namely poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), a semicrystalline polymer, i.e. a polypropylene emulsion, and a polymer blend of poly(2,6-dimethyl1,4-phenylene ether)/polystyrene (PPO/PS).

7.2. Experimental part.
7.2.1. Materials: Thin MWCNTs (reference of the product Nanocyl-3100, batch 060213) were
provided by Nanocyl SA (Belgium). These are the same CNTs as those used in the first part of
Chapter 5, as well as in Chapter 6. All the nanocomposites studied in the present chapter were
prepared with these MWCNTs.
A maleic anhydride-grafted homopolymer polypropylene emulsion, of which the commercial
name is Priex ® 801, was supplied by Solvay SA (Belgium) and used as polymer matrix for one
series of nanocomposites. This commercial emulsion is stabilized by negatively-charged
surfactants. The weight average molecular weight (Mw) of the polymer was in the range of
50,000-60,000 g/mol, as measured by GPC in trichlorobenzene, using linear polyethylene (PE)
standards (measured by DSM Resolve, The Netherlands). About 29 % of this PP has a molecular
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weight below 20,000 g/mol. Priex ® was designed for anti-static applications, and contains
additives enhancing the conductivity.
The poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene ether) (usually shortened as PPO or PPE) used in the
PS/PPO miniemulsion is a low molar mass PPO powder supplied by General Electric (The
Netherlands) coded SA 120 M. The weight average molecular weight (Mw) of the as-produced
polymer was measured to be 7,200 g/mol (as determined by GPC, when dissolving the samples
in tetrahydrofurane (THF), and using PS standards), which is in the same order of magnitude as
the value given by the supplier, i.e. 6,300 g/mol. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of this asreceived PPO was 163 ºC.
PPO/PS pellets were produced by General Electric (The Netherlands). They contained 25 wt%
of PPO (PPO-803, possessing a weight average molecular weight (Mw) of 30,000 g/mol and a
polydispersity index of 2.3) blended with PS (Lacqrene 1450N manufactured by Arkema; Mw
equal to 220,000 g/mol; polydispersity index of 2.4). The blend used was no commercial product
and did not contain any stabilizer.
For the polymerizations described in this chapter, both styrene (99 %, Sigma-Aldrich
Chemical Co.) and methyl methacrylate (MMA, 99 %, Aldrich Chemical Co.) were used after
purification, which was mainly aimed at inhibitor removal. In this respect, styrene was distilled
under reduced pressure, whereas methyl methacrylate was passed through a column of basic
alumina (Al2O3, Aldrich). Sodium dodecyl benzene sulfate (SDBS, 80 %, Sigma), sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 90 %, Merck Chemical Co.), hexadecane (99 %, Aldrich Chemical Co.),
sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, 99.5 %, Merck Chemical Co.), sodium peroxydisulfate (SPS, 99 %,
Merck Chemical Co.), and 2,2’-azobis-isobutyronitrile (AIBN, 98 %, Merck-Schuchardt Co.)
were utilized as-received. Demineralized water was used in all the preparations.
7.2.2. Instrumentation:
A recirculating twin-screw micro-extruder with a volume of 5 cm3, made by DSM (The
Netherlands), was utilized for the preparation of the MWCNT/PPO/PS nanocomposites by the
‘masterbatch approach’ (last section of the chapter)
Surfaces of nanocomposite were imaged by SEM under the conditions described in the
experimental section of Chapter 5. 1
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) was performed by using either a JEOL-2011
(FEI Co., The Netherlands) operated at 20 keV of acceleration voltage.
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Viscosity measurements at low shear rate, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) of the amorphous polymers and dynamic light scattering
(DLS) measurements, for determining the particle size, were performed as reported in Chapter 5.
Two-point and four-point conductivity measurements were carried out with a Keithley 6512
Programmable Electrometer, which was used either alone or in combination with a Keithley 220
Programmable Current Source. Measurements were performed directly on the surface of the
films. The contact between the sample and the measuring device was improved by the use of a
colloidal graphite paste (Cat#12660) provided by Electron Microscopy Science (USA). 2, 3
7.2.3. Procedures:
MWCNT exfoliations: All sonications were carried out under the same conditions as those
previously described in Chapter 3. 0.2 wt% of MWCNTs was exfoliated either in a 0.4 wt%
aqueous SDS solution or in a 0.3 wt% aqueous SDBS solution until the maximum exfoliation
was reached, see Chapter 3. In both cases, the surfactant concentration was chosen high enough
to ensure that the maximum CNT exfoliation could be reached (see Chapter 4).
Polymerizations.
3 PS emulsion polymerization: the preparation of this latex (EP1) was already described in the
experimental part of Chapter 5.
3 PMMA emulsion polymerization: The emulsion polymerization run was carried out in an
oxygen free atmosphere. 330.0 g MMA was mixed with 702.0 g water in the presence of 4.9 g
SDS surfactant and 1.0 g Na2CO3 buffer. The reaction was initiated by 0.7 g SPS dissolved in 5 g
of demineralized water. The polymerization took place at a constant temperature of 80 ºC. The
polymer obtained had a high molecular weight, with a peak molecular weight of approximately
1,500,000 g/mol (measured by GPC, after dissolution of the samples in THF, and by using PS
standards). Furthermore, it contained between 5 and 10 wt% of species having a molecular
weight lower than 20,000 g/mol. The particle size was about 72 nm, as determined by dynamic
light scattering (DLS).
3 PPO/PS miniemulsion: Since PPO can be dissolved in both styrene and PS, the strategy
chosen to blend both polymers was first to dissolve PPO in styrene monomer, and to carry out
the polymerization in a very similar way as a ‘standard’ miniemulsion polymerization. However,
PPO possesses –OH end-groups, which are known to inhibit the polymerization of styrene.

4, 5

Therefore these end-groups were fully end-capped by benzoyl chloride, 6 prior to dissolution of
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PPO in styrene. The Tg of the end-capped PPO (EC-PPO) was about 183-184 ºC. This value is
higher than that of the as-received PPO. This difference is certainly due to the loss of very low
molar mass materials during the last step of the end-capping procedure, i.e. the precipitation of
the polymer in methanol. After end-capping, the weight average molecular weight (Mw) was
7,400 g/mol, as determined by GPC.
First, 54 g styrene were mixed with 6 g of EC-PPO. This organic phase was stirred at room
temperature for 35 minutes at 270 rpm to allow EC-PPO dissolution in the monomer. After
addition of 1.7 g hexadecane, the mixture was further stirred. It was then added to the aqueous
phase containing 1.3 g SDBS dissolved in 145 g water. The emulsification was carried out in two
steps: a pre-emulsification carried out with an Ultraturrax® for 1 minute at 24,000 rpm was
followed by 7 minutes of sonication (Vibracell 750, 20W of power of sonication). The
emulsified mixture was finally poured into a reactor. The polymerization was initiated by
injection of 1.1 g of AIBN dissolved in 5 g water, and was carried out at 80 ºC under inert
atmosphere. The final monomer conversion was 90 % as determined by thermogravimetry.
The latex obtained contained 10 wt% of PPO dissolved in PS and had a particle size of
100 nm. At the end of the polymerization, the PS molar mass Mw was about 150,000 g/mol, as
determined by GPC according to a procedure described by Nelissen:

4

the PPO/PS blend was

first dissolved in dichloromethane in which PS is soluble, but not PPO. The non-dissolved PPO
was removed by filtration and the dichloromethane subsequently evaporated, affording the PS
without PPO. Subsequently, PS was dissolved in THF and further analyzed according to the
procedure described into details in Chapter 5.
Preparation of the nanocomposites.
3 MWCNT/PMMA nanocomposites: The aqueous SDS-MWCNT dispersions and the PMMA
polymer latex obtained by radical emulsion polymerization were used to prepare nanocomposites
according to the procedure described in Chapter 5. The processing temperature used remained
unchanged (180 ºC) and the final pressing at 100 bars lasted 2 minutes.
3 MWCNT/PPO/PS nanocomposites: The aqueous SDBS-MWCNT dispersions and the
PPO/PS polymer latex synthesized by miniemulsion were used to prepare nanocomposites
according to the procedure described in Chapter 5. In particular, the final pressing at 100 bars
was performed for 2 minutes, at 180 ºC.
3 MWCNT/Priex® 801 nanocomposites: The aqueous SDS-MWCNT dispersions were used
in combination with Priex® 801 to prepare nanocomposites, following the procedure described
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in Chapter 5. The processing temperature used was 170 °C, and the final pressing at 100 bars
lasted 2 minutes. .
3 Preparation of MWCNT/PPO/PS nanocomposites based on a MWCNT/PS masterbatch:
MWCNT/PS nanocomposites containing 7.7 wt% of CNTs were prepared according to the
procedure described in Chapter 5, until completion of the freeze-drying step. Depending on the
CNT concentration desired in the final nanocomposite, the PS/CNT powder obtained after water
sublimation was mixed in different ratios with PPO/PS pellets (25/75 wt/wt) in a miniextruder,
for 2 minutes at 260 °C. The speed of rotation of the two screws was kept constant at 60 rpm
during the mixing. The strand obtained was then pressed at 240 °C to obtain a flat surface and
the conductivity of the film obtained in this way was measured.
Morphological TEM characterization: An aqueous SDS-MWCNT dispersion was first mixed
with the Priex ® emulsion. The mixture was then spin-coated on a copper grid coated with
carbon. After having been kept at 180 ºC for 10 minutes, the sample was cooled down to 50 ºC at
a cooling rate of 5 ºC per minute, and finally imaged by TEM.

7.3. Results and discussion

7.3.1. Amorphous PMMA matrix
MWCNT/polymer nanocomposites were prepared with an amorphous polymer matrix,
different from our “reference” PS matrix, namely PMMA. The results of conductivity
measurements performed on the surface of MWCNT/PMMA nanocomposites are shown in
Figure 7.1. For comparison purposes, the conductivity of MWCNT/PS nanocomposites is plotted
in the same graph.
Please note that it was not possible to accurately measure the conductivities of some
MWCNT/PMMA samples, typically those with CNT concentrations below the percolation
threshold, since their conductivity levels (elsewhere reported to be in the range of 10-14 S/m 7 for
unfilled PMMA) were lower than the detection limit of the set-up used to perform these
measurements. We arbitrarily set the conductivity of these samples at the same level as the nonconductive PS-based samples, see Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1. Two-point conductivity measurements at various MWCNT concentrations in the
MWCNT/PMMA (¡) and MWCNT/PS ( ) nanocomposites.
It can clearly be seen in Figure 7.1 that the MWCNT/PMMA nanocomposite series has a
similar percolation threshold than the PS reference system, viz. about 0.75 wt% of MWCNTs for
the PMMA system and about 0.9 wt% for the PS system. At MWCNT concentrations higher
than the percolation threshold, the conductivities of both series of nanocomposites are
comparable. In fact, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions when comparing these two systems,
since several parameters vary from one system to the other. So, the very similar behavior of the
two systems studied might partly be due to the similar intrinsic polymer matrix properties that
determine the CNT-polymer interaction (e.g. polymer surface tension) and the intrinsic matrix
conductivity (e.g. matrix dielectric constant). The dielectric constant of PS has indeed been
reported to be equal to 2.48, 8 whereas that of PMMA is about 2.53. 9 Similarly, the experimental
critical surface tension of PMMA (resp. PS) was measured to be about 37-39 mJ/m2 10 (resp. 3336 mJ/m2).11 Both polymer latexes also had particle sizes of the same order of magnitude. We
also know from our own work that viscosity and molar mass distribution may influence the
percolation threshold (see Chapter 5).
Like for the MWCNT/PS nanocomposites studied in Chapter 5, an increase of Tg is observed
upon the MWCNT concentration, from 119 ºC for the unfilled PMMA to 126 ºC for 1.75 wt% of
MWCNTs. Similarly to the PS-based system (see Chapter 5), we attribute this Tg raise to the
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presence of very low molar mass PMMA, causing wetting of the CNTs with matrix material and
accordingly restricting the chain mobility of the adsorbed PMMA.

7.3.2. Semi-crystalline polypropylene matrix
Incorporation of (nano)particles into semi-crystalline polymers is frequently aimed at
modifying the crystallization behavior of the latter
notably the mechanical performance

10, 14

12, 13

in order to improve its properties,

and/or to shorten the processing cycles. In particular, a

high level of mechanical reinforcement of crystalline polymers can be achieved at low CNT
loadings due to the formation of a crystalline layer occupying the immediate vicinity of the CNT
walls, which can assure interfacial stress transfer.

15, 16

Dispersion of electrically conductive

particles into a semi-crystalline polymer matrix can also lead to the production of conductive
materials, for which for instance electrostatic dissipations can be considered.
One of the prerequisites of the preparation of conductive CNT/polymer nanocomposites with
the process studied in the present Ph.D. thesis, is that the polymer used as matrix exists in a latex
or emulsion form. Whereas the emulsion polymerizations for polymers such as PS and PMMA
(like the ones previously described in this thesis) are well-known, the synthesis of polyolefin
latexes is much less straightforward and would require the use of water-resistant catalysts in an
aqueous medium under well-controlled synthesis conditions.

17, 18

Successful preparation of

carbon nanotube/polyethylene (CNT/PE) nanocomposites based on this type of latexes has
already been achieved.

19

Since only relatively small quantities of PE latexes could be

synthesized per batch, unavoidable batch-to-batch variations (notably of molecular weight and
molecular weight distribution of the PE) led to relatively large experimental distributions in the
measured conductivities. This was aggravated by the fact that the stability in time of these
latexes was very limited. Another strategy to prepare polyolefin latexes consists of first
synthesizing the polymer in a “conventional” way and to subsequently bring it into a latex form
under high mechanical shear. This last preparation route is applied for the preparation of some
commercial products.
For this part of the chapter, we used a commercial isotactic polypropylene (PP) emulsion, of
which the commercial name is Priex® 801.

20

This PP homopolymer is first synthesized, and

grafted with maleic anhydride by reactive extrusion, before being emulsified and stabilized with
negatively charged surfactants. This product was chosen for several reasons. The large quantity
of PP latex available made it possible to prepare large series of nanocomposites with exactly the
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same batch of polymer emulsion. Furthermore, we had a strong desire to extent our study, on the
latex-based process for the preparation of conductive nanocomposites, to commercial latex
products.

Electrical properties
Like for nanocomposites of which the matrix is an amorphous polymer, evidence for the
formation of a conductive CNT network through the semi-conductive PP matrix was obtained by
conductivity measurements, as shown in Figure 7.2. At low filler concentrations, below the
percolation threshold, the conductivity is equal to the one of the pure polymer, i.e. 10-5 S/m. This
value is already high enough for electrostatic dissipation applications.

21

Actually, Priex ® can

be used as coating on a substrate in order to improve the antistatic properties of the latter. 22
The percolation threshold is reached around 0.1 wt% of MWCNT loading. Upon further CNT
addition, the conductivity levels off around 80 S/m for 2 wt% of MWCNTs, which is of the same
range of conductivities as those measured for the CNT/amorphous polymer nanocomposites
described in the previous section of this chapter.
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Figure 7.2. Four-point conductivity measurements as a function of the MWCNT concentration
for Priex®801/CNT nanocomposites.
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Since the polymer latex used to prepare the CNT/PP nanocomposites is a commercial
emulsion, it was not possible to get very detailed information regarding its composition and the
exact type of surfactant used. The anti-static Priex ® system for sure contains conductivity
enhancing additives. The conductivity of the grafted PP alone (i.e. without the conductivityenhancing additives and the surfactants used during the emulsification process) was indeed
measured to be lower than 10-9 S/m, that is to say much lower than the conductivity of 10-5 S/m
measured for the unfilled Priex ®, see Figure 7.2. The resulting relatively high intrinsic
conductivity of the bare Priex ® polymer obviously allows a larger distance through which
electrons can tunnel or hop between CNTs at the junctions of the percolation network, in
comparison with insulating matrices such as PMMA and PS. So, at comparable filler dispersion,
a first conductive path would be observed at lower filler concentrations for the system based on
the polymer of higher intrinsic conductivity. In this respect, the observed lower experimental
percolation threshold of the CNT/PP system compared to the one of the CNT/PS and
CNT/PMMA systems could be expected. Simultaneously, the maximum conductivity level of the
CNT/PP nanocomposites is expected to be higher, since the inter-particle charge transport is
facilitated. 23 Unfortunately, this effect could not be evidenced due to the insufficient accuracy of
our conductivity measurement set-up.
Additionally, the lower viscosity of the PP used as matrix (about 5•101 Pa.s before the
emulsification process, i.e. before surfactant addition) compared to those of the PS and PMMA
matrices (much higher than 105 Pa.s) certainly favors the percolation threshold lowering and the
conductivity raise of the nanocomposite, see Chapter 5.

Morphological evaluation
A morphological TEM evaluation of the prepared MWCNTs was performed. Figure 7.3 shows
the lamellar morphology of the PP matrix surrounding the MWCNT. The lamellae appear to
grow perpendicularly from the MWCNT surface, which is in line with some recent work of
Minus

24

and Trujillo.

25

This ‘brush’ morphology indicates a strong nucleating effect of the

CNTs for polymer crystallization. Please note that this type of polymer crystal morphology is
known as transcrystallinity for systems based on fibers, such as glass, carbon, aramid or natural
fibers, of larger size than the CNTs presently considered. 26
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Figure 7.3. TEM micrograph of a MWCNT after isothermal crystallization for 10 minutes at
180 ºC. Scale bar: 0.5 ȝm.

Thermal characterization
The efficiency of nucleating agents is commonly measured by their impact on the global
crystallization kinetics. In this case, in comparison to the blank polymer without any additive,
two variables may be considered: (i) the reduction of the crystallization half-time at fixed
temperature

12, 25, 27, 28

and (ii) the shift to higher temperatures of the crystallization exotherm

when cooling down the molten sample in a differencial scanning calorimetry experiment (DSC).
The effect of MWCNTs on the crystallization of Priex® 801 was analyzed by the second
method.
The crystallization peak temperature (Tc) and the crystallization enthalpy ('H) are reported as
a function of the MWCNT concentration in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. The crystallization
temperature (Tc) increases with MWCNT concentration, from 116 ºC to 128 ºC, as a result of the
nucleating effect of the CNTs. Tc levels off at 128 ºC from 1 wt% MWCNTs.
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Figure 7.4. Influence of MWCNT content on the crystallization peak temperature (Tc).
Furthermore, the degree of crystallinity, see Figure 7.5, remains constant within experimental
error as the MWCNT loading increases. This is not particularly surprising, since nucleating
agents actually do not affect crystallinity to a large extent. 25
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Figure 7.5. Influence of MWCNT content on the degree of crystallinity of MWCNT/PP
composites.
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7.3.3. PPO/PS blend as polymer matrix
Generally, polymer blending is performed because it yields materials with property profiles
superior to the features of the individual components, and it provides a way of producing new
materials, which combine the useful properties of all of the constituents.
Poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene ether) (PPO or PPE) is a linear polymer possessing a high
impact strength and constant mechanical properties over a very wide range of temperatures. On
the other hand, PPO is not processable as such via conventional techniques like injection
molding and extrusion. That is why it is commonly mixed with PS in order to circumvent this
issue. Blending of PPO and PS is extremely attractive since these two compounds are the
paradigm of a miscible pair of polymers.

29

In fact, it is generally sufficient for a copolymer to

have a styrenic part in order to be miscible with PPO. Consequently, an extremely wide range of
blends, of tuned properties, based on PPO or its copolymers and on PS and its copolymers, can
be prepared. Nowadays, blends based on PPO (homo- or copolymer) with PS and/or PS
copolymers are manufactured at large scale by several major plastic producers such as General
Electric (under the trade name Noryl ®), BASF, Mitsubishi, etc.

Preparation and characterization of PPO/PS latex
Blends of PPO and PS are commonly produced via extrusion melt-blending. This operation is
generally achieved at high temperature, which might promote undesirable degradation and/or
crosslinking of PPO. An alternative to this route was proposed by Nelissen and his coworkers at
the beginning of the 1990’s.4,

30

These researchers describe a route to prepare PPO/PS blend

beads of the mm-range size, by suspension polymerization. We modified the procedure proposed
by Nelissen, taking into account the requirements that a miniemulsion polymerization must
fulfill. The main differences between our approach and Nelissen’s method are the following:
 A mixture of SDBS/hexadecane was chosen as stabilization system since it was found to be
suitable for the efficient stabilization of polymer particles of size smaller than one ȝm. 31
 The emulsification process was split-up into two steps, namely a first pre-emulsification step
performed by ultra-high shear stirring, followed by a subsequent emulsification by
ultrasonication 32 in order to obtain submicron particles.
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 The end-capping of PPO was carried out ex-situ, i.e. prior to its dissolution in styrene. On
the contrary, in Nelissen’s work,4 prior to polymerization, the PPO dissolved in styrene was encapped at room temperature.

Electrical properties
MWCNT/PPO/PS nanocomposites were prepared with different MWCNT loadings by our
‘standard’ procedure described in Chapter 5. It was verified by SEM that the MWCNTs were
well-dispersed in the polymer matrix, see Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6. SEM micrograph of the surface of a MWCNT/PPO/PS nanocomposite containing
0.75 wt% of MWCNTs. Scale bar: 1 ȝm.
Figure 7.7 shows the electrical conductivity of the MWCNT/PPO/PS nanocomposites as
function of the weight fraction of the MWCNTs. The percolation threshold is already reached at
about 0.3 wt% MWCNT. As for the other series of nanocomposites studied, the conductivity is
in the range of several tens of S/m at higher MWCNT concentrations (i.e. higher than 1 wt%).
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Figure 7.7. Results of four-point conductivity measurements as a function of the MWCNT
concentration for MWCNT/PPO/PS nanocomposites.
As already highlighted during the study of the previous CNT/polymer nanocomposites, the
low percolation threshold is certainly favored by the viscosity of the polymer matrix, which is
notably lower than those of the PMMA and PS matrices studied in the first section of the present
chapter (about 5•103 Pa.s for PPO/PS, which is at least one order of magnitude lower than the
viscosities of the earlier described PMMA and PS matrices, which are higher than 105 Pa.s). 33
Tg values of the same PPO/PS blend with and without MWCNTs were measured with DCS.
The results of these measurements are collected in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2. Glass transition temperature (Tg) of the PPO/PS matrix as a function of the
MWCNT concentration.
Sample

Tg (ºC)

PPO/PS without CNTs after freeze drying, before thermal treatment

103.8

PPO/PS without CNTs, after thermal treatment

110.0

PPO/PS with 1 wt% CNTs, after thermal treatment

115.6

PPO/PS with 2 wt% CNTs, after thermal treatment

115.6

Notes: All the DSC results presented in this table correspond to the second heating of the
sample. The thermal treatment means that the samples were placed overnight in a vacuum oven
at 150 ºC.
Similar to the results reported in Chapter 5 (SWCNT/PS nanocomposites of which the matrix
contained a significant amount of very low molar mass PS), the Tg of the system increases from
about 110 ºC to 116 ºC upon addition of MWCNTs, which is an indication of a good fillerpolymer wetting, see Chapter 5. The adsorption of PS and PPO molecules at the CNT surface
restricts mobility and accordingly raises Tg.
Tg measurements are frequently used for the estimation of the compatibility of polymer blends.
Miscible polymer blends reveal a single intermediate Tg, although a single Tg is no unambiguous
proof of complete miscibility on a molecular scale. 29, 34
The Fox equation describes the changes in the Tg of a completely miscible physical polymer
blend, like PPO/PS: 35
1
Tg blend

w1
w
 2
Tg 1 Tg 2

(7.1)

Tg corresponds to the glass transition of the polymers of the blend in Kelvin, and w to the
corresponding weight fractions of the two polymer compounds, namely 1 and 2, in the mixtures.
The Tg estimated by the Fox equation for a blend containing 10 wt% of PPO (Tg = 184 ºC) and
90 wt% of PS (100 ºC) is about 105 ºC. This value is very close to the Tg of the PPO/PS powder
obtained after freeze-drying, i.e. about 104 ºC, see Table 7.2. This seems to suggest that the two
polymers of the blend are completely mixed on a molecular scale at the end of the
polymerization. However, the Tg value of our 10/90 PPO/PS blend, as calculated by the Fox
equation, namely 105 ºC, is lower than the one measured after the thermal treatment, although
105 ºC and 110 ºC are still in the same range. It might mean that some small molecules, which
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act as plasticizer, like SDS or some residual monomer, are degraded or evaporated during this
thermal step.
Of course, it can not be completely excluded that, additionally, mixing at the molecular level
of the two polymers was not entirely completed at the end of the PS polymerization (because of
occurrence of secondary nucleation for example). In this case, the stay in the oven at higher
temperature than the Tg of PS promoted the complete mixing of the two compounds of the blend,
leading to an upward Tg shift, see Table 7.2.

Alternative route to prepare PPO/PS/MWCNT nanocomposites
A masterbatch is generally a highly concentrated mixture of pigments and/or of additives mixed
with a carrier resin. It can be directly used by the processor in small quantities to pigment or to
modify a virgin polymer of choice. Masterbatch technology is frequently used in industry. As an
example, masterbatch producers in Europe manufactured close to one million ton of
masterbatches in 2006. 36
We tried an alternative approach based on masterbatches in order to prepare CNT/PPO/PS
nanocomposites. Instead of directly mixing a surfactant-CNT dispersion with a PPO/PS polymer
in the form of a latex, the nanocomposite was prepared in two steps. The first step consisted in
producing a MWCNT/PS masterbatch with a relatively high, well-dispersed MWCNT loading
(viz. 7.7 wt% CNTs) by following the procedure described in Chapter 5. This masterbatch was
then mixed with PPO/PS pellets (containing 25 wt% PPO) in the melt, by extrusion. The
MWCNT loading was tuned by changing the weight ratio of MWCNT/PS masterbatch and
PPO/PS pellets. It was verified by SEM characterization of the surface of the nanocomposites
(not shown) that the CNTs had not reaggregated during the extrusion.
The results of conductivity measurements performed on the surface of the films are presented
as a function of the MWCNT concentration in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8. Two-point measurements of the conductivity of MWCNT/PPO/PS
nanocomposites as a function of the MWCNT concentration for: () 2 minutes and () 5 minutes
of mixing in the extruder. The symbol (), at 7.7 wt% MWCNTs, corresponds to the
conductivity of the pure masterbatch (MWCNT/PS before extrusion).
Some MWCNT-richer and MWCNT-poorer volumes could be distinguished with bare eyes
(large darker and lighter areas) in the films of the lower MWCNT concentrations, when the
mixing in the extruder lasted only 2 minutes. On the contrary, these inhomegeneities in color
distribution were not observed when the residence time was increased to 5 minutes, meaning that
the quality of the mixing of the masterbatch and of PPO/PS could be improved by increasing the
residence time in the extruder. This was confirmed by the fact that, when the masterbatch was
diluted to 1 wt% of MWCNTs, the nanocomposites obtained after two minutes of mixing were
not conductive on a large fraction of its surface. On the other hand, a five-minute mixing led to
the production of electrically conductive nanocomposites, see Figure 7.8.
In summary, in this section, it was demonstrated that conductive, industrially-relevant
CNT/PPO/PS nanocomposites can successfully be prepared by two main routes based on latextechnology. The first one consists of directly mixing SDS-CNT dispersions with a PPO/PS latex.
The second one is based on the use of a CNT/PS masterbatch, subsequently mixed with PPO/PS
by extrusion in the melt. Mainly because of lack of time, these two methods could not be
optimized. However, these first experimental results are definitely extremely promising.
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7.4. Conclusions
The results on MWCNT/polymer nanocomposites reported in this chapterdemonstrate that the
latex-based concept to produce nanocomposites can successfully be used to prepare conductive
CNT/polymer nanocomposites made of MWCNTs well-dispersed in various polymer matrices.
The versatility of this unique concept was demonstrated for amorphous, semi-crystalline, and
mixed polymers (blends). The latter can be either ‘home-made’ or industrially manufactured.
It was found that the CNT-polymer interactions are of major importance to influence the
percolation behavior of the nanocomposites, as well as the viscosity and the intrinsic
conductivity of the polymer matrix. Furthermore, as already reported by several other
researchers, it was confirmed that CNTs can play the role of template or nuclei for the
crystallization of polymers. 24, 27, 37-39 Regarding the preparation of nanocomposites of which the
matrix is a polymer blend, an alternative approach to the manufacturing of the blend by
(mini)emulsion polymerization was proposed. This second route consists of preparing a
masterbatch made of CNTs mixed with one of the compounds of the polymer blend, using latex
technology, and subsequently mixing this masterbatch with the other compounds of the blend,
for instance by melt-extrusion. This approach is extremely promising since it opens the
possibility to extend the sphere of application of the latex-based concept to the commercial
production of nanocomposites based on blends that can not easily be obtained in a latex form.
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8
EPILOGUE AND TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Summary
The main conclusions of this thesis are highlighted in this chapter. It is demonstrated how our
work contributes to the research carried out in the field of electrically conductive carbon
nanotube/polymer nanocomposites. An outlook for future research is subsequently suggested.
The required adaptations of this latex-based concept to make carbon nanotube/polymer
nanocomposites on an industrial scale are also discussed.
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8.1. Highlights
Nowadays, the use of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), either multi-wall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) or single-wall nanotubes (SWCNTs), is of major importance for the design and
development of advanced high performance polymeric nanocomposites. In particular, impetuous
efforts are devoted to the production and the study of electrically conductive CNT/polymer
nanocomposites. The work described in this Ph.D. thesis is clearly a contribution to this research
area. Indeed, it not only describes a novel way based on latex technology to prepare
CNT/polymer nanocomposites, but also, more generally, it constitutes a step forward in the
characterization and the understanding of the sonication-driven exfoliation of aqueous CNTssurfactant solutions, as well as of the percolation of CNTs in polymer matrices.
The main steps of the so-called latex-based process are:
 sonication-driven individualization of CNTs in an aqueous surfactant solution
 mixing of this surfactant -CNT dispersion with a polymer latex
 freeze-drying of the resulting mixture
 final processing in the melt
In this thesis, a novel technique based on the use of UV-Vis spectroscopy allowed us to
monitor the debundling of CNTs during the first step of the process. This is of major importance
since the success of this operation constitutes a sine qua non condition to obtain nanocomposites
made of mainly individual CNTs dispersed in a polymer matrix. It also helped us to determine
when completion of this step was fulfilled and, thus, when sonication should be stopped so that
sonication-induced damage of the CNTs could be minimized. Furthermore, this technique
appeared to be a valuable tool to get some insight into the exfoliation process of CNTs in
aqueous surfactant solutions in general. In particular, this technique based on UV-Vis
spectroscopy was very helpful with respect to choosing the optimal experimental parameters of
the sonication, e.g. the power of sonication, the CNT and the surfactant mass fractions.
Based on the study of a carbon nanotube/polystyrene (CNT/PS) model system, generic
knowledge was developed about the influence of the characteristics of (i) the polymer matrix, i.e.
its viscosity and its molar mass distribution, and of (ii) the CNTs used, notably their degree of
graphitization, length and diameter, on the conductivity of the final nanocomposite. On the one
hand, it was demonstrated that the presence of oligomeric matrix materials was beneficial for the
enhancement of the nanocomposite conductivity, as well as for the wetting of the dispersed
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CNTs with polymer matrix material. On the other hand, using CNTs possessing a high degree of
wall perfection, as well as relatively small diameters and relatively high aspect ratios, was found
to be beneficial for both the enhancement of the overall conductivity of the final nanocomposite
and the lowering of its percolation threshold.
Besides, since our latex-based process, used to make conductive nanocomposites, is versatile,
it can successfully be utilized to prepare nanocomposites with various polymer matrices. The
intrinsic conductivity of the matrix plays an important role with respect to the percolation
threshold: a higher conductive matrix allows electron hopping or tunneling over larger distances
between the conductive nanofillers, which promotes the formation of a percolation network at
lower filler concentrations.

8.2. Outlook
High levels of electrical conductivity of materials made of conductive CNTs dispersed in an
insulating polymer matrix are exclusively due to the formation of a conducting path of filler
particles through the matrix. The formation of this percolating network is, of course, governed
by geometrical factors, such as the state of aggregation and the aspect ratio of the CNTs, but also
by other critical factors concerning CNT surface properties, polymer matrix type and viscosity,
processing conditions, etc., which control the interfacial wetting. Therefore, in order to prepare
reproducible batches of nanocomposites with desired physical properties, it appears necessary to
control each step of the process since each of them can significantly influence the percolation
behavior of the fillers, and thus the conductivity of the final composite.
It is obvious that the second step of the process, i.e. the mixing of the aqueous surfactant -CNT
dispersion and of the polymer latex, can seriously affect the state of dispersion of the CNTs as it
leads to a new equilibrium. In the work described in this thesis, it was decided to mainly work in
standardized conditions and with colloidal systems (both the polymer latex and the aqueous
surfactant-CNT dispersion) stabilized by the same surfactant, typically anionic surfactants such
as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS). However, it
would be interesting to investigate this step more in depth. Notably, tuning the electrostatic
and/or steric interactions between the polymer latex particles and the CNTs would promote
controlled CNT aggregation in a way (via the choice of the surfactant type and concentration or
of the size of the latex particles, by tuning the surfactant charge density, the electrolyte
concentration or the pH of the colloidal system for example) and might be indeed a way to tailor
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the percolation threshold value, for example. Besides, in the work described in the present thesis,
repulsive interactions between the CNTs and the latex particles were targetted. However, the
‘opposite’ approach, i.e. heterocoagulation of polymer latex particles on the surface of the filler
particles, has proven to be promising for clay/polymer latex systems 1 and might be worth future
studies in combination with our system.
More difficult to study is the contribution of the sonication-assisted CNT debundling, the first
step of the process, to the percolation of the final nanocomposite, since its effects can be partially
erased by the subsequent steps of the process. Notably, the level of bundling obtained at the end
of this step can either remain unaffected during the following steps, or (partial) aggregation may
occur. It is important to stress that this step is particularly crucial since it is the single step during
which CNT debundling and reduction of the aspect ratio can potentially occur. Interestingly,
there is evidence that already at this state, even at low CNT concentrations, a more or less loose
CNT network is formed
concentration.

6, 7

2-5

of which the structure is strongly affected by the CNT and the SDS

In particular, the presence of surfactant micelles (in the case of an excess of

surfactant molecules which do not contribute to the stabilization of the CNTs for instance) can
induce attractive interactions (depletion), which promote parallel alignment of the CNTs when
they stick to each other. Further investigation of this CNT network, notably by studying how it is
affected by the subsequent steps of the process, would be worthwhile.
As for the mass segregation observed when very low molecular weight PS is present in the
polymer matrix, better characterization of the charge transport implied in the conduction of the
nanocomposites studied in this thesis would certainly largely contribute to the refinement of the
understanding of this phenomenon. In particular, temperature and frequency-dependent
conductivity measurements are expected to provide more detailed information regarding the
exact conduction mechanism taking place and regarding the thickness of the polymer layer at the
junctions of the percolating CNT network, respectively.
Additionally, it would be worthwhile defining the domain of validity of this mass segregation
phenomenon by defining to which extent the conclusions drawn for the CNT/PS nanocomposites
hold for other systems. We attributed the origin, of the preferable wetting of the CNT walls by
very low molar mass PS compared to high molar mass PS, to the difference of surface tension
between them. As a consequence, this effect should in principle be observable with other
polymer matrices than PS, under the conditions: (i) that the surface tension of the polymer
considered remains lower than the surface tension of the CNTs at the temperature of the
pressing, and (ii) that the surface tension of the polymer chains of low molar mass is
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significantly lower than the one of the corresponding polymer of high molar mass. For
verification of this assumption, it would be useful to prepare nanocomposites with a broad range
of polymers possessing various surface tensions and molar mass distributions as matrices.
Additionally, use of other types of surfactants than SDS, notably surfactants that can be degraded
during processing or that can strongly interact with the polymer matrix, might also be considered
in order to improve the CNT-matrix wetting.
Finally, the work described in the present thesis is aimed at characterizing and studying the
electrical conductivity of the nanocomposites studied. However, CNTs are also excellent thermal
conductors. Theoretical calculations and experimental measurements indeed point out that the
thermal conductiviy of an individual CNT can expected to be in the range of several 1000 W/(m
K).

8-12

Consequently, thermal conductivity of polymer composites can be explored for many

applications, notably for electronic devices.

13, 14

However, it should be stressed that, while the

CNT filler dominates the electrical conductivity of CNT/polymer nanocomposites, thermal
conductivity of the latter depends comparably on both the CNT and the polymer matrix.
Accordingly, formation of an electrically conductive filler network (at the percolation threshold)
does not induce any significant discontinuity in the thermal conductivity.

15, 16

Govny et al.

14

recently found that systems consisiting of MWCNTs of small diameter, dispersed in a polymer
matrix with which they have weak interactions, have the highest potential to lead to
technologically interesting composite heat conductors. These parameters are indeed expected to
contribute to the minimization of the CNT-polymer interfacial resistance, which is known to
severely limit the thermal conductivity of the final nanocomposite.
Huggenmueller

18

17

Additionally,

showed that using semicrystalline polymer matrices such as polyethylene,

which exhibit an enhancement in thermal conductivity with increasing crystallinity, can also be
used to improve the thermal conductivity of CNT/polymer nanocomposites. One can thus
conjecture that nanocomposites prepared with the vertically-grown CNTs (VGCNTs, see
Chapter 6) and high molar mass semi-crystalline polymer should possess high thermal
conductivity, in addition to exceptional high electrical conductivity. No doubt that in future
research, the emphasis may lie on the combined study of both the thermal and electrical
conductivity of CNT/polymer nanocomposites, prepared in a similar way as those studied in this
Ph.D. thesis.
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8.3. Industrial application
Research towards the design and the optimization of routes to prepare CNT/polymer
nanocomposites started about 15 years ago. So far, this type of research, such as the one
described in this thesis, is most of the time carried out at relatively small scales. However,
CNT/polymer nanocomposite materials have so much potential that development of various
commercial products requiring manufacturing at higher scale is very likely.
In order to implement the preparation of CNT/polymer nanocomposites with a latex-based
concept, several issues have to be taken into account.
First of all, a major issue, which was barely mentioned in this thesis, although of major
importance, is health risk. While ‘basic’ precautions are sufficient to handle aqueous surfactantCNT dispersions and latexes before or after freeze-drying, on the contrary, most of the asproduced CNT powders remain potentially dangerous for the health when inhaled.

19-21

That is

why special attention should be devoted to the development of working conditions that keep the
level of exposures of the workers low, not only during the fabrication, but also during possible
recycling, or incineration of the materials.
From a technical point of view, the method of preparation the CNT/polymer nanocomposites
described in the present thesis is expected to be relatively easy to scale up to an industrial scale.
Preparation of polymer latex by (mini)emulsion polymerization or of polymer emulsions which
are artificially brought into the latex form by ultra high shear for example, is a mature and
relatively old field in polymer science.

22

On the other hand, sonication of large volumes of

aqueous surfactant-CNT dispersions would require some adaptations, such as the use of a stirring
system necessary for homogeneization

23, 24

combined with the use of a long probe for the tip

sonicator. The fact that this type of aqueous dispersions is already commercially available (for
example by SWeNT Co. (USA) and Nanocyl S. A. (Belgium)) proves that production of this
type of goods at larger scale than the laboratory scale has already become reality. In advance of
the mixing of the CNT dispersion and the polymer latex, special care should be taken of the
control of the concentration of surfactant, especially the free surfactant, and of the pH of both
colloidal systems.
In fact, the main bottleneck for the transfer of this technology from laboratory to industry
might be the cost of the process. In particular, the raw materials, e.g. the CNTs, remain
expensive. This fact is linked to issues regarding industrial large scale production of CNTs of
good quality (“good” remaining a very subjective notion currently in the absence of international
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quality standards). As long as this objective is not reached, manufacture and use of CNTs,
especially SWCNTs, is likely to remain a niche industry restricted to higher-value industrial
sectors such as medical and electronics, without widespread applications. Manufacturers are
aware of this issue and the trend goes towards lowering of production costs. As an example,
Bayer is planning to produce 3,000 tons of MWCNTs per year, which should bring the price of
one kg of finished product down to 10-20 euros. If this trend is confirmed, MWCNT-based
nanocomposite might soon become a commercial reality, followed by SWCNT-based
nanocomposites.
Furthermore, freeze-drying of the aqueous CNT/latex dispersion was used since it does not
require high drying temperatures while preventing CNT irreversible aggregation to occur like if
regular, thermal-vapor routes are chosen.

25

On the other hand, this drying technique is a

relatively lengthy and expensive process in terms of operating costs and energy consumption. 26,
27

Consequently, special attention may be devoted to searching outlets for the nanocomposites

designed by this technology (which implies a careful choice of the specific types of CNTs and of
polymer to utilize) or to alternative dehydration strategies, like flash-technique for example.
Regarding this first point, production of ‘latex-based’ masterbatches like the ones described in
Chapter 7 looks very promising, especially because of the possibility to prepare in similar ways
masterbatches based on a broad range of polymer matrices (already commercially available or
not) that could be compatible with various industrial products. These masterbatches can be metblended with pure polymer, using conventional processing techniques.
Another possible way to reduce the costs might be to privilege the direct use of the colloidal
CNT/polymer latex dispersions. Examples of this technology can be found in the field of
coatings (like, for instance, the smearing of textiles that are subsequently used during the
manufacturing of tires) or of the manufacturing of disposable gloves. In this case, use of polymer
matrices with low film formation temperatures, like Priex ® (see Chapter 7), may be considered.
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APPENDIX A
TO PURIFY OR NOT TO PURIFY:
A CRITICAL STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF PURIFICATION OF CNTS

A.1. Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are no standardized products; as a result, their molecular structure
(and thus their resulting characteristics and properties), as well as the type and amount
of impurities present depend on both the production method, such as, among others, arcdischarge,

1, 2

chemical vapor deposition, 3-8 or laser vaporization of a carbon target, 9, 10 as well

as on the manufacturer. It should also be mentioned that even a specific type of CNTs produced
by a certain manufacturer can exhibit significant differences of behavior from one batch to the
other.
Since the first synthesis and characterization of CNTs at the end of the 80’s of last century, the
processes developed in industry or academia to synthesize CNTs become better and better. This
results in a steady improvement of the quality of the CNTs in terms of reduction of the defects of
the CNT walls, as well as a diminution of the weight percentage of impurities present, such as
amorphous carbon, graphite nanoparticles or catalyst particles. Even so, CNT purification might
be important to benefit as much as possible from their excellent intrinsic properties (notably
through the elimination of less conductive impurities of low aspect ratio or through the removal
of the defect-rich CNTs).
That is why several methods have been (and are still currently) developed to purify CNTs.
Among the most common techniques reported in literature, an interesting physical approach
consists of separating the CNTs from their impurities by chromatographic techniques, since both
types of particles can have different hydrophilic volumes and/or solubility in the stationary phase
selected.

11-15

Strategies based on thermal annealing have also proved to be effective, since they

lead to the removal of residual catalyst particles and can even sometimes increase the graphitic
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perfection of the CNTs.

16-21

It was indeed proven that CNT annealing at high temperature

contributes to the elimination of the microstructural defects within multi-wall CNTs (MWCNTs)
18, 22

and can be combined with other chemical or physical treatments

17

in order to purify and

optimize CNTs. Nevertheless, this approach might induce the formation of undesirable new
graphitic shells, as well as of other undesirable graphitic nanoparticles. 23
Nevertheless, most of the methods reported in literature are actually based on acid treatments
that can be more or less aggressive, depending on the procedure followed.

24-26

Notably, nitric

acid is a standard reagent for purification of single-wall CNTs (SWCNTs) and “traditionally”
constitutes the first step of many purification treatments. It was proven that this reagent is
efficient to significantly reduce the amount of transition metal catalyst, but only at the expense of
significant destruction of the CNTs themselves. 27 Similarly, Monthioux et al. 28 showed that the
methods based on the use of nitric and sulfuric acid lead to significant damage of the structure of
the CNT walls, and even to cutting of the CNTs when this treatment is coupled to sonication.
Defects at the surface of the CNT walls induced by the acidic treatment are weak spots of the
CNTs and preferred areas to initiate the cutting of the CNTs.
We decided to focus on the purification of HiPCO SWCNTs, since they can efficiently be
purified using non-oxidative hydrochloric acid under mild conditions. The purification procedure
used basically consists of a first baking step aiming at the oxidation of the catalyst particles. The
second step is an extraction of the oxidized Iron particles by hydrochloric acid under mild
conditions (without any sonication). These purified CNTs were first analyzed by IR
spectroscopy in order to detect any chemical changes at the surface possibly caused by the
purification. The efficiency of the purification to remove catalyst particles and carboneous
impurities was subsequently checked by TGA analysis. Afterwards, using the described method
in Chapter 3, purified and non-purified CNTs of the same batch were exfoliated in an aqueous
SDS solution and employed to make NT-polystyrene nanocomposites with a latex-based process.

A.2. Experimental part:
A.2.1. Materials: HiPCO CNTs were produced by a modified gas process based on chemical
vapour deposition. Two different batches of HiPCO CNTs were studied. The batch (PO 257)
contained around 10-15 wt % impurities according to the manufacturer. These impurities are
partially composed of 5 wt% small iron catalyst particles based on the total weight of a sample;
these particles are encased in carbon shells and sometimes also in the CNTs themselves.
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According to the supplier, the second batch of HiPCO CNTs used for the purification, RO 220,
contained about 30wt% of iron content.
The surfactant used for the dispersion of the CNTs is sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 90 %)
provided by the Merck Chemical Co. Fuming hydrochloric acid (37 %) was used for the
purification and was provided by VWR Co. All experiments were carried out with demineralized
water.
A.2.2. Instrumentation:
UV-Vis spectroscopy: UV-VIS absorption spectra were recorded by a Hewlett Packard 8453
spectrometer operating between 200 and 1100 nm.
IR Analysis: Transmission IR data were recorded on a Bio-Rad (FTS 3000 MX) Fourier
Transform RI spectrometer. 20 scans were co-added with a resolution of 4 cm-1. Samples were
prepared by thoroughly mixing from 1 to 2 mg of dry NT powder in 200 mg of pre-dried
potassium bromide (KBr; Merk Co.) in an agate mortar. Tablets were subsequently pressed and
their spectra measured.
Raman analysis: Raman spectra were collected using an Olympus BX40 Raman spectrometer
with a He-Ne laser (632.8 nm). The spectral resolution was 1 cm-1.
SEM: CNT dispersions of purified HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch RO220 were imaged after
having been deposited on a Si wafer of which the surface had been chemically modified. The
sample preparation, as well as the acquisition of the SEM images, is described in the
experimental section of Chapter 3.
Thermogravimetry: TGA experiments were performed on a Perkin Elmer TGA7
thermogravimetric analyzer under dry air flow (100 mL/min). Typically 1 mg of product was
heated from room temperature up to 900 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min.
A.2.3. Procedures:
Purification procedure: The same purification procedure, first published by Chiang et al.

29

and modified by Poulin and his coworkers, 30 was carried out on two different batches of HiPCO
CNTs, namely RO220 and PO257. Typically, 500 mg of SWCNTs were first baked at 200 ºC in
an oven (without vacuum) for 8 hours. This first step was aimed at the oxidation of the iron
catalyst particles of the CNTs. The CNTs were then soaked in 350 mL of concentrated
hydrochloric acid. The whole was stirred for 3 hours at room temperature. The extraction of the
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iron ions by the acid could be visually followed thanks to the gradual change of colour of the
acidic solution which became yellow-green (Fe3+ are rust-colored in solution and Fe2+ dark
green). The resulting mixture was finally filtrated under vacuum with a 0.45 ȝm-pore nylon
membrane. The filtrate collected on the filter was repeatedly washed with a large amount of
demineralised water, until the pH reached 7.
Exfoliation experiments: All sonication processes were carried out in the same conditions
described in Chapter 3. 0.1 wt% (resp. 0.5 wt%) of HiPCO RO220 (resp. PO257) was exfoliated
in 1 wt%-SDS aqueous solution. The exfoliation process was followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy
according the same protocol described in Chapter 3. Before recording their UV-Vis spectra, the
samples were diluted by an appropriate factor so that, at the end, the CNT concentration was
always equal to 6.7•10-4 wt%.
Making of nanocomposites: nanocomposites were made according to the procedure described
in detail in the experimental part of Chapter 5, by using the same polystyrene latex (PS). In this
respect, aqueous dispersions containing 1 wt% of SDS and 0.5 wt% of non-purified or purified
HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch PO257 were used.

A.3. Results and discussion:

A.3.1. Characterization of possible oxidation of the CNT walls due to the purification
HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch PO257 were analyzed by IR spectroscopy before and after
purification in order to detect any chemical changes at the CNT surface, i.e. some oxidation of
the CNT walls that could have been induced by the purification procedure.
According to Zhang et al., 31 chemical oxidation of the structure of SWCNTs (induced notably
by acidic treatment), mainly proceeds in two main steps: an initial attack on the original active
sites such as the –CH2 and –CH groups, which can be simultaneous to or followed by the
generation of new defects or active sites, typically –OH and –C=O groups. This is highlighted in
IR spectra by the decrease or even disappearance of the bands located around 880 cm-1
(characteristics of isolated –CH out of plane bending) and in the range 2850-3012 cm-1 (with the
presence of the peak located around 2915 cm-1 (resp. around 2850 cm-1), which is due to the
asymmetric (resp. symmetric) stretching of CH2/CH3 groups). This decrease is in principle
coupled to the increase of the bands located around 1720 cm-1 (corresponding to the stretching of
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the –C=O groups) and around 3100-3600 cm-1 (characteristic of –OH groups), as observed by
Rios and his coworkers.

32

Careful comparison of the IR spectra of the purified and of the non-

purified SWCNTs of the batch PO257 (not-shown) did not show any significant difference of
shape or of relative intensity of all the peaks previously mentioned. So it seems that the
purification treatment employed did neither particularly modify the composition of the SWCNT
walls, nor oxidize them.

A.3.2. Characterization of the efficiency of the purification
TGA measurements were performed to determine the oxidation stability and the iron content
of the CNT samples.
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Figure A1a. Experimental TGA curves for HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch RO220 before (in
blue) and after (in pink) purification.
Figure A1a shows the results of the TGA measurements performed on the non-purified HiPCO
CNTs of the batch RO 220, which possesses a relatively low quality and contains a relatively
high amount of impurities. The weight percentage of CNTs remained relatively constant from
room temperature to about 300 ºC. A slight increase of weight was observed around 350-400 ºC,
which was certainly due to the oxidation of the catalyst particles. The weight loss observed from
400 ºC to 500 ºC is believed to be due to the burning of the CNTs. Finally, the weight of the
sample measured levels off at 35 wt% of the initial weight. For HiPCO SWCNTs, the residual
amount at 800ºC is composed of iron oxides. The amount of iron initially present in the sample
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has been shown to correspond to about 80 % of the value of the percentage of this residue.

33

According to our TGA measurement, the iron content of the HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch
RO220 is equal to 28 wt%, which is in line with the specifications of the supplier. The TGA
curve of the purified SWCNTs displays some significant differences. First, the loss of weight
already started at temperatures much lower than 400 ºC. According to Resasco and his
coworkers., 34 amorphous forms of carbon are oxidized below 400 ºC. So this weight loss might
be due to the degradation of CNTs weakened by the acidic treatment of the purification. The
weight loss attributed to the burning of the CNTs also occurred over a larger range of
temperature, and the loss of weight ends at a more than 100 ºC higher temperature than for the
non-purified sample. This result should be associated to the iron content present in the CNT
sample. Many transition metals and their oxides play indeed a catalytic role in the gasification of
carbon materials. As a consequence, a reduced Fe content obtained after purification results in a
less pronounced catalytic effect on the CNTs oxidation, as already observed by other
researchers. 26, 35-38 Furthermore, it can also be seen that the catalyst content (corresponding to 80
% of the weight of the residue composed of iron oxide) was significantly reduced by more than
50 %, viz. from 28 wt% to 13.8 wt%, thanks to the purification.
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Figure A1b. Experimental TGA curve for HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch PO257 before (in
blue) and after (in pink) purification. The derivatives of these curves were multiplied by 6 and
plotted on the lower part of the same graph, using the same convention for the choice of colors.
Regarding the second batch of HiPCO CNTs purified (PO 257, of better quality than the
previous one, according to the supplier), similar trends can be observed, see Figure A1b. The
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purification seems to have slightly weakened the CNT walls, what could explain why the CNTs
started to degrade at slightly lower temperature than the non-purified samples. Furthermore, the
purified sample still contains a significant fraction of amorphous impurities since a relatively
important weight loss between 350 ºC and 450 ºC occurred, similar to the one also measured for
the non-purified CNTs of the same batch. The residual amount of iron was reduced from
5.6 wt% for non-purified sample to about 4.5 wt%, thanks to the purification, which corresponds
to a decrease of 20 %. An increase of the stay of the CNTs in the acid and a reduction of the
mass ratio CNTs/HCl did not increase the yield of the extraction of the Fe ions and thus did not
enable a more efficient removal of the catalyst particles. Because of a catalytic role played by the
iron particles

26, 35-37

over the oxidation and the burning of the CNTs, the degradation of the

purified CNTs occurred on a wider temperature range than the one of the as-produced CNTs.
Catalyst particles of this last sample were certainly mainly embedded in amorphous carbon
materials and/or in the SWCNTs themselves, which may explain the limited success of the
purification of this second NT batch. This was also experienced and explained by Zhang et al. 39
in their microscopic study of SWCNTs purified by a mild HCl-based procedure similar to ours.
Please note that the HiPCO SWCNTs of the second batch (PO257) possesses a higher thermal
stability than the ones of the batch RO220, since they are burned around 510 °C (see the
derivative of the thermogravimetry curve), i.e. about 70 °C higher than the CNTs of the first
batch studied. This is a sign of a higher wall perfection, which may lead to a higher conductivity.
To sum up, the purification procedure used proved to be (relatively) efficient to remove Fe
catalyst particles from the two batches of HiPCO SWCNTs employed, while preserving the
structure of their walls, as seen with IR spectroscopy. However, the efficiency of the purification
was strongly dependent on the CNT batch. The CNTs of the batch PO257, which contained a
much lower amount of impurities compared to the batch RO220, appeared to be quite persistent
against the purification treatment. This was possibly due to the change and improvement of the
CNT manufacturing process, which took place between the productions of the two batches used
here. 40 This difference of behavior between one batch of HiPCO CNTs and another one was also
experienced by Poulin and his coworkers. 30

A.3.3. Exfoliation of the purified HiPCO SWCNTs
The purified CNTs were exfoliated by sonication at 20 W. This process was followed by UVVis spectroscopy, and compared with the exfoliation of non-purified CNTs.
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Figure A2a. Evolution of the value of the absorbance of the peak located at 272 nm for an
aqueous 0.1 wt% HiPCO CNT dispersion, containing 1 wt% of SDS. The SWCNTs for which
the exfoliation behaviour is monitored here come from the batch RO220, and are exfoliated
either before () or after purification ().
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Figure A2b. Evolution of the value of the absorbance at 272 nm for an aqueous HiPCO CNT
solution, containing 0.5 wt% of CNTs and 1 wt% of SDS. The SWCNTs whose exfoliation
behaviour is monitored here come from the batch PO257, and are exfoliated either before () or
after purification (, U). Please note the good reproducibility of the measurements, since the
choice of two different symbols corresponds to two exfoliation experiments carried out at
different times.
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The results are plotted in Figures A2a and A2b for HiPCO CNTs of the batches RO220 and
PO257, respectively. Please note that, similarly to Carbolex SWCNTs, the CNTs containing a
higher amount of impurities (presented in Figure A2a) require much less energy to reach the
maximum of exfoliation than the as-produced HiPCO CNTs of high quality (PO257), see Figure
A2b. For both batches of CNTs, the plateau value of the absorbance at the end of the exfoliation
is lower for the purified SWCNTs than for the non-purified ones. Furthermore, a difference in
the location of the absorption maximum is observed: at the end of the exfoliation of the HiPCO
RO220, the highest value of absorbance at the end of the exfoliation is recorded at 235-6 nm,
whereas it is recorded at 231 nm for purified CNTs. Just like O’Connell et al.,
Burghard

42

41

Parades and

observed such a shift of the maximum in the UV-Vis spectra of HiPCO SWCNTs.

These researchers actually used the red-shifting of the peaks of the UV-Vis spectra of SDS-CNT
aqueous dispersions to determine the rate of re-aggregation of the suspensions studied.
These two experimental observations point out that the purified CNTs are more bundled at the
end of the exfoliation than the as-produced CNTs. This was confirmed by SEM images of the
purified HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch RO220 (not shown), which showed that these purified
CNTs were mainly present in small bundles of a few CNTs at the end of the exfoliation process.
The same effect (much less marked, so not detectable by SEM) could be observed for the batch
PO257, and is illustrated by the difference of the plateau value of the absorbance measured
between purified and unpurified samples.
The observed differences for our purified and non-purified CNTs is certainly due to a
modification of the pore structure induced by the mild HCl-based treatments. Yang et al.

43, 44

purified HiPCO SWCNTs using a procedure comparable to ours and found that this treatment
remarkably decreased the micropore size of the CNT bundles from 1.7 nm to 1.0 nm. This
observation is an indication of the formation of a more highly oriented structure of the CNTs in
bundles, which should stem from removal of the Fe catalyst particles and amorphous carbon
impurities. This would explain the higher degree of bundling of our HiPCO CNTs after
purification. Please note that the results of the CNT exfoliation are coherent with TGA
measurements, since the SWCNTs of the batch RO220, for which the purification led to the
removal of a higher fraction of impurities, also had a higher degree of bundling at the end of the
sonication process. This also partly explains the large difference in the plateau values for
purified and as-received CNTs of the RO220 batch. It can also not be excluded that differences
of specific extinction coefficients and/or background between purified and non-purified samples
are also at the origin of this large difference of plateau value observed.
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A.3.4. Characterization of the damage induced by the purification and the exfoliation step
by Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectra of SDS-CNT dispersions containing 0.5 wt% of purified or non-purified
SWCNTs were performed at the end of the exfoliation process. On the one hand, the comparison
of the full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the D-band of the Raman spectra of both samples
should give us some feed-back over the efficiency of the purification. 45 On the other hand, since
both the purified and the non-purified SWCNTs were exfoliated under the same conditions, the
comparison of their spectra at the end of the exfoliation provides us with a measure of the
damage caused by the purification: direct damage caused by the acidic treatment and indirect
damage on account of an increased sensitivity towards wall destruction induced by the
sonication process. 34
In our case, it is difficult to notice any significant change in either the intensity, nor the width
of the D-band of the spectrum of the purified SWCNTs, relative to the one of the raw soot (not
shown).

A.3.5. Making of nanocomposites
Figure A3 displays the results of conductivity measurements performed at the surface and on
both sides of nanocomposite films containing different concentrations of CNTs. It is obvious that
the use of purified CNTs does not particularly lead to a significant lowering of the percolation
threshold nor to a raise of the maximum achievable electrical conductivity of the final
composites. On the contrary, especially for higher CNT loadings, the nanocomposites prepared
with the purified SWCNTs are even slightly less conductive than the ones made with the nonpurified CNTs, which might be due to possible small damage induced by the treatment on the
CNT walls, as well as to higher concentration of bundles present in the purified sample.
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Figure A3. Conductivity of nanocomposites plotted versus the CNT concentration of purified
( ) and non-purified (¡) HiPCO SWCNTs (Batch PO257). The two series of nanocomposites
were prepared using the same experimental conditions for non-centrifuged aqueous SDS-CNT
dispersions containing 0.5 wt% of SWCNTs and 1 wt% of SDS, and with the same polystyrene
latex used to make the nanocomposites studied in Chapter 5.
By the way, it is worth mentioning that it is actually not even clear whether removing all
impurities from CNTs is automatically beneficial for their electrical properties. Grimes et al.

46

reported that the presence of residual Fe catalyst inclusions in the core of SWCNTs produced by
chemical vapor deposition enhances the average electrical conductivity by a factor 3.5, and thus
that the purification of these CNTs results in a lowering of their conductivity value.
Having reached this point of the study, we can say that the purification process led to
inconsistent results in function of the batch of HiPCO SWCNTs studied. On the one hand, the
purification was quite successful when applied to the batch RO220 and promoted a significant
decrease of the amount of impurities present in the sample, but only at the expense of the quality
of the exfoliation at the end of the sonication. On the other hand, the purified CNTs of the batch
PO257 did not show a too virulent resistance against the debundling process during the
sonication. However, it appeared that the purification did not contribute to a significant removal
of the impurities from the sample.
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A.4. Conclusions
To sum up, the possible improvement of the CNT properties induced by the removal of the
impurities present in the batch may be counterbalanced by the worsening of the unbundling
process and the possible weakening of the CNT structure caused by the acidic treatment, which
can even lead to a general decrease of the electrical conductivity of the CNTs due to damage of
their walls. It was further verified that the use of purified HiPCO SWCNTs (batch PO257) was
not beneficial for the electrical properties of the final nanocomposite in the sense that it did not
induce the lowering of the value of percolation threshold and/or the enhancement of the level of
conductivity of the final composite. That is why we decided at this point to directly use asproduced CNTs from now on, which seems to be wise for CNTs exhibiting a high purity
according to the manufacturer, coupled to good thermal stability.
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APPENDIX B
CENTRIFUGATION OF SDS-CNT DISPERSIONS

As previously mentioned, CNT samples are not exclusively composed of CNTs but also
contain a certain amount of impurities such as catalyst particles and carboneous impurities. As a
result, at the end of the exfoliation process, aqueous surfactant-CNT dispersions do not only
contain dispersed and mostly exfoliated CNTs, covered by surfactant molecules and detectable
by UV-Vis spectroscopy. Carboneous impurities like graphene nanoparticles or amorphous
carbon, catalyst particles and possibly some bundles of CNTs that cannot be exfoliated are also
present.
The density of individual SWCNTs coated by surfactant molecules is equal to 1.0 g.cm-3,
which is equal to the density of water, while the specific densities of the other species present
(CNT bundles, catalyst particles among others) are higher. The density of SWCNT bundles
containing 7 CNTs was calculated to be about 1.2 g.cm-3, whereas the density of catalyst
particles (generally coated by carbon) should reach 2-3 g.cm-3.1 Furthermore, it was shown by
Moore and her coworkers

2

that, in the case of HiPCO SWCNTs, catalyst particles preferably

associate with thicker SWCNT bundles rather than with thin ones. Consequently, centrifugation
promotes the phase separation of exfoliated SWCNTs, which remain in suspension, from denser
impurities and from thick CNT bundles of non-exfoliated CNTs. Please note that separation of
individual CNTs from CNT bundles, usually achieved by ultracentrifugation, is particularly
interesting when the experiments require the use of dispersions of only individual CNTs, such as
photoluminescence measurements for which even small CNT bundles are “invisible”.1, 2
The purpose of this appendix is to investigate whether centrifugation of the SDS-CNT
dispersions after exfoliation is really beneficial for the electrical conductivity of the final
nanocomposite.
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A Heraeus Sepatech Varifuge RF was used to centrifuge surfactant-SWCNT dispersions for
30 minutes at 3500 rpm. The surfactant-CNT dispersions studied contained 1 wt% of SDS and
either 0.5 wt% of HiPCO SWCNTs of the batch PO257 or 1 wt% of Carbolex SWCNTs of the
batch CLAP8510. The CNTs of the dispersions considered were exfoliated until the maximum
exfoliation was reached, as verified by UV-Vis spectroscopy. After centrifugation, about 85 % of
the supernatant was carefully collected. The supernatants of the HiPCO SWCNT dispersion were
used to prepare SWCNT/PS nanocomposites (with the so-called PS001 latex). Details of the
preparation of this latex are provided in the experimental part of Chapter 6. The TGA
measurements were performed under the same conditions as described in the Appendix A.
The UV-Vis spectra of the SDS-CNT dispersions before and after centrifugation were
recorded (not shown). Centrifugation of HiPCO SWCNTs did not lead to any noticeable
decrease of UV-Vis absorbance. This suggests that no significant amount of the absorbing
species, i.e. the exfoliated SWCNTs was removed during the centrifugation process. Actually,
this result is not so unexpected since the centrifugation applied was mild: it corresponds to a
relative centrifugal force of about 1500 g, that is to say at least 65 times less than the force
applied during ultracentrifugation.

1, 3

On the contrary, centrifugation of Carbolex SWCNT

dispersion led to a non-reproducible decrease of the UV-Vis absorbance of at least 15%. Since
Carbolex SWCNTs are still linked to catalyst particles at the end of the exfoliation (see Figure 7
of Chapter 3), the centrifugation certainly removes the denser catalyst particles, which pull a
fraction of the exfoliated SWCNTs to the bottom of the sample bottle during the centrifugation
step. The lack of reproducibility of the measurement (15 % to 25 % decrease of absorbance was
observed within the batch CLAP 8510) might be due to inhomogeneities in the connection of
CNTs to the catalyst particles in the sample. Because of this lack of reproducibility of the
centrifugation of the Carbolex SWCNTs, we focused on the study of the centrifugation of the
HiPCO CNTs for the rest of the study. For the same reasons, we did not work with centrifuged
MWCNTs.
TGA analyses were performed on the SDS-HiPCO SWCNT dispersions before and after
centrifugation in order to get more insight into the composition of the samples. Please note that
the oxidation temperature can be alternatively defined as a deflection point in a TGA curve (also
designed as onset temperature) or as a maximum of the derivative of the thermogravimetry curve
(DTG). Since the different constituents of CNT samples degrade at various temperatures and
over relatively broad temperature ranges, DTG data can be defined and measured more precisely
than onset temperatures, and are thus easier to analyze. The results of the TGA measurements are
shown in Figure B1a and the corresponding derivative curves in Figure B1b.
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Figure B1a. TGA measurement of HiPCO SWCNT samples: raw HiPCO CNTs (dashed black
line), SDS alone (dashed red line), SDS-HiPCO dispersion at the end of the exfoliation before
(in green), and after centrifugation (supernatant in pink and residue in blue).
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Figure B1b. Derivatives of the previous TGA measurements shown in Figure B1a. The code
of color is the same as for the previous graph.

As shown in Figures B1a and B1b, for SDS-HiPCO dispersions, the weight loss occurs in two
steps: a first weight loss is observed around 225 °C, which mainly corresponds to the
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degradation of SDS. The second weight loss observed around 400-500 ºC corresponds to the
burning of the CNT themselves. Interestingly, the HiPCO SWCNTs which have been sonicated
(i.e. the residues after water evaporation of the supernatant of centrifugation) are degraded
around
425 °C, which is a temperature more than 100 °C lower than the one at which the raw CNTs (no
sonication experienced) degrade. This might be an indication of the weakening of the structure
of the CNTs induced by the sonication process.
Moreover, the TGA residue of the precipitate after sonication and centrifugation of the SDSHiPCO dispersion is heavier than the TGA residue of SDS alone or of than the raw, nonsonicated CNTs (see Figure B1a). In principle, the weight of the TGA residue of the mixture of
two compounds, the SWCNTs and SDS in the present case, should be situated between the
weight values of the residues of these same compounds taken separately (see equation 2 of the
mass balance presented in Chapter 4). This means that a shift of composition occurred during the
sonication/centrifugation steps, which resulted in an enrichment in catalyst particles of the
precipitate of centrifugation. As highlighted by Li and his coworkers,4 it is likely that the
ultrasonic treatment (used to exfoliate the CNTs) promote the detachment of the catalyst
particles from the HiPCO SWCNT bundles. These “free” catalyst particles are then preferably
dragged to the bottom of the sample bottle during the centrifugation.

Issue concerning the calculation of the CNT concentration
Centrifugation leads to the preferential removal of the densest constituents of the multicompound systems constituted by aqueous surfactant-CNT dispersions. The nature and the
quantity of species removed are strongly connected to the CNT type and batch (notably their
density and the homogeneity of the batch) and to the surfactant types. It also depends on the
ability of the surfactant to stabilize the exfoliated CNTs, as well as on possible preferential CNTsurfactant interactions.5, 6 In their complete study of dispersions of oxidized CNT, Haddon and
his coworkers

7, 8

demonstrate that the type and amount of species collected in the residue of

centrifugation may even be connected to the pH values of the dispersions, as well as to the speed
of centrifugation, because of differences of Zeta potential values between the different
constituents of the dispersion.
Ultimately, the aqueous SDS-CNT dispersions prepared in this thesis are meant to be used for
the manufacturing of conductive polymer nanocomposites. In this respect, it is crucial to be able
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to calculate the exact CNT concentration in the supernatant of the centrifugation, because the
latter is always lower than the initial concentration used for the preparation of the dispersion. A
way to proceed would be to determine the specific extinction coefficient of the CNT dispersion
at a specific wavelength and to use the Beer-Lambert law to calculate the CNT concentration in
this way.

9, 10

However, this approach is not accurate for multicomponent systems like ours and

can lead to erroneous results. Two methods based on UV-Vis spectroscopy and one based on
TGA were recently proposed by Attal et al.

11

to determine the concentration of HiPCO

SWCNTs in aqueous surfactant solutions. These methods lead to satisfying results.

Preparation of Nanocomposites
Two series of nanocomposites were prepared under the same conditions with the same PS
latex, with either a non-centrifuged SDS- HiPCO SWCNT dispersion or with the supernatant of
a centrifuged SDS- HiPCO SWCNT dispersion, both exfoliated under the same conditions. The
results of the conductivity measurements plotted as a function of the CNT concentration are
displayed in Figure B2. Please note that since the UV-Vis spectra of both aqueous surfactantCNT dispersions (as measured before and after centrifugation) were superimposable after
appropriate dilution, the CNT concentration in the nanocomposites was assumed to be exactly
the same (No loss of SWCNT due to centrifugation was taken into account). Since the
centrifugation does not seem to remove a significant amount of HiPCO SWCNTs, the error in
the calculation of the CNT concentration induced by this approximation is not expected to be
significant.
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Figure B2. Two-point conductivity measurements performed on the surface of a
nanocomposite made of an insulating matrix (PS) and HiPCO SWCNTs before () and after ()
centrifugation. Dependence of the conductivity as a function of the CNT concentration.

Please note that percolation is a volumetric phenomenon. However, as the density of CNTs is
not always reported, and depends on the diameter distribution and defects, the CNT
concentration expressed in weight percent is commonly used to compare the results of several
conductivity measurements.
The conductivity behavior of the two series of nanocomposites is quite similar, as shown in
Figure B2. The maximum conductivity of the composite is not significantly affected by the
centrifugation of the aqueous surfactant-CNT dispersion, nor is the percolation threshold.
In view of these results, it was decided to skip the centrifugation step, which for commercial
reasons would also be a welcome benefit and cost reduction.
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SUMMARY

Several methods have been developed over the last few years to achieve the incorporation of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into a polymer matrix in order to obtain electrically conductive
nanocomposites. The key factors for producing such composites with low CNT loadings
comprise the quality of the wetting between the filler and the polymer matrix, as well as the state
of dispersion of the CNTs throughout the matrix. The final target is to manufacture easilyprocessable, low density conductive plastics, that in the future would be able to replace metals in
applications for which these are still preferred.
Nevertheless, as produced CNTs are either stuck together in thick bundles in the case of singlewall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), or are highly entangled in the case of multi-wall carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs). As a consequence, one of the main bottlenecks for the production of
high performance CNT/polymer nanocomposites remains the resistance of CNTs against
individualization.
The work presented in this Ph.D. thesis focuses on the study of:
-

the various steps of a process based on the application of latex technology, which is
utilized to prepare CNT/polymer nanocomposites. The key step of this process is the
mixing of two colloidal solutions, being a dispersion of mainly individual CNTs covered
by surfactant molecules, and a polymer latex, i.e. an aqueous dispersion of submicron
polymer particles. The latter are also covered with surfactant molecules.

-

the nanocomposites produced in this way, in particular their electrical properties, which
are governed by the formation of a percolating network of CNTs, and are therefore
strongly dependent on the concentration of conductive fillers dispersed in the matrix.

The first step of the process consists of debundling CNTs in an aqueous surfactant solution
(typically sodium dodecyl sulfate, SDS) in order to obtain a stable dispersion of CNTs covered
by surfactant molecules. The achievement of this first step is crucial: in order to get conductive
films with filler loadings as low as possible, it is imperative to achieve a good dispersion of the
CNTs in the polymer matrix. Consequently, it is very important to control and to monitor the
CNT debundling during the first step of the process. However, CNT debundling does not
guarantee a proper dispersion of the CNTs in the final nanocomposite. It was demonstrated that
this sonication-driven step can be monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy, see Chapter 3. This
method is based on the fact that individual CNTs absorb light in the wavelength region between
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200 and 1200 nm. The debundling of SWCNTs or MWCNTs results in an increase of the
concentration of individual CNTs, and finally in an increase of the UV-Vis signal. A leveling off
of the UV-Vis absorbance, recorded as a function of time and/or the total amount of ultrasonic
energy supplied to the system, indicates that the maximum degree of exfoliation has been
achieved and that, accordingly, further energy input can be stopped in order to prevent
unnecessary damage to the CNTs. These results were confirmed with cryo-Transmission
Electron Microscopy (cryo-TEM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).
In addition, four different experimental techniques, based on UV-Vis spectroscopy, surface
tension measurements, thermogravimetry and a modified version of the Maron’s titration, have
been developed in order to determine the lowest amount of surfactant necessary to reach the
highest degree of exfoliation of the CNTs (Chapter 4). The results obtained enabled us to
estimate a lower limit of the specific surface area of exfoliated SWCNTs, as well as an
estimation of the specific surface covered by one surfactant molecule when adsorbed on the
SWCNT surface. It is worth mentioning that these procedures are in principle applicable to a
large range of surfactant-particle systems.
In a second step, the stable aqueous SDS-CNT dispersion is mixed with a polymer latex. The
mixture obtained is freeze dried and subsequently compression-molded.
Before melt processing, the system typically consists of closely-packed latex particles
(polystyrene latex particles for our model system) mixed with CNTs, which are confined in the
interstitial space between the polymer particles. Since flow of the polymer occurs during the
compression molding step, CNTs can move through the polymer melt. As a result, the processing
conditions have a large influence on the conductivity, as well as on the percolation threshold of
the nanocomposite, see Chapter 5.
According to SEM analysis, in the nanocomposite films obtained, the CNTs are
homogeneously dispersed in the polymer matrix, and form a network of preponderantly
individualized CNTs. In particular, electrically conductive nanocomposites with a percolation
threshold of about 0.3 wt% (resp. 0.9 wt%) of SWCNTs (resp. MWCNTs) dispersed in a high
molecular weight polystyrene produced by free radical emulsion polymerization can be obtained
in this way.
This latex-based process is extremely versatile since it enables us to disperse SWCNTs and
MWCNTs into most of the polymers produced by emulsion polymerization or polymers which
can be artificially brought into a latex form. Thanks to this method, CNTs were successfully
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dispersed in another amorphous polymer than polystyrene, viz. poly(methyl methacrylate), a
semi-crystalline polymer, i.e. polypropylene, or in a polymer blend, namely a poly(2,6-dimethyl1,4-phenylene ether)/polystyrene blend (see Chapter 7).
Additionally, several procedures were explored in order to improve the properties of the
composites, i.e. to lower the percolation threshold and increase the conductivity. We
demonstrated that tuning the characteristics of the polymer matrix (in particular its molecular
weight distribution, see Chapter 5) is a promising way to optimize these properties. It was also
shown that the choice of the polymer matrix itself is a relevant parameter (see Chapter 7). Also
the characteristics of the CNTs themselves (among others: their type (SWCNTs or MWCNTs),
their intrinsic conductivity, their degree of purity, their diameter, and their aspect ratio) are of
importance.
Summarizing, we can state that the latex-based production of electrically conductive
nanocomposites leads to well-defined materials with preponderantly individual CNTs
homogeneously dispersed in a polymer matrix. Interestingly, the electrical properties of these
materials are strongly influenced by the characteristics of the polymer matrix and the CNTs
chosen, as well as by the process parameters.
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SAMENVATTING

Gedurende de laatste jaren zijn diverse methoden ontwikkeld om koolstof nanobuisjes in een
polymeermatrix te dispergeren, om zo tot elektrisch geleidende nanocomposieten te komen. Een
belangrijke factor voor de productie van dergelijke composieten is de homogeniteit van de
verdeling van de individuele nanobuisjes in de polymeermatrix. Verder is de benatting van de
vulstof door de polymeermatrix van groot belang voor de elektrische eigenschappen van de
nanocomposieten. Het einddoel is de bereiding van gemakkelijk verwerkbare, geleidende
plastics met lage dichtheden, die in de toekomst in staat zouden kunnen zijn om metalen te
vervangen in toepassingen waarvoor deze nog steeds de voorkeur hebben.
Niettemin zijn koolstof nanobuisjes direct na productie samengepakt in bundels in geval van de
enkelwandige koolstof nanobuisjes of in hoge mate verstrengeld in geval van meerwandige
koolstof nanobuisjes. Dientengevolge blijft de weerstand van koolstof nanobuisjes tegen
individualisatie één van de grootste knelpunten voor de productie van goed geleidende
nanocomposieten met een lage gewichtsfractie nanobuisjes.
Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift richt zich op de bestudering van:
- de verschillende stappen van een proces gebaseerd op de toepassing van latextechnologie,
welke gebruikt wordt om koolstof nanobuisjes/polymeer nanocomposieten te bereiden. De
belangrijkste stap van dit proces is het mengen van twee colloïdale oplossingen, te weten een
dispersie van hoofdzakelijk individuele koolstof nanobuisjes bedekt met oppervlakte-actieve
moleculen en een polymeerlatex, dat is een waterige dispersie van submicron polymeerdeeltjes.
Deze deeltjes zijn ook bedekt met oppervlakte-actieve moleculen.
- de nanocomposieten die op deze manier zijn gemaakt en die hun electrische eigenschappen
ontlenen aan een percolerend netwerk van overwegend individuele nanobuisjes.
De eerste stap van het proces omvat de individualisatie van koolstof nanobuisjes in een
oplossing van oppervlakte-actieve stoffen (typisch voorbeeld: natrium dodecylsulfaat, SDS) in
water, teneinde een colloïdale stabiele dispersie van koolstof nanobuisjes bedekt met
oppervlakte-actieve moleculen te verkrijgen. Een succesvol verloop van deze stap is
noodzakelijk om geleidende, dunne lagen van de polymere nanocomposiet met zo laag mogelijke
vulstofgehalten te krijgen. Derhalve is het zeer belangrijk om de mate van individualisatie vast te
stellen en in de tijd te volgen tijdens de eerste stap van het proces. Echter, de individualisatie van
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kolstoof nanobuisjes is nog geen garantie voor adequate dispersie van de nanobuisjes in het
uiteindelijke nanocomposiet. Het is aangetoond dat deze door ultrageluid-gedreven stap kan
worden gevolgd met UV-Vis spectroscopie. Deze methode is gebaseerd op het feit dat alleen
geïndividualiseerde koolstof nanobuisjes absorberen in het golflengtegebied tussen 200 en 1200
nm, terwijl gebundelde en sterk verstrengelde nanobuisjes geen signaal geven in UV-Vis. De
individualisatie van enkelwandige of meerwandige koolstof nanobuisjes resulteert dus in een
toename van de concentratie van op zichzelf staande nanobuisjes en uiteindelijk in een toename
van het UV-Vis signaal. Het afvlakken van de UV-Vis absorptie curve, geregistreerd als functie
van de tijd en/of de totale hoeveelheid ultrasone energie toegevoerd aan het systeem, geeft aan
dat de maximale graad van individualisatie is bereikt. Derhalve kan dan verdere energieaanvoer
worden gestopt om onnodige schade aan de koolstof nanobuisjes te voorkomen. Deze resultaten
zijn bevestigd door middel van cryo-Transmission Electron Microscopy (cryo-TEM) en
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Hoofdstuk 3).
Verder zijn er vier verschillende experimentele technieken ontwikkeld om de minimale
hoeveelheid oppervlakte-actieve stof te bepalen die al leidt tot de volledige individualisatie van
de koolstof nanobuisjes. Deze vier methoden zijn gebaseerd op UV-Vis spectroscopie,
oppervlaktespanningsmetingen, thermogravimetrie en een aangepaste versie van de Maron’s
titratie (Hoofdstuk 4). De verkregen resultaten stelden ons in staat om een ondergrens van het
specifieke oppervlak van individuele enkelwandige koolstof nanobuisjes af te schatten, alsmede
om een schatting te maken van het specifieke oppervlak bedekt door één oppervlakte-actief
molecule als dit is geadsorbeerd aan het oppervlak van een nanobuisje. Het is de moeite waard te
vermelden dat deze procedures in principe toepasbaar zijn in vrijwel alle colloidale vast/vloestof
dispersies.
In de tweede stap van het dispersieproces wordt de stabiele waterige SDS-nanobuisjes
dispersie gemengd met een polymeerlatex. Het verkregen mengsel wordt gevriesdroogd en
vervolgens geperst in de smelt tot een polymere film.
Voordat smeltverwerking plaatsvindt, bestaat het system normaal gesproken uit dichtgepakte
latexdeeltjes (polystyreen deeltjes voor ons modelsysteem), gemengd met koolstof nanobuisjes,
die zich bevinden in de vrije ruimte tussen de polymeerdeeltjes. Omdat vloei optreedt tijdens de
smelt-persstap, kunnen de nanobuisjes zich bewegen door de polymeersmelt. Als gevolg hiervan
hebben de procesomstandigheden een grote invloed op de geleiding en op de percolatiedrempel
van het nanocomposiet, zie Hoofdstuk 5.
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Volgens de SEM analyse zijn de koolstof nanobuisjes homogeen gedispergeerd in de
polymeermatrix en vormen ze een netwerk van overwegend op zichzelf staande koolstof
nanobuisjes. Aangetoond is dat op deze manier elektrisch geleidende nanocomposieten kunnen
worden verkregen met percolatiedrempels van ongeveer 0.3 gewichtsprocent (respectievelijk 0.9
gewichtsprocent) na dispersie van enkelwandige (respectievelijk meerwandige) koolstof
nanobuisjes in polystyreen met een hoog molgewicht, bereid door middel van vrije radicalaire
emulsiepolymerisatie.
Dit latex-gebaseerde proces is zeer veelzijdig, aangezien het ons in staat stelt om enkelwandige
en meerwandige koolstof nanobuisjes te dispergeren in vrijwel alle polymeren geproduceerd met
emulsiepolymerisatie, maar ook in polymeren die op kunstmatige wijze in een latexvorm kunnen
worden gebracht. Dankzij deze latex-gebaseerde methode zijn koolstof nanobuisjes volledig
gedispergeerd in een ander amorf polymeer dan polystyreen, namelijk poly(methyl
methacrylaat), in een semi-kristallijn polymeer, te weten polypropyleen, en in een
polymeermengsel, namelijk een mengsel van poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-fenyl ether) en polystyreen
(zie Hoofdstuk 7).
Verder zijn verscheidene procedures onderzocht om de eigenschappen van de composieten te
verbeteren, dus om de percolatiedrempel te verlagen en de geleiding te verhogen. We hebben
laten zien dat het afstemmen van de karakteristieken van de polymeermatrix (in het bijzonder de
molgewichtsverdeling, zie Hoofdstuk 5) een veelbelovende manier is om deze eigenschappen te
optimaliseren. Zo bleek een laagmoleculaire fractie PS tijdens het smeltpersen in staat te zijn de
oppervlakte-actieve stoffen van het oppervlak van de koolstof nanobuisjes te verdringen, met als
gevolg een sterkere vulstof-matrix interactie (zich manifesterend als een significante Tg
verhoging) en een hogere geleiding. Tevens is aangetoond dat de keuze van de polymeermatrix
een relevante parameter is (zie Hoofdstuk 7). Daar komt bij dat de karakteristieken van de
koolstof nanobuisjes zelf (onder andere: het type (enkelwandige of meerwandige koolstof
nanobuisjes), de intrinsieke geleiding, de zuiverheid, de diameter en de aspect ratio) van belang
zijn. Het gebruik van verticaal gegroeide meervandige buisjes met een initiële lengte van enkele
mm bleek voor minder dan 2 gew% buisjes te resulteren in een record nanocomposiet geleiding
van bijna 1000 S/m.
Samenvattend kunnen we stellen dat de latex-gebaseerde productie van elektrisch geleidende
nanocomposieten leidt tot goed-gedefinieerde materialen, bestaande uit overwegend individuele
koolstof nanobuisjes, homogeen gedispergeerd in een polymeermatrix. Interessant genoeg
worden de elektrische eigenschappen van deze materialen sterk beïnvloed door de
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karakteristieken van de polymeermatrix en de geselecteerde koolstof nanobuisjes, alsmede door
de procesomstandigheden.
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